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ABSTRACT 
Simulation and Optimization Model for the Construction of Electrical Substations  
Rania A. Fayed, American University in Cairo 
One of the most complex construction projects is electrical substations. An electrical 
substation is an auxiliary station of an electricity generation, transmission and distribution 
system where voltage is transformed from high to low or the reverse using transformers. 
Construction of electrical substation includes civil works and electromechanical works. The 
scope of civil works includes construction of several buildings/components divided into parallel 
and overlapped working phases that require variety of resources and are generally quite costly 
and consume a considerable amount of time. Therefore, construction of substations faces 
complicated time-cost-resource optimization problems. On another hand, the construction 
industry is turning out to be progressively competitive throughout the years, whereby the need to 
persistently discover approaches to enhance construction performance. To address the previously 
stated afflictions, this dissertation makes the underlying strides and introduces a simulation and 
optimization model for the execution processes of civil works for an electrical substation based 
on database excel file for input data entry. The input data include bill of quantities, maximum 
available resources, production rates, unit cost of resources and indirect cost. The model is built 
on Anylogic software using discrete event simulation method. The model is divided into three 
zones working in parallel to each other. Each zone includes a group of buildings related to the 
same construction area. Each zone-model describes the execution process schedule for each 
building in the zone, the time consumed, percentage of utilization of equipment and manpower 
crews, amount of materials consumed and total direct and indirect cost. The model is then 
optimized to mainly minimize the project duration using parameter variation experiment and 
genetic algorithm java code implemented using Anylogic platform. The model used allocated 
resource parameters as decision variables and available resources as constraints. The model is 
verified on real case studies in Egypt and sensitivity analysis studies are incorporated. The model 
is also validated using a real case study and proves its efficiency by attaining a reduction in 
model time units between simulation and optimization experiments of 10.25% and reduction in 
total cost of 4.7%. Also, by comparing the optimization results by the actual data of the case 
study, the model attains a reduction in time and cost by 13.6% and 6.3% respectively. An 
analysis to determine the effect of each resource on reduction in cost is also presented. 
KEYWORDS: electrical substation, construction, simulation, optimization, genetic algorithm, time, cost, resources. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Nowadays the electrical power demand is expanding extremely rapidly. To satisfy these 
colossal power demands, the current time obliges production of greater and greater power 
generating stations. These power generating stations might be hydro – electric, thermal or 
atomic. Contingent on the accessibility of resources, locations of these stations are flexible. 
These places might not be closer to load centers where the real utilization of power happens. 
Accordingly, it will be important to transmit these colossal power hinders from generating 
stations to their load centers. Consequently long and high voltage transmission networks are 
required. Power is produced relatively in low voltage level. It is practical to transmit power at 
high voltage level. Dispersion of electrical power is done at lower voltage levels as indicated by 
consumers. For keeping up these voltage levels and for giving more noteworthy security various 
transformation and switching stations must be installed in between generating station and 
consumer ends. These transformations and switching stations are generally known as electrical 
substations (Figure 1.1). 
A substation is a high-voltage electric system facility. It is utilized to switch generators, 
equipment, and circuits or lines all through a system. It is utilized to change alternating current 
(AC) voltages starting with one level to another, and/or additionally change AC to direct current 
or direct current to AC. Some substations are small consisting of no more than a transformer and 
related switches. Others are large with several transformers and many switches and other gears. 
The substations are the place the voltages are expanded to high values by utilizing step up 
transformers, and after the transmission, they are again stepped down for circulation. Typically, 
the substations have an assortment of defensive gadgets like circuit breakers and fuses to ensure 
the conveyance systems. These are outlined in a manner that different circulation circuits can be 
disengaged for repairs and load shedding. 
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Substations are typically outdoor and are encased by a wire fence. However, in private or 
highly dense territories, the substation might be indoor and housed inside a building to limit the 
murmuring commotion of the immense transformers. 
 
Figure  1.1: Electrical Substation Site 
Typically, substations are intended to perform these functions: 
 Step up and step down of the voltage for transmission and distribution: As for the same 
force transmitted at a higher voltage the current is lower it results in lower transmission 
misfortunes, subsequently is the need of stepping up and stepping down the voltage. 
 Switching and isolating the circuits for maintenance: Switching is likewise a vital 
capacity of substations. Shutting down a feeder circuit when the heap requests are high 
should be done for the security of the creating plants. Exchanging high voltages is a 
perilous work, and unique circuit breakers like air circuit breakers and oil circuit breakers 
for extinguishing the circular segments must be utilized. 
 Load shedding: When the force interest is more than the supply, the substations do stack 
shedding on dispersion circuits to look after equalization. 
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 Correction of power factors circuits: The force component must be kept at the right 
esteem when receptive burdens are there to ensure the generating plant and expand 
proficiency. 
 Safety devices like circuit breakers and fuses: These wellbeing devices are 
accommodated securing the apparatuses on the circulation circuit and in addition in the 
substation against high short circuit streams. 
 It contains bus bars for splitting the power for distribution: Thick bars of copper to which 
different circulating circuits are associated by stray pieces are known as bus bars. 
Contingent on the reasons, the substations might be fundamentally classified as:  
Step Up Substation 
Step up substation gets electric force from a neighboring producing facility and uses an extensive 
force transformer to build the voltage for transmission to inaccessible territories. A transmission 
bus is used to circulate electric energy to one or more transmission lines. There can moreover be 
a tap on the drawing nearer power feed from the generation plant to give electric energy to 
operate gear in the generation plant. 
Step Down Substation 
They are arranged at exchanging points in an electrical grid. They relate assorted parts of a grid 
and are a source for sub-transmission lines or distribution lines. The step-down substation can 
change the transmission voltage to a sub-transmission voltage. The sub-transmission voltage 
lines can then serve as a source to distribution substations. In some cases, force is tapped from 
the sub-transmission line for use in an industrial facility along the way. Otherwise, the power 
goes to a distribution substation. 
Distribution Substation 
Distribution substations are arranged where the essential distribution voltages are stepped down 
to supply voltages for nourishing the genuine consumers through a distribution network. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Construction of electrical substation projects includes electromechanical works and civil 
works. The scope of electromechanical works includes the installation, operation and 
maintenance of electromechanical equipment such as air circuit breakers, batteries, bus support 
insulator, switchgear, transformers, coupling capacitors, lightning arresters and underground 
cables. While, the scope of civil works includes construction of: 1) the main buildings that house 
the indoor electromechanical equipment such as switchgear building and control building; 2) 
different types of concrete foundations that carry the outdoor equipment and circuits such as 
portals foundations, transformers foundations, fire footings and cable trenches; 3) the service 
buildings such as workshop, firefighting buildings, drainage tanks and ground and elevated tank.  
Scheduling and optimization the execution processes of civil works for electrical 
substations are complex and challenging tasks. Construction of electrical substation consists of 
phases working in parallel to each other and each phase includes a group of buildings. All these 
buildings share resources in the same time (eg, equipment, labours and raw materials). The 
choice of resources is the most essential part of scheduling and ought to be considered 
incongruence with site limitations and the work to be attempted (Jaskowski andSobotka, 2006). 
As electrical substations projects are unique in nature, the formation of a schedule for 
construction tasks, ought to consider a variety of conditions, for example, technological and 
organizational methods and constraints, and additionally the accessibility or confinement of 
resource guarantee that a client’s needs and prerequisites as far as time, cost and quality are met. 
The construction scheduling of substation is typically concerned with sequencing 
activities over time and allocating resources in like manner. Construction of substations 
countenances muddled time-cost-resource optimization problems. These multivariate problems 
require concurrent minimization of total project duration and total project cost while considering 
issues identified with optimal resource allocation and resource leveling. In other words, 
substation construction project scheduling ought to be performed under resource constraints with 
considering adaptability for time and cost savings through appropriate resource allocation. 
However, traditional project scheduling methods have limitations. The limitations are that 
they do not consider assigning resource accessibility limitations to project activities or the 
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likelihood of time and cost savings through changing project schedules and resource 
modification (Kim and Ellis, 2010). The real problem is that the focus of these traditional 
methods is on nearby optimality at activity level and not on global optimality at project level; 
i.e., these methods are not fit for concurrent time-cost-resource optimization (Ashuri and 
Tavakolan, 2015). 
To defeat this restriction, several simulation and modeling techniques have been created 
to enhance the computer scheduling and optimization of construction projects. In addition to the 
use of evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) as 
multi-objective optimization techniques to solve construction project planning problems (Zheng 
et al, 2005). The upside of these techniques is that they consider the possibility of interfering 
with project activities and moving shared resources crosswise over project activities to 
simultaneously optimize total project duration, total project cost, and aggregate variety of 
resource allocation (Ashuri and Tavakolan, 2015).  
Therefore, the development of a model using the capabilities of new techniques such as 
simulation and genetic algorithms is required to solve the problem of time-cost-resource trade off 
in construction of electrical substation projects. This by identifying the optimal trade-offs among 
cost, schedule and resource allocation under the resource constraints, project factors and 
interrelationships for any particular electrical substation project.    
1.3 Research Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the major performance trade-offs in 
electrical substation projects and to build up a model that can assist decision makers to develop a 
suitable and more accurately schedule that ensure optimal time-cost-resource tradeoff for 
substation projects. The model should consider resource constraints and performance variables 
along with the potential impact and the interrelationships between the factors specific to the 
project options and constraints. 
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1.4 Research Scope 
The Scope of this research concentrates on the civil works of electrical substation 
projects. The scope of civil works includes: 
 Structure works (excavation, replacement, backfilling, insulation, concrete works…etc.); 
 Finishing works (masonry, plastering, painting, aluminum, tiles, epoxy, marble…. etc.); 
 Plumbing and sanitary works. 
1.5 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this research is to study planning, scheduling and cost estimation 
of electrical substation projects and to develop a model for scheduling, optimizing and control of 
the execution process of civil works of electrical substation that addresses the challenges facing 
the construction of this type of projects. In order to develop this model, the specific objectives of 
this study are: 
 Develop a simulation model based on external database for input data entry to show the 
real time sequence of events that the project would run through to finish all activities of 
substation according to input data using the needed resources, depending on their 
availability, and maintaining different relationships between the activities. The model is 
also required to estimate the cost of the project, the percentage of utilization of resources 
and the consumed quantity of materials; 
 Optimize the simulation model to find the minimum possible time and corresponding cost 
for the model by getting the optimal combination of resource parameters that affect the 
result under resource constraints. The model presents the optimized utilization and 
allocation of resources; 
 Validate the simulation model on three real substations case studies. 
 Validate the simulation and optimization model on a real case study and analyze the 
difference between the simulated and optimized results. 
1.6 Research Benefits 
The product of this research is a simulation and optimization model for the execution 
process of civil works for electrical substation projects. It will assist concerned decision makers 
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in planning and control of substation projects construction by achieving the optimal trade-offs in 
any given electrical substation project considering the potential factor impacts, constraints and 
interrelationships. By providing the bill of quantities, production rates, the maximum available 
resources and unit costs of resources for the civil works of any electrical substation, the 
following results can be obtained: 
 A real resource loaded schedule and cost estimated model for civil works of electrical 
substation project. 
 An optimized schedule-cost-resource allocated model for civil works of electrical 
substation projects. 
1.7 Research Methodology 
To achieve the study objectives, the entire research methodology has been divided into 
eight phases (Figure 1.2). The first phase is to conduct a comprehensive literature review of 
journal and academic publications to establish the state-of-practice and the state-of-the-art of 
construction projects management, the resource scheduling problems, schedule and cost control, 
schedule and cost integration and time-cost-resource optimization. The review covers the 
methods utilized for scheduling, control, integration and optimization of time-cost-resource 
tradeoff in construction projects performance, the advantages and limitations of each method and 
the models created by previous researchers.  
The second phase is to study the general nature of electrical substation projects and to 
collect information about this type of projects contracts through interviews with experts in the 
field. The information includes description of the substation, its function in electrical power 
system, main types of substations, major equipment, design considerations and the establishment 
process. 
The third phase is to study the scope of civil works in electrical substation construction 
including the description of all buildings/components, their functions, activities involved, 
execution process, specifications, contract documents, types of contracts and all project 
performance factors and constraints.  
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Figure  1.2: Phases of Research Methodology 
  
Phase 1 • Conduct a comprehensive literature review 
Phase 2 • Study the general nature of electrical substation projects 
Phase 3 
• Study the scope of civil works in electrical substation construction 
projects 
Phase 4 • Create a database excel file for input data entry of the substation 
Phase 5 • Development of the simulation model  
Phase 6 • Optimizing the simulation model 
Phase 7 • Simulation model verification 
Phase 8 • Overall model validation 
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The fourth phase is to create a database excel file for input data entry of the substation. 
The input data includes bill of quantities, resource breakdown, production rates, resources 
available, unit cost of resources and indirect cost. 
The fifth phase is to create a simulation model using Anylogic software and discrete event 
simulation method that presents the execution process of civil works of electrical substation. The 
aim of the model is to estimate the real time units of the project activities according to input data 
and resource constraints, the cost of the substation including direct and indirect cost, resources 
utilization and materials consumed.  
The sixth phase is to optimize the developed model to mainly minimize the project 
duration using parameter variation experiment and genetic algorithm java code implemented 
using Anylogic platform. The optimized model output results are the minimum project time, 
minimum possible cost corresponding to this time, optimal resource allocation and sequence of 
work and optimal utilization of resources.  
The seventh step is to verify operation of the simulation model by applying it on three 
electrical substations having different sizes and various electrical powers. A sensitivity analysis 
is created to test linearity and validation of output results. 
The eightieth step is to validate the overall model using a real electrical substation project 
which is Elnabq substation located in Sharm Elsheikh city, Egypt. A comparison between the 
simulation and optimization models’ results is implemented to study the differences in time, cost 
and resource allocation. Also, an analysis is created to present the effect of each type of 
resources on variation in time and cost of the project.  
1.8 Organization of Dissertation 
This dissertation consists of eight chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the electrical substation construction projects, problem 
statement, research purpose, scope and objectives, research benefits and methodology. 
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Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the subject matter and an introduction to electrical 
substation projects collected from experts through interviews. 
Chapter 3 describes the scope of civil works in electrical substation construction projects 
including description of each building/component, its function in the substation and the activities 
required to accomplish this building/component. This data is collected from contracts’ 
documents and specifications of substations projects. 
Chapter 4 presents the stages for constructing the simulation model which would represent the 
execution process of civil works of electrical substation based on external database. 
Chapter 5 presents the stages for constructing the optimization model that is based on the 
simulation model to come out with the optimum schedule, cost and resource allocation. 
Chapter 6 illustrates the steps of model verification by applying the model on three different 
substations. Sensitivity analysis is performed to test stability of the model and linearity of output 
results.   
Chapter 7 discusses the implementation of the simulation and optimization model on a real case 
study. The application procedure, results obtained and analysis of results are presented in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 8 includes the research summary, contributions, and limitations, as well as 
recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
The main objective of this research is to build a simulation and optimization model for 
the execution process of civil works of an electrical substation. The purpose of this model is to 
solve the time-cost-resource constrained problem in construction of electrical substation projects. 
This chapter presents the findings of a comprehensive literature survey on the time, cost and 
resource aspects in construction projects. The aim of this chapter is to introduce the resource 
scheduling problems in construction and the methods used to deal with these problems, specially 
time cost tradeoff optimization problem, in addition to, the benefits and limitations of each 
method. This chapter also offers an introduction for electrical substation construction including 
function of the substation, main types, major equipment and design considerations. 
2.2 Traditional Scheduling Techniques 
The main traditional scheduling techniques are bar chart method, network techniques, 
linear scheduling methods and line of balance method. 
2.2.1 Bar Chart Method 
Bar Chart method is a graphical representation of the project schedule that was originated 
and developed by Henry L. Gantt during World War-1 (Kamarah, 2006). A bar chart graphically 
plots activities versus time, with the activities being recorded vertically, and, when conceivable, 
inconsecutive request. The proposed time of execution for every activity is plotted as a bar on the 
time chart relating to the planned times of event. Begin, end, and duration of the project activities 
are entered into a calendar in form of a bar. The length of a bar represents the duration of each 
activity in accordance with the time scale of the chart. Depending on the objective of the bar 
chart, they might be differently grouped and represented. It is widely used due to its simplicity 
and multiple adaptations to numerous events. It is also used as a tool to identify the required 
resources and perform resource allocation and leveling. The main disadvantage of this method is 
its failure to detail interrelationships between activities which make the effect of changes in 
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activity sequencing and/or durations difficult to be determined (Chzanowski and Johnston, 
1986).  
Generally, Bar chart method can be easily used in small non-repetitive projects due to its 
simplicity to produce and understand and also because it has a universal appeal primarily due to 
its graphic and easily understandable format. On the other hand, it is difficult to use Bar chart 
method in repetitive projects because the large list of activities associated with many units will 
not be simple to view any details related to crews’ movements, and slow versus fast activities 
(Kamarah, 2006). 
2.2.2 Network Techniques 
Different sorts of network models have been created to conquer the bar chart's inability to 
outline activity interrelationships. By showing the relationships between activities, it gets to be 
less demanding to recognize critical activities and control project duration. Network models 
happen in one of two structures to represent activities and their inter-relationships, either as an 
activity-on-node model or as an activity-on-arrow demonstrate. In both forms, the 
interrelationships of the activities are represented by the arrows that interface the nodes. They are 
either deterministic or probabilistic (Chzanowski and Johnston, 1986). 
Activity-on-arrow model is known as arrow diagram method (ADM) in which activities 
is spoken to by arrows and nodes interfacing these arrows, with the nodes are considered events 
or milestones. While activity-on-node model, is usually known as precedence diagram method 
(PDM). In PDM, nodes represent activities and interfacing arrows represent the inter-relationship 
among these activities. PDM has few points of interest over ADM in which PDM can consider 
four different types of relationships between activities in particular, Finish to Start, Finish to 
Finish, Start to Start and Start to Finish, while ADM can consider one and only kind of 
relationship, to be specific, Finish to Start (Nunnally, 1998). 
The Critical Path Method (CPM) is the network model used on undertakings that are 
intelligently deterministic and comprise of activities with accepted deterministic parameters 
(Chzanowski and Johnston, 1986). The technique offers a simple count to determine a project 
schedule and to survey the criticality of activities utilizing its proposed concepts of floats and the 
critical path, concentrating on time. As mentioned previously, the activities are represented as 
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nodes and interrelationships (precedence constraints) between activities and the lead time 
between them are represented by arrows. After constructing the network, the calculation of 
project duration, critical path, critical activities, and floats are performed straightforwardly. The 
inferred data displays the criticality of activities, which make it simple to arrange ahead of time 
how to schedule the activities and deal with the project adequately, in light of the current 
schedule (Srisuwanrat, 2009). 
The fundamental weakness of CPM is that it bargains predominantly with activities’ 
durations not with resources; however, activities’ durations are functions of the resources that are 
required to finish each activity, in addition to their availability. This might bring about large 
resource fluctuations which require special resource-leveling endeavors to be done, to diminish 
the hiring and firing of resources (Hegazy, 2003).  
CPM strategies are not suitable for repetitive projects as repetitive activities often have 
distinctive production rates. These imbalances in production rates can contrarily affect project 
performance by bringing on work stoppages, wasteful usage of allocated resources, and 
unreasonable costs. Since there is no sign of production rates in CPM networks, this condition 
can never be anticipated by the scheduler amid the advancement of a network, nor would it be 
able to be recognized in regular network analysis (Arditi et al, 2002).  
The Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) is a probabilistic scheduling 
technique using three point estimates of activity durations (the most optimistic, the most likely 
and the most pessimistic durations) to determine estimated project duration. The difference 
between CPM and PERT is that CPM uses deterministic durations, i.e. durations with no 
variability, though PERT models activity durations as arbitrary variables (Srisuwanrat, 2009). 
The extent of pertinence for this technique has been for all intents and purposes superseded by 
simulation methods (Senior-Brown, 1993). 
Adeli and Karim (1997) reasoned that notwithstanding of the broad utilization of network 
techniques like CPM and PERT, these methods have various weaknesses, for example: 
• Network methods don't promise congruity of work in time, which might bring about crews 
being idle; 
• Multiple-crew procedures are hard to actualize in the network methods; 
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• The network diagram is not appropriate for checking the advancement of a project; 
• Network methods don't give a capable structure to the representation of repetitive tasks. All 
tasks are represented similarly, and there is no thought of the area of work in the planning. 
2.2.3 Linear Scheduling Method 
Alternate techniques to bar charts and networks that were produced in the most recent 30 
years are known under the generic term, “linear scheduling methods” (Arditi et al, 2002). 
In the linear scheduling methods (LSM), activities are plotted versus two axes, distance and time. 
The assignment of the axes is needy upon the inclination of the scheduler. The activities are 
plotted as lines with constant however at times evolving slopes. The slopes represent the activity 
rate of production, the quantities of work finished per working time unit. Discrete activities 
might be perceived at their fitting areas and times with a reference note to a relating CPM 
schedule. 
To make an LSM schedule, the scheduler decides the fitting succession of activities and 
the comparing rates of production. At that point the data is plotted. Changes might be made by 
watching genuine conditions and after that adjusting the suitable activity attributes, rates of 
production, start dates, and finish dates (Chzanowski and Johnston, 1986). 
LSM have endeavored to handle some of different issues which are (Kamarah, 2006);  
 Managing and synchronizing resources; 
 Maintaining work coherence from one unit to the next;  
 Introducing appropriate work intrusion to accomplish a balance among the production 
rates of repetitive activities; 
 Achieving a craved progress rate to meet project deadline; 
 Sequencing execution of work locations; 
 Presenting the large amount of data in a clear, easy-to-use format. 
 Learning curve effect; 
 Time and space reliance, particularly in high rise buildings; and 
 Non-repetitive activities within repetitive projects, such as, foundations in a high-rise 
building. 
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The literature shows that linear scheduling methods are more suitable to manage linear 
and repetitive projects. They are practical methods that can be used for creating and keeping up 
the construction schedule and additionally to seek alternative schedules to the current schedule. 
Two particular types of linear scheduling have risen: repetitive scheduling referred to as point-
based scheduling, and location-based (alignment-based) scheduling. Examples of point-based 
projects include multi-unit housing complexes and high-rise buildings, whereas examples of 
location-based (alignment-based) projects include geometrically linear projects such as pipelines, 
railways, and highway construction (Yang, 2015). 
Johnston (1981) portrayed the essential presentation configuration of LSM as having two 
axes. The horizontal axis represents the project duration and the vertical axis represents the 
number of repetitive units while separate diagonal lines represent repetitive activities. He 
recommended that LSM schedule is simple and can convey detail work schedule. Chrzanowski 
and Johnston (1986) utilized CPM method with LSM to schedule a highway project in order to 
assess the capabilities of LSM. They concluded that LSM has a few preferences, for example, its 
simplicity that helps work force to comprehend with least preparing, the capacity to extract 
different sorts of data, for example, work progress and resource allocations and the capacity to 
take quick decisions in resource utilization matters. Again, LSM can't be utilized for non-
repetitive activities and it is a graphical method that cannot use numerical computations. Handa 
and Barcia (1986) figured the issue as an optimization one that minimizes the project duration.  
These early LSM models had restrictions, for example, constant rate of production for each task, 
binding continuity constraints, and no procurements for the utilization of multiple crews (Adeli 
and Karim, 1997). 
2.2.4 Line of Balance Method 
Line-of-balance (LOB) is a variety of linear scheduling strategies that permits the 
adjusting of operations such that each activity is persistently performed. The significant 
advantage of the LOB approach is that it provides production rate and duration data as an 
effectively translated graphics format. The LOB plot can appear initially what isn't right with the 
advancement of an activity, and can distinguish potential future bottlenecks. Clearly, LOB 
permits a superior handle of a project made out of repetitive activities than some other 
scheduling procedure, since it permits the likelihood to conform activities’ rates of production. It 
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permits a smooth and effective stream of resources, and requires less time and effort to deliver 
than network methods (Arditi et al, 2002). 
LOB utilizes a comparative cumulative chart to portray the number of activities finished 
against time for a project with generally couple of activities repeated commonly. The unit 
network being repeated is called the program chart. This chart is similar to a CPM arrow 
network, and it demonstrates the tasks and dependencies for the unit. The second component of 
LOB is the progress chart, a cumulative curve demonstrating finish times for each of the units. In 
manufacturing industries this chart is moderately easy to create, and depends on expected interest 
or contractual necessities. It is a great deal more unpredictable to decide such a chart in 
construction, since only the total completion date is settled, and the intermediate completion 
milestones are dictated by the contractor (Senior-Brown, 1993). 
Arditi and Albulak (1986) utilized LOB to schedule a highway project. They presume 
that LOB schedule is easy to understand and requires less time and exertion. Al-Sarraj (1990) 
developed a formal algorithm for LOB to facilitate scheduling, resource management and project 
analysis and control in order to provide a mathematical alternative for the graphical LOB 
procedure. Ammar (2013) presented a technique that incorporates CPM with LOB to make 
utilization of the analytical capabilities of CPM notwithstanding LOB's capacities in resource 
utilization.  
It ought to be expressed that LOB has detriments that limit its utilization in the 
construction industry. One of the implausible presumptions of LOB is the suspicion of activities' 
constant production rates of activities are constant. This presumption infers that work amounts in 
each unit are identical and productivity of resources in each activity is a constant which rarely 
happens (Srisuwanrat, 2009).  
Kavanagh (1985) showed that the LOB techniques were intended to model simple 
repetitive production processes and, in this manner, do not transplant promptly into an intricate 
and impulsive construction environment. 
Senior (1993) expressed that the powerlessness to join varying amount of works in 
repetitive sub-activities is another limitation of LOB. Yang (2002) called attention to the 
supposition of constant production rates limits LOB in two ways. Initially, every activity must be 
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performed by the same crew. At a project level, this may not be a difficult issue, but rather at an 
organization level this supposition wipes out the likelihood of allocating resources among 
projects. Second, the hard-rationale priority limitations utilized as a part of LOB might 
superfluously control repetitive activities to work in the same sequence from one unit to another. 
2.3 Resource Scheduling problems 
One of the primary issues of scheduling is the way to manage resources. Time just 
schedule made from basic network scheduling techniques is insufficient. The start date and 
duration for each activity are not sufficient information for contractors, additionally the amount 
of resources expected to perform each activity as scheduled. The schedule assigns when 
resources are required. Resource constraints can have strong effects on the schedule. A few 
researchers have put a lot of exertion into creating scheduling techniques that consider resources 
(Tharachai, 2004). 
It is found that legitimate project planning through proficient project scheduling and 
suitable resource allocation can altogether build the likelihood that a construction project is 
finished on time, inside the monetary allowance; steady with specifications, and with less issues. 
Construction project planners face convoluted time-cost-resource issues. These multivariate 
issues require synchronous minimization of aggregate project duration and aggregate project cost 
while considering issues identified with ideal resource allocation and resource leveling. In other 
words, construction project scheduling ought to be performed under resource constraints with 
considering adaptability for time and cost investment funds through appropriate resource 
leveling (Ashuri and Tavakolan, 2015). 
There are four distinct problems that that normally show up in the resource scheduling 
literature, in particular the time-cost-tradeoff problem, the limited resource allocation problem, 
the resource leveling problem and the resource-driven scheduling problem (Tharachai, 2004). 
Time-Cost Trade-Off (TCTO) is one of the primary resource scheduling problems that has been 
broadly explored by numerous specialists and researchers. The idea of TCTO is to minimize the 
additional cost of the project by shortening the project duration. The shortening of any activity 
on the critical path can lessen the project duration, while shortening the activities that are not on 
the critical path cannot decrease the project duration (Chinanuwatwong, 1998). 
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Time-cost tradeoff issue concentrates on the relationship between the amount of 
resources applied to the activity and the duration of the activity. Utilizing diverse amounts of 
resources infers performing an activity at a different cost. The time-cost trade-off concept was 
created as a cost-optimizing procedure in view of this relationship. Following the time-cost 
trade-off concept, each activity has an activity time-cost relationship that can be plotted as a 
curve connecting the normal point, which is the point where that activity is performed at its 
minimum cost, and the crash point, the minimum time point. Each activity can be performed at a 
different cost and a different amount of time along this line. By changing the possible 
combination of time and cost of each activity, total project cost and time will surface eventually 
influenced (Tharachai, 2004). 
In construction, project costs can be characterized into direct costs and indirect costs. 
Direct cost is dictated by the resources allocated to each activity of a project, while indirect costs 
are overhead expenses. Additional costs may be brought about the contractor as harms, if the 
project is not finished on time. The duration of a project is gotten by sequencing singular 
activities whose durations are surveyed from learning of the resources dispensed to each activity 
and the occupation conditions. Thus, cost and duration are complicatedly related. Both of these 
parameters are phenomenal significance to the contractor who endeavors to minimize cost while 
fulfilling the contractual prerequisites, the most vital of which is the fulfillment deadline. 
Expecting the sequencing constraints are not changed, the direct cost, in general, has a 
backwards association with the duration of a construction project. The indirect cost increments 
with an expansion in the duration of the project. The aggregate cost is the total of these two costs 
and can increment or abatement with duration. The objective is to acquire the global ideal answer 
for the scheduling problem (Adeli and Karim, 1997) 
Fulkerson (1961) sketched out a network flow method for tackling the linear 
programming problem of computing the least cost curve for a project made out of numerous 
individual jobs, where it is expected that specific jobs must be done before others can be begun. 
Each job has an associated crash completion time and normal completion time, and the cost of 
doing the job differs directly between these extreme times. Given that the whole project must be 
completed in a recommended time interim, it is sought to find job times that minimize the total 
project cost. The method tackles this issue for all practical time interims.  
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Lamberson and Hocking (1970) built up an algorithm based on convex programming for 
optimum time compression in network scheduling systems. The improvement takes into 
consideration the activity time-cost trade-off functions to be any differentiable convex function. 
Decomposition theory is then applied to reduce the amount of computation necessary. This 
alongside a set number of standards to structure any approaching vector makes the algorithm 
amiable to time compression in large project networks. They express that their model was tested 
by utilizing a network that consisted of 26 events and 43 activities. Of the total activities, 37 
were compressible and 6 activities were non-compressible. The project schedule was reduced 
from 123 to 107 days in around one minute of ran time on an IBM 7094 PC. They did not notice 
the extra cost due to the network compression.  
Russell and Caselton (1988) developed a model for solving the optimization problem for 
a linear project. They introduced a two-state variable, TV-stage dynamic programming 
formulation of the linear scheduling problem to mainly minimize the overall project duration. 
The model records for a few of the substances of repetitive construction, including generalized 
priority relationships and the capacity to treat an assortment of work progression constraints. In 
addition, a sensitivity analysis procedure is portrayed that allows, for instance, the distinguishing 
proof of close optimal solutions, giving the client schedule options that may better suit extra non-
quantifiable criteria. These commitments are coordinated towards the objective of having linear 
scheduling turned into a practical computer-based apparatus for repetitive construction projects. 
Notwithstanding, they did exclude cost consideration in the model.  
Popescu (1995) delineated a model for solving TCTO problem. The time-cost function 
was linear. The objective function of the model is to minimize total project costs. The model 
assumptions are: 1) unlimited resources were available, 2) the overhead costs were constant 
during the project duration, 3) the direct activity costs were linear between normal activity costs 
and crash activity costs, 4) the planned activity duration can be any point between normal 
activity duration and crash activity duration. An example of 10 activities of precedence network 
was outlined and the progressions of manual estimation were appeared in a tabular format 
(Chinanuwatwong, 1998). 
Li (1996) designed a new approach to create a model for solving the optimization 
problem in a construction project. The model first quantitatively examines the elements that 
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impact the overall construction schedule which are the investment allocation, resource supply, 
and weather. The relationships between these factors are investigated, and their numerical sub-
models are built up. In view of these sub-models, a mathematical model is then settled with the 
target of the best economic benefit (the lowest construction cost). A computer program is created 
to unravel this model. The model could be explained by a trial-and-error method or by the Monte 
Carlo simulation method. The model is then tested using an example which includes 17 sub-
projects with the total project duration of 38 months. The outputs of the model are a resource 
supply curve and an investment allocation curve.  
One of the major hypothetical impediments of existing methods for solving time-cost-
resource tradeoff problems in construction project planning is that they don't think about the 
possibility of intruding on activities and reallocation of project resources to accomplish more 
fitting solutions with less total project cost, less total project duration, and less total variation of 
resource allocation (Ashuri and Tavakolan, 2015). 
Time-cost trade-off in light of basic network scheduling, such as CPM and PERT, assigns 
activities to their earliest time. In practice, the start and finish of activities are constrained by the 
available resources of construction firms. Likewise, even with enough resources, a good plan of 
the activities is to keep up the coveted level of resources, staying away from wide variety in 
resource demand between periods. There have been various endeavors to schedule activities 
considering resource constraint contemplations. Researchers have utilized distinctive targets as a 
part of resource-constrained scheduling problem. Among them, two winning destinations are: (1) 
minimizing the resource demand vacillation to accomplish constant resource utilization without 
surpassing the project due date and (2) minimizing the project duration without surpassing the 
predefined resource constraint. The main issue is known as “Resource Leveling Problem”, while 
the second issue is known as “Resource Constrained Problem” or “Limited Resource Allocation 
Problem”. Real attributes of both limited resource allocation and resource leveling are that each 
activity still has a fixed duration and constant daily resource demands similar to CPM and PERT; 
in any case, the start time of each activity is appointed some place between its earliest time and 
the latest time in order to accomplish the resource objectives (Tharachai, 2004). 
In spite of the expansive amount of literature of the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem, 
there are few investigates that have considered the renewable resources sway in project 
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scheduling. However, in real-life construction projects, a wide range of sorts of renewable 
resources (including labours, equipment and etc.) are included and resource management 
methodologies like resource leveling would influence project's total time and cost. Resource 
leveling is a procedure that minimizes the variety of the resource utilization over time, and in this 
way, lessens exorbitant changes of the resources use amid the project make span, which could 
somehow or another lead to a drop in efficiency or an expansion in production cost (Ghoddousi 
et al, 2013). 
Hegazy (1999) utilized Genetic Algorithms (GAs) procedure to hunt down near-optimum 
solution, taking into account both resource allocation and leveling heuristics at the same time. In 
the enhanced heuristics, irregular priorities are brought into chosen activities and their effect on 
the schedule is observed. The GA methodology then looks for an ideal set of activities’ priorities 
that make shorter project duration and better-leveled resource profiles. One noteworthy point of 
interest of the method is its simple pertinence inside of commercial project management software 
systems to enhance their performance. With a generally utilized system as a case, a macro 
program is composed to mechanize the GA procedure. A case study is displayed and a few trials 
directed to exhibit the multi-objective benefit of the procedure.  
Senouci and Eldin (2004) presented a mathematical resource-leveling model for 
construction projects that consider all conceivable precedence relationships, multiple crew-
utilizations, and time-cost trade-off. An optimization formulation with the goal of minimizing the 
total construction cost is introduced. The model permits any linear or nonlinear function for the 
presentation of cost-duration and resource duration relationships. The nonlinear optimization 
problem is unraveled utilizing a hybrid genetic algorithm model. For determined resource limits, 
the model yields the optimum or near optimum total construction cost. The displayed hybrid 
genetic algorithm model supplements the conventional CPM approach by optimizing project 
schedule and total cost as it performs resource leveling. The model is fit for handling an 
extensive variety of project sizes including large construction projects involving a large number 
of activities. The new model has been actualized in a Fortrun PC program and used to perform 
the resource scheduling for various construction projects. The model demonstrates that it 
performs resource scheduling proficiently.  
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Zahraie and Tavakolan (2009) built up a multi-objective model that simultaneously 
explains the time cost optimization (TCO) and resource leveling issues. Non-dominated sorting 
genetic algorithm NSGA-II is utilized for at the same time minimizing absolute time, cost, and 
required resource moments. The proposed optimization model which is named time, cost, and 
resource utilization optimization TCRO model has three target capacities to minimize total 
project time, summation of direct and indirect costs of a project, and moment of required 
resources. The time and direct costs of each activity are likewise thought to be fuzzy numbers to 
have the capacity to consolidate the managers’ behavior in anticipating time and cost relevant to 
a particular activity. The fuzzy sets connected with time and cost variables are characterized in a 
discrete space, which represent various options of activities. TCRO model has been applied on 
two case studies of construction projects to exhibit the model capacities. The outcomes 
demonstrate that adding the resource leveling capability to the already created TCO models gives 
handier arrangements as far as resource allocation and utilization, which makes TCRO model 
pertinent to both industry professionals and analysts.  
Notwithstanding time-cost trade-off, limited resource allocation, and resource leveling, 
researchers have likewise been keen on another significant resource scheduling problem which is 
the resource-driven problem (Tharachai, 2004). Unlike traditional scheduling techniques, 
resource-driven scheduling accounts specifically for crew work progression and also resource 
availability to encourage compelling resource utilization.  
Construction crews relegated to repetitive activities often perform the work 
consecutively, moving from one repetitive unit in the project to the following. On account of this 
regular crew movement, construction of repetitive activities ought to be scheduled in such a way 
as to empower brief movement of crews among the repetitive units so as to minimize idle crew 
time. Keeping in mind the end goal to expand the proficiency of crew utilization, the schedule of 
repetitive activities ought to be resource driven, and ought to fulfill the crew work coherence 
constraint notwithstanding precedence relationships and crew availability constraints (El-Rayes 
and Moselhi, 1998). 
Russell and Wong (1993) depicted the improvement and utilization of another era of 
planning structures that gives the premise to a superset of the conventional critical path method. 
These structures give a way to marry critical-path planning with linear scheduling utilizing 
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required traits of these structures for demonstrating projects with repetitive elements. They have 
been gathered from the literature; a broadened advancement process; and the planning, 
scheduling, and updating of many projects. Individuals from the group of planning structures 
incorporate the continuous activity, the ordered activity, the shadow activity, and the cyclic 
activity. These activities allow the treatment of work progression, the execution of work in a 
requested area arrangement, execution of work on a first-come-first-served basis, and cyclic 
relations between predecessor and successor activities at various work areas. Their application is 
encouraged by the utilization of a generalized set of precedence relationships. Four case studies 
are given to exhibit the adaptability these structures offer for demonstrating a diverse range of 
project types.  
El-Rayes and Moselhi (1998) built up an adaptable algorithm for the resource-driven 
scheduling of repetitive activities. For each task in a repetitive unit, the algorithm identifies the 
scheduled start and finish dates and also the crew appointed to that task. The algorithm provides 
a schedule that consents to precedence relationships, crew accessibility and crew work congruity 
limitations. Also, it considers the effect of the following viable variables: kind of repetitive task 
(i.e. typical or atypical); numerous crews assigned to work at the same time on an activity; crew 
accessibility duration on site; activity intrusion; and user- indicated order of execution among 
repetitive units. The scheduling algorithm is done in two primary stages: the principal 
accomplishes consistence with precedence relationships and crew accessibility constraints, and 
the second accomplishes consistence with the crew work continuity constraint. A numerical case 
of a highway project is investigated to delineate the utilization of the algorithm and show its 
capacities. This project is broken down with and without task intrusion, to show the helpful 
elements of the algorithm. The outcomes exhibit that the contribution of task interference can 
diminish extends project duration. The proposed algorithm has been created with a perspective to 
permitting active user support in the scheduling process, and gives viable adaptability in activity 
representation and assignment of crews.  
Memon and Zin (2011) reported about the status of resource-driven scheduling usage in 
Malaysian construction industry. An investigation survey was led to decide the level of resource-
driven scheduling and variables influencing the concerned usage. Construction Firm categorized 
by classes were utilized as a part of investigation. Information was dissected by statistical 
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package to discover the methods and rank. Average index technique was adjusted to for the level 
of elements of resource scheduling usage and obstruction to resource-driven scheduling. It is 
critical 59.65% firms are executing resource-driven scheduling as fractional. Additionally, 
techniques for project scheduling and resource alternatives embraced were explored. A 
Significant lion's share of construction firms around 65% embrace Microsoft project for 
scheduling. Study demonstrated that the elements of resource scheduling are being executed at 
medium level. Absence of comprehension/attention to ideas, lack of genuine responsibility, 
absence of coordination of key personnel and lack of coordination of constructors’ consultants 
were discovered central point that influence resource-driven scheduling. While, costly to prepare 
is most contributing variable, no requirement on schedules from authority, hard to plan and 
obstacles by personnel/authorities were found as real imperatives in actualizing resource driven 
scheduling. 
At long last, most researchers treat the resource cost scheduling problem as one of the 
aforementioned problems, not blend of them. Thus, they arrange the problem as either the time-
cost trade-off problem, the limited resource allocation, the resource leveling, or the resource-
driven scheduling problem. Unfortunately, in practice, the resource scheduling problem is 
generally a blend of these problems (Tharachai, 2004). 
2.4 Management of Project Schedule and Cost in Construction Industry 
Construction management projects are entangled and include numerous, firmly 
interrelated tasks. Choices on execution modes and also staff and equipment resource allocations 
affect project costs and completion times fundamentally. Time and cost are highly correlated in 
construction projects. Typically, shorter project durations acquire higher construction costs. A 
construction organization ready to minimize both project time and cost at the same time might 
have a noteworthy favorable position over its rivals. Numerous strategies have been proposed to 
manage time and cost by recognizing an optimal combination of execution modes for all 
activities (Cheng and Tran, 2014). 
2.4.1 Schedule and Cost Control in Construction Industry 
The fruitful conveyance of construction projects requires progress monitoring and 
control. Monitoring is the procedure of tracking and highlighting varieties from built up 
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baselines amid the project execution stage. Control alludes to the corrective action decision-
making procedure to minimize the unfavorable varieties. As such, a project controls framework 
ought to have the capacity to assess advance, estimate and highlight varieties, in an incorporated, 
explanatory, and deliberate way. Moreover, such a framework ought to have the capacity to help 
decision makers to distinguish conceivable corrective action. Also, a powerful controls 
framework must inter-relate all the project functions and must provide managers with data 
expected to estimating and responsive control. 
A satisfactory tracking and control system can minimize slippages and help project 
management in conveying fruitful projects. Also, it can boost benefit and put the actualizing 
organization at an aggressive edge. In practice, most construction organizations utilize a few 
techniques for schedule/cost control. However, these techniques experience the ill effects of the 
absence of integration between assessment, estimating, and optimization of performance (Nassar, 
2005). 
Anderson and Tucker (1994) showed that around one third of architecture/engineering 
projects do not meet execution targets which are cost, schedule, technical requirements and 
benefit. Chang (1997) showed through a contextual investigation that costs expanded by 9.2% 
and schedules expanded by 23.3% on average for four environmental and engineering projects. 
Flyvbjerg et al. (2002) found out that project costs are underestimated in 90% of the 258 
infrastructure projects finished in the previous 70 years.  
Aklnci and Flscher (1998) demonstrated wild components that influence cost overburden 
of a project. They showed numerous sorts of components. Elements directly impact the estimated 
cost of a project such as estimator biases, vagueness in scope, design complexity and project 
size. Components influencing final cost of project as unknown geological conditions, weather 
conditions, client-generated risk factor, subcontractor-generated risk factors. Contract particular 
factors such as type of contract and context of contract. Additionally, different elements as 
economic factors, political risk factors.  
Hastak and Baim (2001) recognized the risk factors that can influence the management, 
operational, and maintenance cost of bridges, roads and highways, and subway stations. 
Notwithstanding the risk factors, the outcomes distinguish the interrelationship between the risk 
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factors, failure modes associated with the risk factors, the stage in the facility life cycle when the 
risk factors are initiated, and the stage in the facility life cycle when they are liable to bring about 
an effect. The research delineates a considerable amount of factors that influence cost of 
infrastructure projects, for example, management focus, forecast and calculation, design concept, 
design details, deterioration, correspondence, material determination, quality control, 
construction faults, productivity, maintenance practices, maintenance of traffic and effect on 
urban environment.  
Chang (2002) recognized the reasons base up from four case project documents and 
further evaluates their commitments to cost and schedule increments. These reasons, for 
example, owner demand extra work or change focus/decision at a later date due to new 
discoveries and different contemplations, the original schedule is excessively hopeful and 
unreasonable, work that ought to have been incorporated in the original scope is discarded by the 
owner, owner’s inability to provide data, make decisions, or take actions in an opportune way, 
consultants for other related projects neglect to give essential data on time, the consultant is not 
powerful or productive in performing the work, real extent of work is not surely knew by the 
expert at the time the work hours were initially assessed, developing needs is not foreseen at the 
scoping stage and outside stakeholders request more options, examinations and clarifications.  
Nassar et al (2005) dissected the primary driver of cost overruns and assess the amount of 
cost overrun of asphalt paving operations, using statistical process control (SPC) techniques. 
Genuine information containing cost data of 219 projects in the year 2000 were gathered. The 
outcomes demonstrate that the average cost overrun for the sample collected was 4% above the 
bid price. Purposes behind cost overruns are analyzed and a Pareto chart and a cause and effect 
diagram are developed. The information gathered have demonstrated that construction design 
prepared by a consultant constantly encountered a higher cost overrun rate instead of in-house 
design. Besides, half of the cost changes are because of unpredicted increments and adjusted 
final field estimations.  
Moneke (2012) inspected the elements influencing work schedule viability with the point 
of giving a framework that will help managers to build up a solid and cost effective schedule 
vital for fruitful usage and control of construction projects in Nigeria. Study technique is utilized 
to acquired field information, which are subjected to statistical test of hypothesis. The strategies 
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for multiple regression and correlation analyses were utilized as a part of analysis of data. The 
consequence of the analysis demonstrates that critical variables that influence work schedule 
adequacy in the request to centrality are time, material and manpower.  
Pham and Hadikusumo (2014) characterized the main drivers of delay problems in 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) project delivery system in Vietnam. A 
qualitative research technique by using case study on selected EPC projects is embraced. The 
study finds that a portion of the delay variables are ascribed to contractor, project owner, 
authorities and external (i.e. weather). In this way, keeping in mind the end goal to enhance, 
local EPC contractors need to build up their EPC project management competency. In addition, 
project owner needs to precisely select the EPC contractor in light of their technical and 
management capability. Project owner additionally needs to set up clear project prerequisites in 
the basic design and keep up the project scope and in addition maintain a strategic distance from 
design changes.  
Apollo and Miszewska-Urbańska (2015) dissected and assessed the explanations behind 
construction costs increment in urban regeneration projects. The investigation considers real 
restorations of real estates’, and additionally overwhelming repair and modernization of the road 
system. The expenses from works and consumption schedules were contrasted and the expenses 
of extra works, which demonstrates the rate cost increment in connection to initial project budget 
presumptions of a case study. The elements influencing the increase of costs in the project (in 
connection to investor’s and contractor’s estimates and contract in light of them) include: 
underestimating the estimation of works (too low amounts of unit costs), deficient or inaccurate 
tender documentation and presentation of replacement works or optimization of materials and/or 
technology.  
Larsen et al. (2016) broke down the components having the best impact on time, cost, and 
quality, and find whether the impacts of these variables are fundamentally unique in relation to 
each other. A survey with twenty-six variables recognized from interviews is sent to the full 
population of publicly employed project managers. Variables are ranked utilizing the relative 
importance index and tried for noteworthy contrasts utilizing Friedman’s test. Wilcoxon’s test is 
utilized as a part of a post-hoc investigation. It distinguishes the five fundamental driver of delay 
as unsettled or absence of project funding, delay or long process times caused by other 
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authorities, unsettled or absence of project planning, mistakes or oversights in construction work 
and absence of identification of needs. Besides, it distinguishes the five elements with the best 
impact on budget as blunders or exclusions in consultant material, mistakes or irregularities in 
project documents, late user changes influencing the project or function, absence of preparatory 
examination before design or tendering and unpracticed or recently qualified consultants. The 
main conclusion of this research is that project schedule, budget, and quality level are influenced 
in essentially diverse ways. In this manner, a project manager can't deal with such basic issues by 
concentrating just on schedule or budget complexities; nor would he be able to accept that time, 
cost, and quality are similarly influenced.  
Overwhelms in project schedule and cost might bring about a critical financial risk to 
both contractors and owners. Therefore, researchers are occupied with the quality, integrity, and 
opportuneness of data that are used in construction cost and schedule control systems. The most 
prevalent techniques in project cost control are budget baseline, cost breakdown structure, unit 
costing, earned value, cost variance, cash flow analysis, and schedule of values. While, project 
schedule control techniques include work breakdown structure, bar chart, critical path method 
(CPM) analysis, percent complete, incremental milestone, and time variance (Bayraktar, 2006). 
Kern and Formoso (2006) proposed a project cost planning and control model for 
construction firms. This model expects to bolster the improvement of production management 
frameworks, in which cost management and production planning and control can be steadily 
incorporated, keeping in mind the end goal to conquer the current restrictions of cost accounting 
frameworks. The extent of the model is restricted to building projects completed by small and 
medium sized companies, included in both product improvement and production processes. The 
model proposes the coordinated use of three genuinely surely understood cost management 
techniques: operational cost estimating, S-curves and target costing. By utilizing this set of 
apparatuses, it is expected that cost management will turn out to be more proactive, and ready to 
manage the dynamic, uncertain and complex construction environment that exists in most 
projects. The partial implementation of the model in two case studies have positive effects in the 
execution of those projects. It gave key data to bolster decision making related to design, 
production plans and contracts with suppliers. A noteworthy snag for its execution was the 
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deficiency of the current cost database and the inadequate stream of data among various sectors 
of the companies. 
Luu et al (2009) depicted how Bayesian belief network (BBN) is connected to measure 
the likelihood of construction project delays in a developing country. Sixteen factors were 
distinguished through a questionnaire survey of 166 experts. Eighteen cause-effect relationships 
among these factors are gotten through master meeting review to add to a belief network model. 
The top primary driver of delay in building and industrial construction projects s in Vietnam 
incorporated owner’s financial troubles, insufficient experience and budgetary challenges of 
contractors, deficiency of materials, moderate site handover, inappropriate construction 
techniques, deficient works and reworks, and lack management capacity by owners/project 
managers.  The model performs well in anticipating the likelihood of construction delay in two 
case studies. The consequence of sensitivity analysis utilizing the BBN-based model 
demonstrates that construction delay is extremely sensitive to the factors deficiency of materials, 
deficient construction work and moderate site handover.  
Hsiao et al (2012) proposed another model for evaluating semiconductor hookup 
construction project costs. The created model, called FALCON-COST, integrates the component 
ratios method, fuzzy adaptive learning control network (FALCON), fast messy genetic algorithm 
(fmGA), and three-point cost estimation method toward deliberately manage a cost-estimating 
environment including constrained and dubious information. Furthermore, the proposed model 
enhances the present FALCON by formulating another algorithm to lead building block selection 
and random gene deletion so that fmGA operations can be implemented in FALCON. The 
consequences of 54 case studies show that the proposed model has estimation precision of 83.82, 
which means it is around 22.74%, 23.08%, and 21.95% more exact than the traditional average 
cost method, component ratios method, and modified FALCON-COST method, respectively. 
Furnishing project managers with reliable cost estimates is key for viably controlling project 
costs.  
Tang et al (2014) utilized the linear scheduling method and constraint programming 
techniques for solving schedule control problems confronted amid railroad construction. The 
proposition involves a schedule control model, scheduling model, and schedule control system; 
the scheduling model is central to the schedule control model. It utilizes the fixed duration as the 
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constraint and resource leveling and minimum changes to the schedule as the optimization 
objectives. Programmed planning of a linear schedule and optimization with resource leveling 
and minimum changes to the schedule as objectives are accomplished in light of LSM. The 
model is unraveled utilizing constraint programing (CP) technology characteristics, for example, 
high adaptability and practicality encourage multi-objective optimization amid scheduling and 
modification of the linear schedule. The proposed model and algorithm are validated by 
comparing results with actual data from a highway construction project and the Urumqi–
Dzungaria railway construction project.  
Marrero et al. (2014) established a simple model to monitor dwelling construction 
projects that can undoubtedly be executed inside of control systems that are already set up. For 
the first time, process control charts are consolidated with cost control in dwelling construction 
so as to forestall overruns regarding time and/or cost. The model encourages the production 
supervision of construction contracts by regularly giving data on the work finished and the 
incurred cost of the production processes per period, through charting and/ abridging this data in 
a way reliable with statistical control charts. At long last, the manager can easily distinguish 
those procedures which are off focus by consulting control charts.  
Jung et al. (2015) developed a project numbering system (PNS) of integrated cost and 
schedule control system for nuclear power plant (NPP) construction. Particular characteristics of 
nuclear power plant construction were investigated first in order to distinguish affecting variables 
that describe genuine usage of advanced cost and schedule controls. The created system depends 
on earned value management system (EVMS) for dealing with the three noteworthy exhibitions 
of quality, cost, and time. A situation is then created and broke down to simulate a case-project. 
By using this case-project, proposed management necessities, management strategies, 
measurement techniques, information structure, and information gathering techniques for 
integrated cost and schedule PNS were outlined. For the purpose of augmenting advantages from 
the NPP EVMS, vital prerequisites are distinguished first. The project delivery method and PMO 
methodology are considered just like the most vital variables for EVMS advancement. Taking 
into account the variable examinations, EVMS destinations and techniques were created. These 
administrative and specialized necessities were completely fused in the PNS definition process.  
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2.4.2 Schedule and Cost Integration in Construction Industry 
The expression “cost-schedule integration”, refers to the pre-established planning 
structure used to give the data expected to a particular project in order to build up a probabilistic 
control estimate and schedule. The control estimate, and schedule, represents the baseline against 
which actual performance will be measured throughout the execution phase of the project. This 
integrated system will likewise be considered for its capability to give extra data to the planning 
process, and, eventually, its capacity to minimize the risk associated with the endeavor of 
construction projects (Isidore and Back, 2002). 
Cost-schedule integration has been a major challenge in the course of recent decades in 
the construction industry (Cho et al, 2013). Different endeavors have been made to integrate 
schedule and cost in construction projects, prompting the advancement of different integration 
techniques and models in a several studies: Teicholz 1987; Hendrickson and Au 1989; Kim 
1989; Abudayyeh and Rasdorf 1991; Isidore and Back 2002; Jung and Woo 2004; Hong and 
Hastak 2007; Han et al. 2008. 
The greater part of the current integration models plans to artificially deal with a project 
so as to undertake the progress rate in the construction stage. In other words, their significant 
intention is to execute integrated monitoring to check whether a project is advancing easily as 
indicated by the planned schedule and cost. In that capacity, the current integration models need 
particular management strategies when a project is resolved to be completed slower than 
anticipated. In this manner, an integration model that encourages productive integrating so as to 
plan and easily controls both schedule and cost is required (Cho et al, 2010). 
The answer for time-cost integration problem forces two difficulties: integrating cost- and 
schedule-control functions; and controlling data quality, integrity, and timeliness. With respect to 
the main difficulty, construction projects display complex connections between schedules and 
costs. Despite the fact that the interdependency between schedule and cost is self-evident, it is 
uncommon to discover project-control systems that integrate cost- and schedule-control 
functions. Maybe, they stay two separate functions that are performed autonomously from each 
other and that use two distinctive control structures: the work breakdown structure (WBS) and 
the cost breakdown structure (CBS). The trouble of integrating both functions lies in the level of 
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detail that each function uses, rather than the level of detail required. With respect to the second 
difficulty, construction information, which are obtained utilizing an assortment of various 
structures, are hard to control because of either the restricted time accessible to focus on this task 
or inefficient manual information accumulation strategies. In this manner, enhancing the quality, 
integrity, and timeliness of construction data is a very much perceived need (Rasdorf and 
Abudayyeh, 1991). 
Teicholz (1987) perceived the contrasts between the levels of detail of the CBS and the 
WBS and proposed a mapping instrument between a given cost account and one or more 
activities (tasks) identified with that account. This mapping system works taking into account the 
idea of percent allocation, where a CBS cost account has particular percentages distinguishing 
the amount of a given resource (for example, work hours and material amounts) that should be 
allocated to a given task in the WBS.  
Hendrickson and Au (1989) introduced an integration idea utilizing work components. A 
work component is a control account characterized by a framework of work packages from the 
WBS and of cost accounts from the CBS. In this model, the work component gives a connection 
between the WBS and the CBS, where a cost account might be identified with one or more tasks 
and where a task might be identified with one or more cost accounts, utilizing the work 
component as a shared factor to accomplish the fancied integration.  
Kim (1989) built up a PC information model for enhancing construction project planning 
and control using an object-oriented programming (OOP) approach. The information model they 
proposed endeavors to integrate not only construction cost and schedule control information, as 
well as design information too. It depends on the improvement of another component called the 
basic construction operation required by a design object (BOD). The BOD is characterized as the 
lowest-level construction task expected to build a particular design object. Thus, a BOD is an 
element that gives a connecting instrument between a design object and its relating construction 
operation control functions such as WBS and CBS. It was likewise noticed that the relationship 
between cost and schedule is connected just through the BOD, and data about cost and schedule 
are intended to be connected through graphic entities.  
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Abudayyeh and Rasdorf (1991) developed an automated information management system 
as a significant commitment in integrating cost and schedule functions using the work packaging 
model, a sound existing integrated cost and schedule control model, and formally and 
systematically designed automated mechanisms to bolster it. The initial step which is problem 
definition was expert utilizing the work packaging model to solve the integration problem and by 
utilizing information gathering forms created by R. S. Means Company to recognize what 
information items are gathered in cost and schedule control. The second step which is conceptual 
modeling uses Nijssen's information analysis methodology (NIAM) for data modeling. For the 
third step which is computational modeling, the relational data model is chosen.  
Isidore and Back (2002) consolidated discrete event simulation, regression analysis, and 
numerical analysis in order to develop a model (MSAT) that clarifies the relationship between 
the stochastic cost estimate and the schedule data. This permits a great deal more itemized and 
integrated project planning than was conceivable previously, when range estimating and 
probabilistic scheduling were autonomously connected to construction projects. Utilizing the 
MSAT technique permits cost estimate and project schedule values, both having high percentile 
levels, and which are identified with each other in some important path, to be chosen. MSAT 
was applied to several example projects, and was found to give reliable results in all cases.  
Jung and Woo (2004) proposed an adaptable work breakdown structure (WBS) that 
optimizes the overhead exertion by method for lessening the amount of information to be 
controlled. So as to have an adaptable structure, the WBS numbering system needs to use 
standard arrangement codes and ought not to have a typical strict hierarchy for all parts. The 
proposed strategy is more appropriate for general contractors who need to deal with their own 
manpower, materials, subcontractors, and machines; since it is generally valid for general 
contractors that a wide range of sorts of information from a wide range of associations ought to 
be controlled in an integrated way. However, the idea of adaptable WBS can be applied to all 
project members, including owners, construction managers, architects, and subcontractors, for 
their own compelling integrated cost and schedule control under an agreement.  
Perera and Imriyas (2004) developed a technique for an integrated management 
information system for project time and cost management using DBMS (MS Access TM) and 
time management programming (MS Project TM). The model envelops estimating, scheduling, 
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cost control, resource monitoring and costing, and financial control. To begin with, through a 
literature review, narrative hunt in contractor associations and meetings of experts, the 
prerequisites of such a system were distinguished. Second, detail methods are set up by 
utilization of standard system design strategies. Third, a data modeling is created and a relational 
database was set up with information exchange system between database and time planning 
programming. The research demonstrated that a successful integrated project cost management 
system could be produced utilizing MS Project TM and MS Access TM as a practical answer for 
little to medium construction associations. 
 Hong and Hastak (2007) investigated the efficiency and cost of establishment for FRP 
bridge deck panels utilizing electronic MicroCyclone simulation programming. For the relative 
examination of the efficiency and cost for FRP bridge deck construction, the construction 
strategy for partial-depth precast concrete deck panels was utilized as one of the strategies for 
ordinary bridge deck construction. The establishment methodology for the two techniques are 
precisely assessed to add to the underlying procedure model. The information required for the 
simulation study was gathered through poll reviews and individual meetings. For the simulation 
study of FRP bridge deck panels, the establishment system of Martin Marietta Composites 
(MMC) among different makers is chosen as an agent technique to break down their 
profitability. The simulated results are utilized to decide the unit cost of a theoretical case for 
restoration bridge decks.  
Han et al. (2008) built up another philosophy for the estimation and prediction of the 
productivity and unit costs produced by both a conventional system and a GPS-based system. To 
accomplish this objective, this study utilizes a procedure made out of the accompanying steps: 
accumulation of construction information, era of extra information utilizing a simulation 
methodology, and prediction of productivity and unit costs utilizing a statistical method. This 
philosophy additionally works as a decision-making instrument for the choice of the proper 
system under particular jobsite conditions. By considering different real conditions, the proposed 
philosophy can offer the user some assistance with understanding and sort out a construction 
situation for the ideal use of either a conventional or GPS-based system.  
Chen (2008) presented the extensive matrix method to integrate cost and schedule and to 
provide cost and schedule performance indices for project performance evaluation. The extensive 
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matrix method provides base matrices that could be effortlessly extracted from the popular 
project management programming in the business sector (e.g., Primavera Project Planner). Some 
new elements are coordinated in the extensive matrix method. These components incorporate 
cost of uneven resource allocation, payment arrangement and inflation, budgeted cost of work 
scheduled (BCWS), budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP), actual cost of work performed 
(ACWP), cost performance index (CPI), and schedule performance index (SPI). With CPI and 
SPI, the performance of a project could be effectively recognized. In the wake of verifying the 
proposed model on a case study, it could be seen that the extensive matrix method is viable and 
gives an approach to WBS-CBS integration and project planning and assessment.  
Kim et al (2008) built up a modified earned value (EV) model for integrated cost and 
schedule control that is suitable for the Korean construction industry, which has extremely 
constrained applications in the areas of schedule and cost management. The model is produced 
taking into account the work-packaging model from an earlier study and was modified in light of 
the budget breakdown structure (BBS). The integrated control of schedule and cost can give 
productive instruments to forecasting, so as to control a project’s risks, the entire cost when the 
project progress is at 15%–20% complete. Accordingly, the EV system utilizes as a part of this 
model is relied upon to show the accompanying five advantages:  
 the change of EV to PV management makes it conceivable to make a more efficient and 
exact schedule, and more powerful project control can be proficient as project members, 
both at the head office and in the field, can screen PV and EV precisely and can break 
down them continuously. 
  data can be traded effectively between the project members in the field and at the head 
office, and in addition among the work force in the field.  
 through the database of the construction information, the efficiency database can be 
assembled and the exact data can be utilized to improve aggressiveness among the 
tenders of bids, where the preparation of the budget and the schedule in the early 
construction plan can be bolstered.  
 this framework creates higher profitability than can be produced by any manual 
methodology, and it offers time proficiency and exact and sound information for 
comparable projects.  
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 the legitimate supply of materials through an exact schedule will bring about cost 
investment funds. 
Feng et al (2010) developed a model-based scheduling method that utilizes MD (multi-
dimensional) CAD objects to create data required for project scheduling. The MD CAD items 
are made as schedulable articles with adequate subtle elements and important data for project 
scheduling. As a center data repository, the MD CAD model comprises of the MD CAD objects 
guarantees the consistency and dependability of task data preparing. From the findings of the 
case study, this reliable project information model, with the related information in regards to 
functional, material and product data, can possibly altogether decrease overhead endeavors, 
diminish mistakes, and enhance project performance. Moreover, comes about demonstrate that 
by applying the Object Sequencing Matrix (OSM) and the genetic algorithms (Gas) to the 
proposed scheduling method, the project planner can rapidly create a proficient and adaptable 
schedule. Since the MD CAD objects contain the data of work items, which give the related 
resources and costs, the subsequent project schedule, is time–cost integrated.  
Cho et al (2010) built up an integrated schedule and cost model that empowers the 
planning and control of repetitive construction processes and can be utilized by a project 
manager as a part of a real construction site. The created model empowers feedback between 
scheduling and cost data and the control account was produced, which can be utilized for 
planning and control of repetitive construction process as opposed to monitoring. Moreover, an 
integrated schedule and cost model for the core wall construction, which is a critical repetitive 
process in the recently booming high-rise building construction in terms of scheduling, was 
created utilizing the integration model created as a part of this study. At the point when the 
model was applied on a real case study which is a high-rise building that has 67 stories, the cycle 
time for one story could be anticipated with more than 90% reliability, and $217.84 was saved on 
average in the construction of one floor of the core wall.  
Cho et al (2013) proposed another way to deal with integrate cost, schedule, and 
performance information. This methodology focuses on project execution information identified 
with project control functions including quantity takeoffs, cost estimation, cost control, schedule 
control, periodic monthly payment, and performance measurement. The expressions for an ideal 
integration are analyzed, and a construction information database framework (CIDF) is 
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suggested that backings various points of view and levels of detail with a generally small number 
of control accounts.  
2.5 Time-Cost trade-off (optimization) in Construction Industry 
As mentioned previously in section 2.3, time-cost tradeoff (TCT) problem is one of the 
resource scheduling problems. Numerous strategies have been proposed to solve the TCT 
problem by distinguishing an optimal combination of execution modes for all activities (Cheng 
and Tran, 2014). The concept of optimization is the procedure of improving something or the 
demonstration of getting the best result under given circumstances. It manages issues of 
minimizing or maximizing a function with a few variables, normally subject to equal and/or 
unequal constraints. In construction, decision makers need to settle on numerous innovative and 
managerial decisions at several stages. A definitive objective of every such decision is either to 
minimize the exertion required or to boost the sought advantage. This section represents from 
literature, the techniques utilized for explaining time-cost trade off optimization problem. 
Existing techniques for construction time-cost trade-off optimization problems can be classified 
into four regions: heuristics, mathematical programming, simulation, and genetic algorithms 
(Bayraktar, 2006). 
2.5.1 Heuristic Methods 
Heuristic methods depend on the past experience for problem solving. Heuristic methods 
depend on general guidelines that generally lack mathematical thoroughness. They give great 
solutions yet don't promise optimality. In resource-constrained scheduling, escalated research has 
been led under the thought of renewable resource constraints as far as minimizing project 
duration. Heuristic methods have delighted in most of the exploration exertion since they can 
discover great arrangements with far less computational exertion than different methods. 
Heuristics can be characterized into two sorts: serial heuristics, in which processes are initially 
prioritized and hold their qualities all through the scheduling procedure; and parallel heuristics, 
in which process priorities are updated each time a process is scheduled (Feng et al, 
2000).Predominant heuristic strategies incorporate Fondahl’s (1961), Structural model (Prager, 
1963), Siemens approximation (Siemens, 1971) and structural stiffness (Moselhi, 1993). 
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Fondahl (1961) built up a precedence methodology as an alternative to CPM. The method 
gives a viable manual procedure to determine a schedule as opposed to utilizing a PC based 
CPM. On the premise of Fulkerson’s (1961) method, Prager (1963) proposed a structure model 
to interpret the network flow formulation. The activities of a project and the advancement 
towards its finishing are portrayed as jobs and events, separately. At that point, an algorithm is 
accommodated for the scheduling calculation. Siemens (1971) developed an algorithm that can 
viably decrease the duration of a project when its normal duration surpasses a foreordained 
farthest point. The algorithm can abbreviate the project duration at least cost by figuring out 
which activity to speed up and by what amount. Moselhi (1993) proposed a method for CPM 
scheduling that optimizes the project duration to minimize total cost under constrains that obliges 
contractual finishing dates of projects. The proposed method depends on the well-known ‘direct 
stiffness method’ for structural analysis, which builds up a complete similarity between the 
structural analysis problem with forced bolster settlement and that of project scheduling with 
forced target finish date. 
Hegazy et al (2000) gave a viable improvement to normal heuristic approaches for 
resource-constrained scheduling, utilizing the multi-skills of available resources. A structured 
manual approach is introduced. The significant advantage of the proposed methodology is its 
capacity to use the under allocation of one resource to determine an over allocation of another, 
hence sparing project time and cost. A PC project is created to computerize the proposed 
approach and to give a decent interface and reporting abilities. To demonstrate its adequacy, a 
correlation between results of the created system and business programming is introduced. The 
created program demonstrates a vastly improved performance and accomplishes a noteworthy 
diminishment in project duration of the case study used. 
Zhang et al (2006) developed a heuristic method for scheduling the resource constrained, 
multiple modes and repetitive project. The proposed heuristic algorithm presents the idea of 
considering numerous activities (called a combination of activities) simultaneously other than 
considering only one activity at once. A combination of activities to be scheduled at the same 
time at once is selected regarding its positive effect on minimization of project duration. In order 
to decide all alternative combinations (i.e. conceivable blends that are not subordinate to or 
commanded by others) of activities in light of resource constraints, various modes, and natures of 
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the repetitive projects, a change tree-based technique is likewise created. At that point the 
structure for the project scheduling framework is produced in order to implement the heuristic 
algorithm. 
Vanhoucke and Debels (2007) discussed the discrete time/cost trade-off problem to adapt 
to more sensible settings. They expound on three extensions: time/switch constraints, work 
continuity constraints, and net present value maximization. They give a broad literature outline 
of existing strategies for these problem types and examine another meta-heuristic approach in 
order to provide near-optimal heuristic solutions for the distinctive issues. They exhibit 
computational results for the issues under study by looking at the outcomes for both definite and 
heuristic procedures. They exhibit that the heuristic algorithms create reliably great results for 
two renditions of the discrete time/cost trade-off problem. 
Elazouni (2009) presented a heuristic algorithm to schedule multiple projects under cash 
constraints. This strategy recognizes every single conceivable activity’s schedules, ranks all the 
distinguished schedules, selects the best schedule in view of the commitment to minimizing the 
expansion in the project duration, schedules all activities of the selected schedule, and decides 
the effect of the scheduled activities on the cash flow in terms of cash outflows and inflows. The 
viability of the heuristic method is set up by contrasting its outcomes and the outcomes got by 
the definite solution got by the integer programming technique. The correlation shows that the 
solutions acquired utilizing the proposed heuristic are exceptionally practically identical to the 
optimum solutions. An example of two simultaneous projects is displayed to show the proposed 
heuristic technique. The proposed heuristic offers a definitive adaptability to enter cash outflows 
and inflows at the genuine event time, the capacity to support the scheduling process, the 
adaptability to either devise or update schedules, and the capacity to schedule practical-size 
multiple projects. Finally, this heuristic can be effectively coded in programming to offer 
managers schedule projects under finance constrained conditions. 
Wongwai and Malaikrisanachalee (2011) presented an alternative heuristic approach for 
multi-skilled resource scheduling trying to enhance the resource substitution approach. 
Augmented resource substitution rule and resource-driven task duration are displayed to expand 
beginning chance of activities on earlier time. The confinement of the proposed strategy is that 
some other real-world resource substitution alternatives are not viewed as, for example, working 
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overhead or provisional outer laborers. The technique is legitimate for start-to-finish 
relationships. In addition, minimization of the general project cost is not considered in the 
previously stated strategies. 
Sonmez et al (2016) built up a heuristic for optimal planning of large-scale construction 
projects with project deadlines and resource constraints. In the proposed heuristic, the backward-
forward scheduling technique is embraced and crashing of the activities on the critical sequence 
is considered to introduce a successful strategy for the resource-constrained discrete time–cost 
trade-off problem. The computational experiments affirm the adequacy of the proposed critical 
sequence crashing heuristic. Solutions with a deviation of 0.25% from the best known solutions 
are accomplished inside of seconds surprisingly, for a large-scale project including up to 2,000 
activities. The fundamental commitment of the new heuristic to professionals and researchers is 
that it gives a quick and compelling technique for optimal scheduling of real-life-size 
construction projects with project deadlines and resource constraints. 
Heuristic methods have been broadly received to solve the construction scheduling 
problem due to their simplicity. However, heuristic methods are wasteful for tackling the multi-
objective scheduling problems in light of the fact that these techniques don't give a pool of the 
conceivable solutions from which the construction planner might pick a suitable solution as per 
diverse construction situations. Traditional heuristic methods can only optimize one objective, a 
global optimum is not guaranteed (Zhou et al, 2013). 
Heuristic methods perform with varying effectiveness when utilized on various project 
networks, and there are no hard rules that assist in selecting the best heuristic approach to use. 
They, in this manner, can't promise optimum solutions. Besides, their conflicting solutions have 
contributed to extensive inconsistencies among the resource-constrained capabilities of 
commercial project management software (Hegazy and Kassab, 2003). 
2.5.2 Mathematical Methods 
Mathematical methods have received board consideration, as they are viewed as more 
productive and precise than heuristic methods in optimization (Zheng et al, 2004). The objective 
of mathematical methods is to optimize either project duration or overall cost subject to resource 
availability, continuous resource utilization, and technical precedence. Mathematical 
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programming methods convert time-cost trade-off problems to mathematical models and utilize 
linear programming, integer programming, or dynamic programming to solve them (Feng, 2000). 
Linear Programming (LP) can be portrayed as a mathematical procedure for minimizing 
or maximizing a linear function of different variables with a defined set of constraints for these 
variables. LP problems comprise of two parts: 1) an objective function to be maximized or 
minimized and 2) constraints defining linear relationships between variables. Given linear 
relationships between variables, a time-cost tradeoff problem or resource allocation problem can 
be solved effectively by utilizing LP (Srisuwanrat, 2009). 
Kelly (1960) formulated time-cost trade-off problems by assuming linear time-cost 
relationships within processes. The mathematical model is based on a parametric linear program 
that has the goal of processing the utility of a project as a function of its duration. For each 
feasible project duration, a feasible project schedule is gotten that has most extreme utility 
among all feasible schedules of the same project duration. It is an extraordinary parametric linear 
program that, by means of the primal-dual algorithm, might be illuminated effectively by 
network flow methods. Analysis of the solutions of the model empowers working staff to answer 
questions concerning work needs, budget requirements, procurement and design limitations, the 
effects of delays, and communication difficulties.  
Perera (1983) utilized linear programming to decide the greatest rate of construction and 
the resource requirements in different activities. Sharing of resources which are accessible in 
constrained amounts and adjusted exchanges are all provided for in this development. The 
financial aspects of utilizing extra resources, working additional time and the ideal use of all 
resources are the more essential parts of this model. The regulated procedure of presenting extra 
resources and additional time facilitate the decision making process significantly. The strategy 
likewise figures out if it is more practical to put money into extra resources or present work on 
additional time. On the off chance that there is no appropriate technique to register resource 
requirements, an impressive waste in resource usage would come about. In the event that 
resources are underutilized, even by a little amount, a significantly expansive delay of time 
would bring about.  
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Reda (1990) developed another scientific detailing that models repetitive construction 
projects. The new model, which is called RPM, utilizes an activity on a node network to speak to 
an average stage in the project, a linear program to fathom the mathematical formulation, and 
stream line bends to display the outcomes graphically. The RPM has a few favorable 
circumstances, which can be compressed as the following: 1) It just requires adding to a basic 
network representing a typical stage of the project, and a time cost curve for each activity in the 
network, 2) It utilizes linear programming to settle the definition of the model, 3) It keeps up a 
consistent production rate for every activity. 4) It keeps up the coherence of work for every crew, 
5) It considers time and stage supports between activities, 6) It shows the outcomes graphically 
simply utilizing flow line curves, 7) It finds the schedule for each activity that will complete the 
project at a practical duration and at a very least project direct cost.  
Huang and Halpin (2000) developed a graphically based LP modeling system, POLO, to 
encourage the utilization of linear analysis techniques. The framework gives an intuitive 
situation in which LP model definition can be effectively expert by drawing and characterizing 
circles (resources) and squares (activities) on the computer screen. The circle and square 
documentations utilized in the framework are as of now recognizable to site engineers and 
project managers. What's more, the POLO framework reports the consequences of the analysis in 
a graphic manner giving simple perception of the project production flow prior and then 
afterward the analysis. Project duration, and additionally project scheduling, can be dictated by 
following the production flow lines of different activities. Moreover, the results of daily resource 
allocations for each activity are shown in the resource allocation table. With this allocation 
scheme, the congruity of the work can be kept up and an optimum rate of production 
accomplished. There are a couple of restrictions to the utilization of the POLO system. The 
framework presently does not consider in its analysis the learning impacts of activity repetition, 
the conceivable one-off activities in the projects, or these present reality practices of resource 
hiring and utilization. Furthermore, the consequences of its analysis don't as a matter of course 
ensure the most cost-optimal solution.  
Ipsilandis (2007) presented a multi-objective linear programming model for scheduling 
linear repetitive projects, which contemplates cost components with respect to the project’s 
duration, the idle time of resources, and the delivery time of the project’s units. The proposed 
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model can be utilized to create elective schedules taking into account the relative magnitude and 
significance of the diverse cost components. The LP range sensitivity analysis can give helpful 
data in regards to cost trade-offs between project and resource delays. In this sense, it gives 
managers the ability to consider option plans other than those characterized by minimum 
duration or maximizing work coherence of resources. The application of the model to a surely 
understood illustration in the literature demonstrates shows its utilization in giving explicatory 
analysis of the outcomes.  
Despite the fact that LP models can be effortlessly comprehended with PC programming 
or the Simplex method, LP does not solve problems in construction extremely well on the 
grounds that the decision variables in construction problems are more discrete than continuous in 
nature (Tharachai, 2004). Most strategies utilizing linear programming expect that all activities 
are typical activities; i.e. durations of interior activities from the first to the last floor are the 
same. This suspicion is not commonsense. Since duration is affected by crew productivity, 
distinctive work quantities, and so on, the durations of sub-activities (for the same repetitive 
activity) in various units are rarely the same (Srisuwanrat, 2009). In view of this disadvantage of 
LP, a more suitable approach for discrete variables is Integer Programming (IP) (Tharachai, 
2004). 
The model to fathom an integer programming (IP) problem can be clarified as a linear 
programming model with additional constraints that require a few variables to have integer 
values. Some IP problems include interrelated “yes-or-no” decisions and binary variables 
(variables can be equal to either 0 or 1 but not both) are frequently acquainted to tackle this type 
of problem. The technique to solve this kind of problem is called 0-1 integer programming 
technique. Assortment of business programming has been produced to actualize the 0-1 integer 
programming technique, e.g. LINGO, CPLEX, and OSL (Yang, 2002). 
Handa and Barcia (1986) used the integer programming technique to develop a 
Continuous Optimal Control formulation of a speculative cut-and-fill work on a segment of a 
highway. Optimal Control Theory, a new branch of optimization, makes it conceivable to see the 
construction-production process as a dynamic system that advances after some time. The 
objective function of their model is to minimize project duration. Their model uses binary 
decision variables to improve the procedure of picking the optimal production rate of each 
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activity. It is demonstrated that Discrete Optimal Control system is satisfactory for construction. 
The problem of scheduling the construction of a bridge because of Selinger is fathomed utilizing 
this methodology.  
Mattila and Abraham (1998) utilized the vehicle of a highway construction project to 
introduce an Integer linear programming formulation to level the resources of linear projects. 
The controlling activity path is distinguished utilizing the linear scheduling model. The 
foundation data concerning the linear scheduling method is displayed. The integer linear 
programming resource leveling formulation introduced in this technique utilizes the ideas of rate 
float and activity float. This is conceivable in light of the fact that the production rates of non-
controlling linear activities, or segments of non-controlling linear activities, in a linear schedule 
can change (diminish) contingent upon the rate float of that activity. Since the production rate of 
an activity relies on the number of resources used on that activity, the amount of rate float that 
might be utilized relies on the number of available resources. In the event that activities have 
common resources, then rate float can be utilized to accomplish better resource usage.  
Elazouni and Gab-Allah (2004) developed an integer-programming finance-based 
scheduling method to create fiscally doable schedules that adjust the financing necessities of 
activities at any period with the money accessible amid that same period. The proposed 
technique offers twofold advantages of minimizing total project duration and satisfying fund 
accessibility imperatives. Furthermore, the strategy offers a practical and valuable idea of 
scheduling construction projects; expands on the broadly spread CPM procedure and hence is 
promptly conceivable for experts; fabricates trust in CPM schedules and subsequently builds the 
readiness to utilize the CPM as a project management instrument; produces reasonable schedules 
to the extent fund accessibility is concerned and accordingly builds the utility of schedules; 
accomplishes budgetary achievability other than the requested objective of time minimization; 
utilizes the optimization technique of integer programming to give optimum solutions; 
characterizes an expansion plan that changes the procedure of looking for a broadened plan that 
satisfies account limitations from seeking in an endless arrangement space to looking in a very 
much characterized and distinct arrangement space; provides a sensitivity analysis technique 
through looking incrementally expanding arrangement spaces; gives a priceless device to 
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arranging and setting up great bank overdrafts; and conveys business and generation work force 
to a shared view of seeing so that their objectives are brought together as opposed to clashing. 
Burns et al (1996) presented another methodology named the LP/IP hybrid method to 
help construction planners in setting aside time-cost trade-off decisions. This new approach, is a 
combination of linear and integer programming (LP and IP). The LP/IP hybrid method first sets 
up a high quality lower bound of the time/cost relationship of a project utilizing LP. Once the 
lower bound to the time-cost trade-off curve has been produced, IP is utilized to distinguish the 
precise answer for one indicated duration. This abstains from solving for the whole time-cost 
trade-off curve precisely utilizing IP, which is computationally restrictive for practical 
construction projects. Also, the lengthy and error-prone process of formulating linear and integer 
programming objective functions and constraints are supplanted by a spreadsheet apparatus with 
the goal that users can instinctively characterize time-cost and precedence relationships for 
activities. The LP/IP hybrid method along with the spreadsheet tool furnishes construction 
planners with an exact and effective method for settling on great time-cost decisions.   
Gomar et al (2002) examined the mechanics of allocating a multi-skilled workforce and 
develop an integer linear programming model to enhance optimization of the multi-skilled 
workforce assignment and allocation process in a construction project, or between the projects of 
one company. It is reasoned that the model will be most helpful in conditions where full 
occupation does not exist; however, in any case, it is likewise valuable for transient allocation. 
For instance, it is presumed that, for a capital project, the advantages of multiskilling are minimal 
past roughly a 20% concentration of multi-skilled workers in a project workforce. Advantages to 
laborers themselves get to be negligible subsequent to obtaining competency in a few artworks.  
Moussourakis and Haksever (2004) built up an adaptable blended integer-programming 
model for the solution of the time/cost tradeoff problem experienced in project management. 
Though it is ordinarily expected that the time/cost function is linear, this model makes 
insignificant presumptions and obliges any kind of cost function that is linear, piecewise linear or 
discrete. The model can be utilized for address different ‘‘what if’’ scenario that might be 
exceptionally useful to a project manager in settling on objective decisions. The fundamental 
model minimizes the total cost which is the sum of direct and indirect costs, subject to a project 
deadline constraint. A basic adjustment in the model changes the focus from minimizing total 
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cost to minimizing project completion time subject to a resource constraint. The models can be 
set up and run effectively on financially accessible optimization packages with an integer 
programming module. These models give a reasonable different option for more particular 
algorithms produced for the time/cost tradeoff problem just on the grounds that a typical project 
manager might not have the fundamental abilities or resources to execute specific algorithms.  
Dynamic programming (DP) is a numerical method for settling on a succession of 
interrelated choices. Rather than LP, a DP model does not have a particular formulation. A DP 
model is isolated into stages, with an approach choice required at every stage. For every stage, 
various states are connected with it. The strategy choice exchanges the present state into another 
state on the following stage. A DP solution is intended to locate the optimal approach for the 
general problem with the blend of strategy choices on various stages. DP begins with a little 
parcel of the original problem and finds the answer for this littler issue. It then continuously 
develops the problem, finding the current optimal solution from the first one, until the original 
problem is settled completely (Yang, 2002). 
Two points of interest of dynamic programming are: it is not compelled by linear 
suppositions and it can be effectively computerized. DP has been produced to defeat the 
restriction of linear programming so that the estimation is not compelled by the linear 
supposition. Accordingly, DP offers a more practical model and results. Since DP can be 
effortlessly automated, the optimizing process and sensitivity analysis are less work escalated 
than gave graphical methodologies (Srisuwanrat, 2009). 
Russell and Caselton (1988) built up a two-state variable, TV-stage dynamic 
programming formulation of the linear scheduling problem. It represents a few of the substances 
of repetitive construction, including generalized precedence relationships and the capacity to 
treat an assortment of work continuity constraints. The state variables are vectors. For any one 
activity, the primary state variable represents a set of conceivable durations required to finish 
work at each of the areas. Similarly, for any one activity, the second state variable represents a 
set of conceivable interfere with durations between works performed at contiguous areas. 
Decisions of activity duration and interrupt duration vectors are considered for each of the 
activities involved in a project. The issue is defined inside of a traditional dynamic programming 
structure with the goal of minimizing the overall project duration. The philosophy represents a 
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few of the substances of repetitive construction, including generalized precedence relationships 
and the capacity to treat an assortment of work continuity constraints. What's more, a sensitivity 
analysis procedure is portrayed which allows the distinguishing proof of near-optimal solutions, 
giving the user schedule options that may suit extra non-quantifiable criteria better. The Selinger 
bridge construction example is utilized to delineate application of the two-state-variable 
formulation and sensitivity analysis methodology.  
Moselhi and El-Rayes (1993) developed a dynamic programming model for creating 
optimized schedules for repetitive projects. Unlike accessible dynamic programming models, the 
created model is equipped for fusing cost as an imperative decision variable in the optimization 
process, in this way offering profitable backing to project team members in minimizing the 
overall cost of the project. For each repetitive activity in the project, the model helps the planner 
in selecting the ideal team development from an arrangement of conceivable choices. 
Accordingly, the model can be utilized to assess the effect of various project acceleration 
techniques (i.e., expanded crew size, overtime approaches, or extra shifts) on the overall cost. A 
numerical case study from the literature is analyzed in order to show the utilization of the model 
and outline its capacities. The case study was analyzed twice: first by disregarding the direct 
cost, to empower an examination between the present model and that beforehand created model, 
and afterward by considering both direct and indirect costs in the optimization process, to 
delineate the convenience of the model. The consequences of the main analysis are observed to 
be indistinguishable to those acquired utilizing past dynamic programming formulation. The 
results of the second analysis affirm that minimizing a project overall duration does not ensure 
its base general cost, and delineates the capacity of the present model in creating optimized 
schedules that minimize the overall cost of repetitive projects.  
Senouci and Eldin (1996) presented a dynamic programming approach for the scheduling 
of non-serial linear projects with multiple non-overlapping loop structures. One of the significant 
points of interest of the methodology exhibited is its capacity to handle both serial and non-serial 
linear projects with activities performed with variable crew developments. The exhibited 
formulation decides the optimum crew size for production activities that prompt the base project 
total cost. Their detailing ignores conceivable work interferences between units and precludes 
resource sharing between activities. 
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2.5.3 Simulation Methods 
A simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real world process or system over time 
(project process simulation modeling). Simulation is any method in which "one framework is 
substituted for another framework that it looks like in certain imperative perspectives (Zaheer, 
2000). Simulation is an analytical technique involving designing and experimenting with a built 
up mathematical-logical model. At the point when relationships between variables are not linear 
and/or arbitrary variables are incorporated in the problem, simulation is the best apparatus to 
show the relationships and solve the problem. Simulation enables schedulers to think about the 
practices of a procedure without the need of detailing a mathematical function of an 
unpredictable behavior input. In other words, if the problem is too complex for mathematical 
formulation, it is best analyzed by simulation (Srisuwanrat, 2009). 
Finding the optimal solutions for construction time-cost optimization in a stochastic 
network has turned out to be a troublesome issue to settle. For instance, if the durations of the 
options were arbitrary variables (continuous or discrete), the assessment procedure would 
include excessive numerical integration, which makes it for all intents and purposes 
incomprehensible. Simulation techniques have been utilized to upgrade the investigation of 
stochastic project networks (Feng, 2000). This is on the grounds that the impact of instabilities in 
construction projects can be demonstrated and surveyed by utilizing simulation (Srisuwanrat, 
2009). Simulation techniques that contain instruments to execute irregular numbers hence give 
an answer for schedule construction projects. Simulation is in fact a great device to inspect 
decisions with respect to these issues by giving back the result of every conceivable situation 
(Yang, 2002). 
Simulation modeling has ended up a standout amongst the most prevalent instruments 
utilized for the analysis of complex systems. The notoriety of simulation modeling is because of 
its adaptability, its ability to model systems more precisely, and its ability of displaying the time 
element of systems. However, simulation modeling has several advantages and disadvantages, as 
documented in the literature, are as follows (Hossain, 2010). 
Advantages of Simulation Modeling  
The following are the main advantages of simulation modeling (Zaheer, 2000, Hossain, 2010): 
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 The configuration of the model empowers or in some cases compels the investigator 
to look at all the components of the framework in subtle element.  
 This examination might prompt a superior comprehension and changes of the 
framework. 
 “What-if” inquiries can be replied. This is especially imperative in outlining of new 
frameworks. 
 Bottleneck analysis can be performed demonstrating where work-in-procedure, data, 
and materials are being unnecessarily deferred.  
 Simulation information are typically a great deal less excessive to get than, the 
practically equivalent to information from the genuine framework. 
 Insight can be acquired about the association of variables.  
 Simulation permits the users to explore and examine extensive and complex genuine 
issues that can't be illuminated by traditional quantitative analysis models utilizing 
diverse methodologies/choices without the danger of aggravating the genuine 
framework. 
 Time can be compacted or extended considering a pace up or back off of the marvels 
under scrutiny. 
 It is generally straight forward and adaptable. 
 Hypothesis about how or why certain wonders happen can be tried for possibility.  
 The simulation can give understanding into which variables are more critical. 
 Simulation empowers one to concentrate on a dynamic framework in a compacted 
time. 
Disadvantages of Simulation Modeling  
The following are the main disadvantages of simulation modeling (Zaheer, 2000, Hossain, 
2010): 
 Model building requires exceptional preparing. Besides, if models are built by two 
skilled people, the models might have similitudes, yet it is exceedingly impossible 
that they will be same. 
 Simulation is utilized as a part of a few situations when an analytical solution is 
conceivable or even best. 
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 Rigorous validation is required. 
 Simulation is a device that just translates information and can't decide.  
 Model parameters might be hard to gather or decide. 
 Some applicable things might be incidentally forgotten. 
 Simulation is not an exact science. 
 Understanding of importance is restricted for specific commercial enterprises. 
 Simulation modeling and analysis can be tedious and costly. 
There are different types of simulation methods. The three main types are discrete-event, 
agent-based and system dynamics methods (Zankoul et al, 2015).  
A discrete-event simulation (DES) models the operation of a system as a 
discrete sequence of events in time. Each event happens at a specific moment in time and 
denotes a change of state in the framework (Robinson, 2004). Between sequential events, no 
adjustment in the framework is accepted to happen; therefore the simulation can specifically hop 
in time from one event to the next. Entities arrive into the model at a certain arrival rate and go 
through its activities one at a time sequentially (Zankoul et al, 2015).  
An agent-based model (ABM) is one of a class of computational models for simulating 
the activities and cooperation of independent agents, both individual and collective entities, for 
example, organizations or group, with a perspective to surveying their consequences for the 
system as a whole (Grimm and Railsback, 2005). These models are a sort of microscale model 
that simulate the concurrent operations and collaborations of various agents trying to re-make 
and anticipate the presence of complex marvels. The procedure is one of rising up out of the 
lower (smaller scale) level of systems to a higher (full scale) level. In that capacity, a key idea is 
that basic behavioral tenets produce complex conduct (Gustafsson and Sternad, 2010).   
System dynamics (SD) is one formal computational dynamic modeling method where the 
system is represented as stocks, flows and endogenous feedback loops to account for how 
systems change over time, including accumulations, delays and non-linear interactions. The 
premise of the strategy is the acknowledgment that the structure of any framework, the numerous 
roundabout, interlocking, infrequently time-delayed relationships among its components, is 
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regularly pretty much as imperative in deciding its conduct as the individual components 
themselves (Flynn et al, 2014).  
The discrete-event simulation (DES) technique is the most suitable and effective 
approach for analyzing construction operations. Common terminology that is used in discrete-
event simulations includes: entity, event, resource, control element and operation as follows 
(Hossain, 2010): 
 The entity assigns a unit of movement (an exchange). Entities prompt and react to events. 
 An event is an occurrence that progressions the condition of the model (or system). 
 The term resource (e.g. backhoe machine) designates a system element that provides a 
service (e.g. earth excavation). Usually an entity uses resources. 
 The term control element designates a construct (e.g. logic or constraints in the schedule) 
based on a system’s state. 
 An operation is a step carried out by an entity while it moves through a system. 
Ashley (1980) modeled a repetitive project as a progression of comparative procedures, 
each of which has an indistinguishable case on resources. The movement of a crew across 
repeating units is modeled as a server (crew) waiting for processes (tasks) to arrive. His model 
schedules a crew to work on an activity as soon as it can. The objective function of Ashley's 
model is to minimize project duration. The decision variables include (1) the number of 
equipment being utilized, (2) the size of crews, and (3) the allocation sequence of crew and 
equipment. The optimal set of decision variables will be dictated via hunting down the shortest 
project duration.   
Kavanagh (1985) created SIREN (Simulation of Repetitive Networks) computer model 
for repetitive construction projects. The model itself is coded in the GPSS language and keeps 
running on a remote centralized server PC. It simulates the different crews as they line to 
complete activities. A working schedule and cumulative cost curve are created and statistics are 
accumulated on crew and equipment utilization, all being yielded graphically. A Monte-Carlo 
simulation is additionally included as probability distributions might be connected with the 
duration of each activity. This yields certainty intervals on cumulative costs all through the 
project and on milestone fulfillment.  
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Lutz et al (1994) presented the system used to model the learning advancement marvel in 
the CYCLONE format utilizing the Boeing learning curve. The learning development 
improvement was coded in the MicroCYCLONE (a microcomputer version of CYCLONE) 
environment using QuickBASIC programming. The upgrade permits the user to determine the 
rate of learning expressed as a percentage, the acknowledgment tally required for the task 
duration to increase because of learning, and the limit at which no additionally learning change 
can be figured out. The current schedules for creating deterministic durations and stochastic 
durations taking into account uniform, triangular, and beta distributions are moved up to figure 
durations that mirror the effect of learning advancement. The created learning-improvement 
upgrade is utilized to model and simulate the learning-advancement marvel for linear 
construction operation illustrative case studies.  
Chehayeb and AbouRizk (1998) added to a way to deal with empower powerful 
utilization of systems simulation in the scheduling of construction projects. The methodology 
was actualized in a product program named SimCon, which upgrades current simulation 
techniques using continuous production links for activities that contain a project. The continuous 
production links give construction managers an adaptable representation of activity sequencing. 
The methodology expands on existing CYCLONE fundamentals through new builds to interface 
forms in a simulation-based project plan. These builds are utilized to simplify the cyclic inter-
process relationships, institutionalize the strategies for intelligent connecting of simulation 
processes, give a superior appraisal of advancement, and model a continuous and smooth flow of 
construction. Different scheduling alternatives are modeled without the need to change activity 
sequencing, as is required in current scheduling systems. Illustrations from an actual construction 
project demonstrate the upsides of the continuous production links. The ideas are executed 
utilizing a model PC framework that incorporates object-oriented concepts, event-driven 
programming, a relational database, and a simulation system.  
Isidore and Back (2002) built up another strategy called the multiple-simulation analysis 
technique (MSAT) to address the problem of relating the probabilistic cost estimate and project 
schedule data such that high percentile values for both of these instruments could be chosen that 
were connected in some significant way. MSAT consolidates discrete event simulation, 
regression analysis, and numerical analysis with a specific end goal to build up a model that 
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clarifies the relationship between the stochastic cost estimate and the schedule data. Utilizing a 
project case study information, the model shows the capacity to perform a coordinated way to 
deal with project planning taking into account suitable thought to be given to the choice of the 
cost estimate by determining the project schedule desired, and vice versa. Using the MSAT 
method permits cost estimate and project schedule values, both having high percentile levels, and 
which are identified with each other in some significant route, to be chosen.  
Peña-Mora et al (2008) presented a hybrid simulation model that consolidates system 
dynamics and discrete event simulation which have basically been used to analyze the vital and 
operational issues in isolation, separately for infrastructure construction projects. The simulation 
model was applied on a non-typical repetitive earthmoving process as an example. The 
simulation results show that a precise coordination of vital viewpoint and operational points of 
interest is useful to upgrade the procedure execution by empowering construction managers to 
recognize potential procedure change zones that customary methodologies might miss. In light of 
the simulation results, it is presumed that the proposed hybrid simulation model can possibly 
bolster both the vital and operational parts of construction project management and to eventually 
expand project performance.  
Labban el.al (2013) developed a special purpose simulation model to estimate, plan and 
manage asphalt paving operations, and quickly portray a proposed elective strategy currently 
being research to rapidly assemble construction simulation models. The model framework 
proposes recognizing a typical arrangement of information structures that will convey item, 
prepare and ecological data, adding to an algorithm that can order that information into suitable 
inputs for simulation, and building up a generic discrete event simulation engine fit for self-
replication and handling of the input data to create a typical DES history of the model. The 
principle potential advantage of the structure is empowering target users to fabricate simulation 
models rapidly and with negligible simulation model building abilities.  
Zhu and Mostafavi (2014) proposed and tested a framework for integrated simulation of 
performance in construction projects using a system-of-systems approach. The proposed 
structure depends on the deliberation and simulation of human practices, data preparing, and 
resource utilization in construction projects. The use of the system is exhibited in a numerical 
example identified with a tunneling project using agent-based modeling. The simulation 
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consequences of the tunneling project highlight the centrality of the effects of base-level 
segments' properties on the performance of construction projects, and in addition the capacity of 
the proposed structure for giving an instrument to incorporated appraisal of performance in 
construction projects. The proposed structure addresses the methodological difficulties of 
existing simulation models of construction projects by properly conceptualizing construction 
projects as systems-of-systems.  
Zankoula and Khoury (2014) created a generic and dynamic Discrete Event simulation 
model utilizing AnyLogic programming that can be embraced by contractors with a specific end 
goal to plan and optimize the construction process of on-shore wind farms in Lebanon and 
elsewhere. The created work delineates the distinctive construction stages from rough grading, 
access roads construction, foundation and electrical works, to wind tower assembly and erection. 
The entire procedure is then optimized to essentially minimize the project duration. The 
outcomes have extraordinarily enhanced; the duration has fundamentally diminished while the 
usage rates have expanded and turned out to be more leveled.  
Zankoul et al (2015) created two simulation models, a Discrete-Event Simulation (DES) 
model and an Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) one, using the multi-method simulation software 
AnyLogic 7.1 to address work focused at proficiently overseeing logistics of earthwork 
operations in the construction field, in particular cut and fill processes, and hauling activities. 
The reason behind this study is twofold: (1) catching and envisioning the communication among 
the distinctive resources or entities in an earthmoving operation and characterizing the powerless 
connections to enhance the productivity of such activities nearby, and (2) contrasting DES and 
ABS approaches and assessing the focal points and disadvantages of each when modeling 
earthmoving operations. These two models are then tested on a case study in Marjeyoun, 
Lebanon. The outcomes highlight the effectiveness of both modeling types as both yielded the 
same results.  
2.5.4 Genetic Algorithm Methods 
Regardless of established optimization techniques such as mathematical and heuristic 
approaches, genetic algorithms have gotten to be prevalent in managing substantial 
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combinatorial issues e.g. constrained or unconstrained optimization, scheduling and sequencing, 
transportation, and many others (Dawood and Sriprasert, 2006). 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are the best known approach in the area of evolutionary 
algorithms. An evolutionary algorithm is an algorithm that creates a new solution enhances the 
current solutions, or evolution. In GA, problems are decomposed into a string of binary digits 
from which new potential solutions are created. A GA framework will attempt to make another 
generation of solutions from the current solutions by using operators. The primary solutions are 
generally made from randomly selected activities from a list of activities, and then set in a 
requested list. The requested list, which contains one complete set of all required activities, is 
known as a “chromosome”. The GA framework will attempt to make better solutions from the 
first solutions. The new generations will be tested with an “evaluator” function that that takes a 
gander at all chromosomes and ranks them according to their objective function. The better 
chromosome will be kept and the evolution process will go ahead until a specific number of 
generations are produced, as indicated by the developer. The program gives back the problem 
with the best possible solutions from all generations (Tharachai, 2004). 
In its simplest form, a genetic algorithm comprises of three operations: (1) reproduction, 
(2) crossover, and (3) mutation. Each of these operations is depicted beneath (Senouci. and 
Eldin, 2004, Kamarah, 2006): 
The reproduction operation is the essential engine of Darwinian natural selection by the 
survival of the fittest. The objective of the reproduction process is that the parent solution with 
good fitness will survive into the next generation. Each population member is assigned a 
likelihood of being selected as a parent in light of its fitness. In that capacity, reproduction does 
not change the components of parent strings. The next generation of offspring’s’ strings is 
created from selected sets of parent strings when presented to the use of explorative operators 
such as crossover and mutation. 
Crossover is a procedure in which an offspring (new solution) is generated from the 
marriage (trade of data) of two parent solutions. In this way, the crossover operation makes 
solutions that can be tested, and afterward will survive in the event that they are more fit than 
weaker individuals in the populations. In this way, the crossover operation makes varieties in the 
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solutions population by producing new solution strings that comprise of parts taken from 
selected parent strings. 
The mutation operation is acquainted as a protection arrangement with implement 
differences in a population. It presents irregular changes in the solution population by 
investigating the likelihood of making and passing components that are nonexistent in both 
parent strings to the offspring. Without an operator of this type, some perhaps imperative areas 
of the search space might never be investigated. 
Genetic algorithms have the following advantages over traditional optimization methods 
(Hossain, 2010): 
 GAs operate on a coding set of variables and not with the variables themselves. 
 GA is a global optimization method and suitable for large-scale problems that have 
numerous nearby optima. It can discover optimal solutions inside of an extensive search 
space without requiring much user supplied data. 
 GAs search for a population of solutions, instead of enhancing a single solution. This 
implies that GAs are different directional and all around pursuit through the upkeep of a 
population of potential solutions from generation to generation. 
 A Pareto GA has the interesting capacity to look for a set of solutions by means of rank, 
rather than by the function values of a point. 
 GAs don't require any helper data aside from the objective function values. 
 GAs don't have numerous numerical necessities and can deal with a (linear or non-linear, 
convex or non-convex, etc.) functions and constraints. 
 GAs’; while, conventional techniques use gradient information. 
Feng et al (1997) presented an algorithm in view of the standards of GAs for construction 
time-cost trade-off optimization using Pareto Optimality and computer program that can execute 
the algorithm efficiently. This new algorithm demonstrates its effectiveness via looking just a 
little division of the total search space. Its exactness was checked by numerous experiments. The 
improvement of the new gives an alluring different option for comprehending construction time-
cost optimization. The computer program, TCGA, which automates the execution of the new 
algorithm, provides a practical instrument to experts to apply the algorithm to practice.  
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Leu and Yang (1999) developed a multicriteria computational optimal scheduling model 
using genetic algorithms (GAs) that incorporates the time/cost trade-off, resource-constrained 
allocation, and unlimited resource leveling models into a unified environment. Non-dominated 
solutions because of various objectives are achieved utilizing technique for order preference by 
similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), a multiple attribute decision-making (MADM) method. 
The integrated model allocates limited resources to project activities with the objectives of 
minimizing project costs, project durations, and resource variation between resource availability 
and utilization. Contrasted and conventional heuristic and mathematical models, the GA 
scheduler has a few focal points. First, the GA scheduler can consider the objectives of time/cost 
tradeoff, resource-constrained allocation, and resource leveling simultaneously; it is troublesome 
for customary models to have such a function. Second, after the relaxation of constraints or the 
obsession of objectives, the GA scheduler can likewise serve as a single-objective solver of the 
time-cost trade-off problem, the resource-constrained allocation problem, and the resource 
leveling problem, individually. Third, the GA scheduler may have more adaptability to tackle 
scheduling problems of various sorts, in light of the fact that no heuristic principles are essential.  
Feng et al (2000) presented a hybrid approach that combines simulation techniques and 
genetic algorithms to solve the time-cost trade-off problem under uncertainty. The model 
exhibits that GAs can be incorporated with simulation techniques to give a proficient and 
reasonable method for evaluating project time and cost risks. This new approach furnishes 
construction engineers with another method of analyzing construction time/cost decisions in a 
more practical way. Historical time/cost information and accessible alternatives to finish a 
project can be modeled, with the goal that construction engineers can distinguish best systems to 
take to finish the project at minimum time and cost. Additionally, what-if scenarios can be 
investigated to choose the desired/optimal time and/or cost in planning and executing project 
activities.  
Hegazy and Wassef (2001) developed a GA-based cost minimization model with a 
generalized CPM/LOB scheduling formulation at its core for scheduling and cost optimization of 
non-serial repetitive projects. The model utilizes a nontraditional optimization technique GAs 
that distinguishes the blend of construction procedures, number of crews, and work intrusions for 
every activity so that a project due date is met with least total cost. A case study of a repetitive 
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project is analyzed to exhibit the convenience of the model and show its capacities. The 
consequences of the optimization experiments directed demonstrate the heartiness and 
consistency of the model and its suitability to expansive size projects. To encourage the 
utilization of the model by experts, the model is incorporated with broadly utilized business 
planning programming.  
Hegazy and Kassab (2003) presented a basic and capable methodology for resource 
management and optimization in construction projects utilizing a blend of flow chart-based 
simulation and genetic algorithms (GAs). To enhance the planning and resource management in 
large projects with different operations, GA-optimized simulation models were coordinated to 
frame a hierarchical planning system. In this approach, the lower components of the work 
breakdown-structure individual construction operations are consequently connected to GA-
optimized simulation models. Two examples were analyzed to show the convenience of the 
proposed approach. The outcomes demonstrate that combined simulation and GA optimization 
can look for and discover optimum number of resources that yield the best benefit/cost 
proportion.  
Hegazy et al (2004) developed a new distributed scheduling model (DSM) that 
encourages the planning and scheduling of resources in large networks with repetitive nontypical 
tasks and spatially distributed sites. The DSM is adaptable and considers all project parameters 
as variables to be optimized using the GA technique. The DSM utilizes GAs to decide the 
optimum set of construction techniques and the optimum routing order among sites, considering 
crew work continuity, crew moving time/cost and site-dependent work conditions. The proposed 
model is advantageous to districts and construction/maintenance contractors, and can fill in as an 
intense supplement to infrastructure management systems.  
El-Rayes and Kandil (2005) created multi-objective genetic algorithm optimization 
model that supports minimizing construction time and cost, while maximizing its quality for 
highway construction. The model is planned to change the conventional two dimensional time-
cost trade-off analysis to a propelled three dimensional time-cost-quality trade-off analysis. The 
optimization model is produced in three fundamental stages: 1) Model definition stage that fuses 
all real decision variables and optimization objectives; 2) quality evaluation stage that figures 
new functions to empower the thought of construction quality in this optimization problem; and 
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3) model implementation stage that actualizes a multi-objective GA for highway construction to 
empower the synchronous optimization of construction time, cost, and quality. Through an 
application illustration, the model shows its capacities in considering quality in the optimization 
process and in creating ideal trade-offs among construction time, cost, and quality.  
Kim and Ellis (2008) presented a permutation-based elitist genetic algorithm for 
searching for the optimal solutions to the large-sized multiple resource-constrained project 
scheduling problems. The algorithm utilizes the elitist procedure to safeguard the best individual 
solution for the next generation so an enhanced solution can be acquired. The creators add to an 
arbitrary number generator that gives and inspects priority possible individuals. The algorithm 
embraces a serial schedule generation scheme for the permutation-based decoding produce an 
achievable solution for the problem. Computational experiments using a set of standard test 
problems are utilized to show the execution and exactness of the proposed algorithm.  
Long and Ohsato (2009) presented a robotized technique in light of GA for scheduling 
repetitive construction projects with several objectives such as the project duration, the project 
cost, or both of them. The technique manages constraints of precedence relationships between 
activities, and constraints of resource work continuity. The strategy considers diverse properties 
of activities and distinctive relationships between direct costs and durations for activities to give 
an agreeable schedule. The technique adds to a non-linear function of a consolidated 
performance index taking into account deviation from the base cost and least duration. In this 
viewpoint the duration of each activity turns into a decision variable that relies on upon the size 
of the crew employed in each activity, which stays constant through all project units. The model 
is validated using two case studies. It is watched that the proposed model can give incredible 
answers for optimizing the project duration while minimizing the interference duration, and it 
has new capability to solve nonlinear time-cost optimization problems. 
Ozcan-Deniz et al (2012) built up an analytic framework to determine optimal solutions, 
when time, cost, and environmental impact of construction operations are constraints. The 
proposed system has consolidated two methodologies: life-cycle assessment and multiobjective 
optimization by using genetic algorithms. The causal connection between construction processes 
and environmental effect has been set through resource utilization amid the life cycle of a 
project; in spite of the fact that, the relationships among time, cost, and environmental impact 
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can be analyzed with the assistance of GAs. By using a case study, the study has outlined the 
capability of the structure. The structure gives a superior decision-making device for experts and 
the integration of genetic algorithms with other systematic devices, for example sensitivity 
analysis, has further amplified the decision-making support of the structure.  
Haque and Hasin (2012) gave a proficient computational procedure to time-cost 
optimization project scheduling problem consolidating uncertainty in network analysis using GA 
based project time-cost optimization algorithm in a fuzzy environment. With the idea of alpha-
cut technique of fuzzy theory, fuzzy input variables were changed into crisp values. Due to NP-
hard nature of the problem, a computer code of GA based solver was utilized to locate the 
optimum solution within project completion time constraint at various estimations of alpha-cut 
level. Decision makers can utilize this model to pick the sought (optimum) solution for time-cost 
trade off inside of a period limit under various risk levels.  
Ghoddousi et al (2013) introduced the multi-mode resource-constrained discrete time–
cost-resource optimization (MRC-DTCRO) model in order to choose start date and the execution 
process of each activity fulfilling all the project constraints. To solve these issues, non-control 
based genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) is utilized to hunt down the non-overwhelmed solutions 
considering total project time, cost, and resources moment deviation as three goals. The 
consequences of MRC-DTCRO model demonstrate that adding the resource leveling capacity to 
the already created multi-mode resource-constrained discrete time–cost trade-off problem 
(MRC-DTCTP) models gives handier solutions as far as resource allocation and leveling, which 
makes this study relevant to both construction industry and researchers.  
Kim et al (2016) modified a Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA) to facilitate the 
optimization process that empowers a synchronous quest for an optimal construction schedule as 
far as three goals: minimization of construction duration, cost, and resource fluctuation. A multi-
objective optimization (MOO) methodology is received to produce scheduling solutions 
considering all those goals. Subsequent to executing the proposed approach in a current case 
study, the outcome exhibits the capacity of the approach to deal with investigation and creation 
of a more prominent scope of solutions contrasted with existing models. 
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2.6 Electrical Substations  
An electrical substation is an auxiliary station of an electricity generation, transmission 
and distribution system where voltage is transformed from high to low or the reverse using 
transformers. Electric force might course through a few substations between generating plant and 
consumer, and may be changed in voltage in a few stages. A substation is a high-voltage electric 
system facility. It is utilized to switch generators, equipment, and circuits or lines all through a 
system. It additionally is utilized to change AC voltages starting with one level then onto the 
next, and/or change alternating current to direct current or direct current to alternating current. A 
few substations are small with minimal more than a transformer and related switches. Others are 
vast with several transformers and many switches and other gear. A substation that has a step-up 
transformer expands the voltage while diminishing the current, while a step-down transformer 
diminishes the voltage while expanding the current for residential and business dissemination. 
A substation is part of a system and not an entity to itself. Ordinarily, a power system is 
composed so that the impacts of a blackout (created by the disappointment of a solitary part such 
as a transformer, transmission line, or distribution line) will bring about negligible interference 
of service and influence the least customers conceivable. Disappointment of one segment in a 
system frequently drives a more noteworthy than typical burden to be conveyed by different 
segments of the system. Such possibilities are ordinarily made arrangements for and fused into 
design criteria. While assessing the switching course of action for a substation, an engineer 
should know about the system arrangement of which the substation will be a part. System 
possibility game plans need to allow the blackout of segments in a substation for maintenance 
and unscheduled blackouts (Design Guide for Rural Substations, 2001). 
Most substations are designed to operate unattended. Remote sign control, metering, and 
methods of communication are frequently given so that systems and segments of systems can be 
checked from essential issue. 
2.6.1 Types of Electrical Substations 
Substations can be categorized into four main types: transmission substations, 
distribution substations, switching substations and collector substations as follows (Design Guide 
for Rural Substations, 2001): 
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2.6.1.1 Transmission Substations 
A transmission substation is a mix of switching, controlling, and voltage step-down 
equipment organized to diminish transmission voltage to sub-transmission voltage for 
conveyance of electrical power to distribution substations. A transmission substation interfaces 
two or more transmission lines. The least complex case is the place all transmission lines have 
the same voltage. In such cases, substation contains high-voltage switches that permit lines to be 
associated or separated for fault clearance or maintenance.  A transmission station may have: 
 Transformers to change over between two transmission voltages. 
 Voltage control/power variable amendment devices such as capacitors, reactors or static 
VAR compensators. 
 Phase shifting transformers to control power stream between two nearby power systems. 
Transmission substations capacity as mass force conveyance centers, and their 
significance in the system regularly justifies bus and switching arrangements that are a great deal 
more intricate than distribution substations. 
Transmission substations can go from simple to complex. The extensive transmission 
substations can cover a substantial range (a few sections of land/hectares) with different voltage 
levels, numerous circuit breakers and a lot of assurance and control equipment. 
2.6.1.2 Distribution Substations 
A distribution substation is a blend of switching, controlling, and voltage step-down 
equipment organized to lessen sub-transmission voltage to essential distribution voltage for 
residential, farm, commercial, and industrial burdens. It is uneconomical to specifically associate 
power consumers to the primary transmission network, unless they utilize a lot of force, so the 
distribution station lessens voltage to a level suitable for local distribution. 
Rural distribution substation limits fluctuate. Substations generally fuse one l.5 MVA to 
three 5 MVA transformers. These substations may be supplied radially, tapped from a sub-
transmission line, or may have two wellsprings of supply. Most cooperatives’ substations have 
12,470Y/7200-volt or 24,490Y/14,400-volt distribution circuits. Distribution voltages are 
conventionally medium voltage, between 2.4 kV and 33 kV relying upon the extent of the range 
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served and the demonstrations of the close-by utility. The feeders keep running along roads 
overhead (or underground, now and again) and power the distribution transformers at or close to 
the client premises. 
Notwithstanding transforming voltage, distribution substations additionally isolate faults 
in either the transmission or distribution systems. Distribution substations are ordinarily the 
purposes of voltage regulation, in spite of the fact that on long distribution circuits (of a few 
miles/kilometers), voltage regulation equipment might likewise be introduced along the line. 
The downtown regions of urban communities’ highlight convoluted distribution substations, with 
high-voltage exchanging, and exchanging and reinforcement frameworks on the low-voltage 
side. More regular distribution substations have a switch, one transformer, and insignificant 
facilities on the low-voltage side. 
A special class of distribution substation would incorporate a committed customer 
substation. This substation would be like a distribution substation aside from that the greater part 
of its ability would be saved for the service of one customer. The secondary voltages of a 
committed substation would likewise be adjusted to match exceptional prerequisites of the 
customer. Coordination with the customer is of essential significance in deciding the specialized 
prerequisites. Affirmation of the specialized terms being utilized is liable to be required 
following electrical designers in contrasting commercial ventures might utilize the same terms to 
depict comparable, yet in fact diverse, criteria. 
2.6.1.3 Switching Substations 
A switching substation is a blend of switching and controlling equipment sorted out to 
give circuit security and framework exchanging flexibility. A switching substation is a substation 
without transformers and working just at a single voltage level. These substations are every so 
often used as gatherer and conveyance stations. Now and again they are used for changing the 
current to move down lines or parallelizing circuits in the occasion of disillusionment. 
A switching substation may moreover be known as a switchyard, and these are ordinarily 
discovered specifically touching or neighboring a power station. For this situation the generators 
from the power station supply their energy into the yard onto the Generator Bus on one side of 
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the yard, and the transmission lines take their energy from a Feeder Bus on the other side of the 
yard. 
A vital capacity performed by a substation is switching, which is the interfacing and 
disengaging of transmission lines or distinctive parts to and from the system. Switching events 
may be "orchestrated" or "unconstrained”. Perhaps a transmission line or other part should be de-
energized for support or for new development, for occasion, including or evacuating a 
transmission line or a transformer. To keep up faithful nature of supply, no association ever 
chops down its whole system for maintenance. All work to be performed, from routine testing to 
including altogether new substations, must be done while keeping the entire system running. 
The function of the substation is to disengage the blamed bit of the framework in the 
briefest conceivable time. De-energizing faulted equipment shields it from further harm, and 
segregating an issue keeps whatever is left of the electrical lattice working with strength.  
Switching stations are getting to be regular on cooperatives’ transmission systems. 
Adaptable switching arrangements in a transmission system can help in keeping up trustworthy 
administration under certain unpredictable or upkeep conditions. 
2.6.1.4 Collector Substations 
In distributed generation projects, for example, a wind farm, a collector substation might 
be required. It resembles a distribution substation in spite of the fact that power stream is the 
other way, from numerous wind turbines up into the transmission grid. Typically for economy of 
development the collector system works around 35 KV, and the collector substation steps up 
voltage to a transmission voltage for the grid. The collector substation can likewise give variable 
redress on the off chance that it is required, metering and control of the wind farm. Collector 
substations likewise exist where numerous thermal or hydroelectric power plants of practically 
identical yield force are in nearness. 
2.6.2 Major Equipment 
Major electrical equipment in a substation is generally classified to four types according 
to its functionality: switching equipment, protection equipment, control equipment and one or 
more transformers as follows (Design Guide for Rural Substations, 2001): 
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2.6.2.1 Power Transformers 
The essential function of a power transformer is to transform system voltage from one 
nominal level to another. The transformer must be fit for conveying the force stream for its 
specific area in the system under different working conditions and possibilities, for example, line 
or transformer outages. Power transformers may be either autotransformers or multi-winding 
conventional transformers. In case of a 220KV or more KV autotransformers are used. While in 
case of lower KV line such as less than 132KV multi-winding transformers are used. The 
selection of substation transformer kVA capacity ought to be founded on the impacts of load 
cycle, load factor, and ambient temperature. 
2.6.2.2 Power Circuit Breakers 
Circuit breaker is a gadget that closes and intrudes on (opens) electric circuits between 
detachable contacts under both load and blame conditions. The use of circuit breakers 
incorporates thought about the planned capacity, expected results, advantages to the electric 
system, and qualities of both the circuit breakers and the electric system. Breakers are normally 
delegated as “dead tank” or “live tank” development. “Dead tank” implies that the circuit breaker 
tank and all embellishments are kept up at ground potential, and the outside source and load 
associations are made through routine bushings. “Live tank” implies that the metal and porcelain 
housing containing the intruding on system is mounted on aprotecting porcelain section and is 
along these lines at line potential. 
2.6.2.3 Switchgear 
Switchgear is the mixes of electrical disengage switches, fuses or circuit breakers used to 
control, ensure and segregate electrical gear. Switchgear is utilized both to de-energize 
equipment to permit work to be done and to clear blames downstream. This sort of equipment is 
straightforwardly connected to the unwavering quality of the power supply. The components of 
switchgear may incorporate principle power switching or interfering with gadgets, disconnecting 
switches, buses, instrument and control power transformers, control and assistant gadgets, and 
different gadgets. Its application has turned out to be more typical to house extra equipment 
including battery, chargers, low-voltage panels, compact microprocessor relaying, and 
supervisory control gear. Commonly, switchgears in substations are situated on both the high- 
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and low-voltage sides of large power transformers. Switchgear for lower voltages might be 
altogether encased inside a building. For higher voltages (over about 66 kV), switchgear is 
normally mounted outside and protected via air. Switchgear might be a basic outside isolator 
switch or it might be protected by some other substance. A successful albeit costlier type of 
switchgear is the gas-protected switchgear (GIS), where the conductors and contacts are 
protected by pressurized sulfur hexafluoride gas (SF6). Other normal sorts are oil or vacuum 
protected switchgear. 
2.6.2.4 Substation Voltage Regulator 
Substation voltage regulators are utilized as a part of dispersion substations to manage the 
heap side voltage. Substation regulators are one of the essential means, alongside burden tap-
changing power transformers, shunt capacitors, and distribution line regulators, for keeping up a 
legitimate level of voltage at a client's administration passage. 
A vital capacity of substation voltage regulation is to remedy for supply voltage variety. 
With the best possible utilization of the control settings and line drop pay, regulators can revise 
for burden varieties also. A legitimately connected and controlled voltage regulator not just 
keeps the voltage at a client's administration passage inside endorsed constrains additionally 
minimizes the scope of voltage swing amongst light and substantial burden periods. There are 
two general sorts of voltage regulators, the induction regulator and the step-type regulator. 
2.6.2.5 Air Switches 
The general function of an air switch is to close and open one or more electrical circuits 
by method for guided divisible contacts that separate in air. Air, at environmental weight, is 
additionally the protecting medium between contacts in the vacant position. Numerous 
assortments of air switches have been created to satisfy unique client necessities. Disconnecting 
or isolating switch (Disconnector, Isolator) is a mechanical exchanging gadget utilized for 
changing the associations as a part of a circuit, or for segregating a circuit or gear from the 
wellspring of force. Grounding switch is a mechanical switching gadget by method for which a 
circuit or bit of contraption might be electrically associated with ground. Interrupter switch is an 
air switch, furnished with an interrupter, for making or breaking determined streams, or both. 
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Selector switch is one orchestrated to allow interfacing a conductor to any of various different 
conductors. 
2.6.2.6 Surge Arresters 
Surge arresters are the fundamental defensive gadgets against system transient over-
voltages that may bring about flashovers and genuine harm to equipment. They set up a pattern 
of transient overvoltage above which the arrester will work to ensure the gear. At the point when 
a transient overvoltage shows up at an arrester area, the arrester leads inside and releases the 
surge vitality to ground. Once the overvoltage is lessened adequately, the arrester seals off, or 
quits directing, the stream of force complete flow itself and the circuit is come back to ordinary. 
As voltage-delicate gadgets, arresters must be painstakingly chosen to relate legitimately with 
the system working voltages. Surge arresters are delegated as station, intermediate, and 
distribution arresters. Essential contrasts in the utilization of the classes include the voltage levels 
the arresters will withstand and ensure and the present levels the arresters will release. 
2.6.2.7 Automatic Circuit Recloser 
An automatic circuit recloser is a self-controlled defensive gadget used to hinder and 
reclose naturally a rotating current circuit through a foreordained arrangement of opening and 
reclosing took after by resetting, lockout, or hold closed. Reclosers are introduced to give 
greatest congruity of administration to conveyance loads, just and monetarily, by expelling a for 
all time blamed circuit from the system or by moment clearing and reclosing on a circuit 
subjected to an impermanent flaw brought about by lightning, trees, natural life, or comparative 
causes. Unlike fuse links, which hinder either provisional or changeless blames unpredictably, 
reclosers can recognize the two sorts of shortcomings, perpetual and impermanent. They give 
impermanent flaws rehashed opportunities to clear or to be cleared by a subordinate defensive 
gadget. On the off chance that the shortcoming is not cleared, the recloser perceives the flaw as 
lasting and works to bolt out or, in a few applications, hold closed. 
2.6.2.8 Instrument Transformer 
An instrument transformer is a transformer that is planned to replicate in its auxiliary 
circuit, in a clear and known extent, the current or voltage of its essential circuit with the stage 
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relations considerably protected. Instrument transformers are used to step-down the current or 
voltage to quantifiable qualities. They give institutionalized, useable levels of ebb and flow or 
voltage in an assortment of force observing and estimation applications. Both current and voltage 
instrument transformers are intended to have unsurprising attributes on over-burdens. 
Appropriate operation of over-current insurance transfers requires that present transformers give 
an anticipated change proportion notwithstanding amid a short out. Instrument transformers 
likewise give protection between the essential and auxiliary circuits and hence streamline the 
development of measuring gadgets and give wellbeing to faculty utilizing those gadgets. At 
times, instrument transformers serve another obligation as bus supports, particularly at the higher 
voltages where the expense of additional bus supports gets to be critical. These are further 
characterized into two sorts: current transformers and potential transformers. 
A current transformer is an instrument transformer proposed to have its essential twisting 
associated in arrangement with the conductor conveying the current to be measured or 
controlled. The proportion of essential to optional current is generally conversely relative to the 
proportion of essential to auxiliary turns and is normally orchestrated to deliver either five 
amperes or one ampere in the full tap of the optional winding when evaluated current is 
streaming in the essential. Current transformers can be incorporated into two general 
classifications: metering service and relay service. Current transformers intended for relay 
service are created with expansive centers, which permit the current transformer to imitate the 
essential current amid deficiency (high essential current) conditions. Current transformers 
intended for metering service have littler centers with little or unimportant energizing streams, 
which empower the present transformer to be exceptionally precise at ordinary burden ebbs and 
flows. 
A potential transformer is an instrument transformer expected to have its essential 
twisting associated in shunt with a force supply circuit, the voltage of which is to be measured or 
controlled. There are two potential transformers utilized as a part of the bus associated both side 
of the bus. The potential transformer utilizes a bus isolator to ensure itself. The fundamental 
utilization of this transformer is to gauge the voltage through the bus. This is done to get the 
subtle element data of the voltage going through the bus to the instrument. There are two primary 
parts in it: estimation and insurance. 
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2.6.2.9 Coupling Capacitor and Coupling Capacitor Voltage Transformer 
Both coupling capacitors and coupling capacitor voltage transformers are single-stage 
gadgets that use one or more capacitor units, typically mounted on a base, to couple a 
communication signal to a high voltage power line. Coupling capacitors (CCs) are utilized as a 
part of conjunction with line traps and line tuners for power line carrier (PLC) communication 
over high-voltage power lines. A CC with an electromagnetic unit is called a Coupling Capacitor 
Voltage Transformer (CCVT). CCVTs can be utilized for coupling to a power line to supply 
voltage for metering and insurance applications similar to a voltage transformer. 
2.6.2.10 Mobile Units 
A mobile unit substation or mobile transformer is one in which every one of the parts are 
mounted on a thruway trailer or railcar. These units might be promptly moved starting with one 
area to another by a tractor or locomotive. Mobile units are utilized to give supplementary 
administration amid regular and makeshift burden conditions and as extras for existing 
establishments amid times of blackout because of equipment breakdowns or arranged 
maintenance and development. Their utilization can allow a higher nature of maintenance, all the 
more securely and at less cost, and diminish system interest in general transformer capacity. 
The real makeup of a mobile unit will rely on upon factors, for example, the expected 
extent of use, level of adaptability and unwavering quality coveted, physical size and weight 
confinements, security, and financial aspects. 
2.6.2.11 AC/ DC Power Supply System 
Everything except the littlest substations incorporate helper power supplies. AC power is 
required for substation constructing little power, lighting, warming and ventilation, a few 
interchanges equipment, switchgear working instruments, hostile to buildup radiators and 
engines. DC power is utilized to encourage vital administrations, for example, circuit breaker trip 
coils and related relays, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and interchanges 
gear.   
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2.6.3 General Design Considerations 
The fundamental contemplations considering amid the design procedure are: initial and 
ultimate requirements, site considerations and environmental considerations as follows (Burke 
and Sahazizian, 2003): 
2.6.3.1 Initial and Ultimate Requirements 
Cooperatives ought to consider both short-and long-run arranges in the advancement of 
their systems. Opportune improvement of plans is not just crucial for the physical and budgetary 
respectability of electrical systems; it is likewise fundamental in supplying clients with 
satisfactory administration. The long-run arrangement recognizes the prerequisites of a 
substation for its underlying use as well as for a few years later on. Considering extreme 
prerequisites amid the underlying plan and making monetary examinations permit finding what 
procurements are essential for simplicity of expansion. 
2.6.3.2 Site Considerations 
Two of the most basic elements in the design of a substation are its location and siting. 
Inability to painstakingly consider these components can bring about over the top interest in the 
quantity of substations and related transmission and distribution facilities. 
The accompanying elements ought to be assessed while selecting a substation site: 
 Sufficient land area. 
 Necessary clearances for electrical wellbeing. 
 The substation site must be sensibly vital to the circulation territory to be served. 
 Access to keep up extensive contraption, for example, transformers. 
 Environmental impacts (waste, clamor and street activity impacts). 
 Grounding must be considering to ensure passers-by amid a short out in the transmission 
system. 
 Site maintenance necessities including equipment repair, watering, cutting, landscaping, 
storage, and painting. 
 Total cost including transmission and distribution lines with due thought of 
environmental factors. 
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 The site must have space for development because of burden development or arranged 
transmission increments. 
2.6.3.3 Environmental Considerations 
The following environmental criteria should be taken into account in design of 
substation: 
 Description of property and contiguous property including existing area use. 
 Any different sorts of use notwithstanding substation (for example, storage). 
 Description, in general, any design measures taken to upgrade appearance. 
 The need for any bizarre cost things identified with open security. 
 The basis for commotion commitment. 
 The expected electrostatic and electromagnetic impacts. 
 The basis for effluent design. Suggest that a design be made for a plan of action to avoid 
contamination on the off chance that this is so demonstrated. 
2.6.4 Electrical Substation Construction 
Figure 2.1 shows the steps involved in establishing a new electrical substation including 
design, construction, and commissioning processes (Burke and Sahazizian, 2003).  
The following data has been collected through interviews with 22 experts with average 
experience of 25 years and working in electrical substations construction field for an average 15 
years (see Appendix A). 
Electrical substation consists of civil works and electromechanical works. The civil 
works includes the construction of foundations and buildings that will house and carry the 
electro-mechanical equipment and systems. The electromechanical works include installation, 
operation and maintenance of the electro-mechanical equipment and systems. Therefore, the 
design of civil works is related to electromechanical requirements. The main electromechanical 
factors affecting the design of civil works are the loads of equipment and the power capacity the 
substation is required to deliver.  
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Figure  2.1: Flowchart Illustrating Steps Involved in Establishing a New Substation 
Substation structures design loads ought to be ordered into line support structures and 
equipment support structures. The design loading criteria for line support structures are 
fundamentally the same to the criteria for a transmission line tower. The maximum loading 
condition and line tension are normally outfitted by the transmission engineer. For strain bus 
structures the substation engineer ought to construct the design in light of those design loads that 
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will be greatest for the different parts of the structure. A more positive determination of the 
structure capacity can be made if an over-burden is connected to the strengths and the structure 
individuals are outlined using yield stresses. The data is likewise useful for future line changes 
for substation overhauling or other electrical burden alterations. Design of equipment support 
structures incorporates all appropriate wind, ice, short-circuit, and dead and dynamic operating 
loads of equipment.   
On the other hand, the sizes of buildings depend on the power the substation should 
deliver. As long as the voltage and power capacity increase, the dimension of the electrical 
cabinets increase due to increasing of the bus bars and insulation level, which in turn will 
increase the buildings sizes. 
Generally, the scope of civil works presents 40% from the total work amount (total 
contract value) of electrical substation, while the electro-mechanical works presents 60%.  The 
scope of civil works is illustrated in chapter three.  
Table 2.1 shows list of some electrical substations constructed in Egypt in the last 20 
years with total budget nearly 5 billion pounds (Ministry of Electricity and Energy Website).  
Electrical demand is widely increasing in Egypt which requires future planning to attain 
country requirements of power. Egypt needs an effective and dependable energy system to 
support its long haul, reasonable financial advancement, and experienced accomplices who 
comprehend the particular difficulties confronting the country. Therefore, most of biggest 
investment deals made at the Egypt Economic Development Conference that was held in Sharm 
el-Sheikh in May, 2015 have been in the electricity sector. It has been noted that 13 giga watts of 
power were expected to come online in the near future, helping to close an energy gap that has 
led to frequent electricity cuts and hampered industrial production. Counting two further 
Memorandums of Understanding (MoU) which were signed at the occasion, Egypt's power 
generation capacity will be hugely expanded by up to 33% for the most part by 2020. Under the 
understandings, Siemens Company will propose to assemble extra consolidated cycle power 
plants with a capacity of up to 6.6 GW and ten substations for solid power supply. Another 
agreement was made with Tharwa Investments Company to build a 6 gigawatt power plant, an 
US$11 billion project (Ministry of Electricity and Energy Website).  
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Table 2. 1: List of Main Electrical Substations Constructed in Egypt 
Project Name Main Contractor Scope  
Kurimate Substation Iberdrola 66 KV GIS 
El Leithy Substation Egymac 66/11 KV S/S 
Shobrakeet Substation Egymac 66/11 KV S/S 
El Azhar Substation Egymac 66/11 KV S/S 
Ext. of Haykestep Substation Egymac 66/11 KV S/S 
El Badrashen Substation Egymac 66/11 KV S/S 
El Kurimat Substation Vatech-siemens 66/11 KV S/S 
Sokr Nag Hammadi Substation Vatech 66/11 KV S/S 
Fayoum West Substation ABB high voltage 66/11 KV S/S 
North Aswan Substation ABB high voltage 66/11 KV S/S 
El Tal El Kebeer Substation Vatech 66/11 KV S/S 
South Qena Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Toroga Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Abu-Kaber Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Ext.of Remote Sadat Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Hamrah Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Samlout Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Dekkerness Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Berkash Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Ext. of Giza Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Ext. of Gabal El Akhdar Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
Ext. of Tabya Substation Schneider 66/11 KV S/S 
EL Eslah (2) Substation Vatech-siemens 66/22 KV S/S 
El Koba Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV 
El-Eslah (3) Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
El-Eslah (4) Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
Yafa Ben Yazeed Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
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Project Name Main Contractor Scope  
El Boustan Substation Schneider 66/22 KV S/S 
Marsa Matrouh Substation Schneider 66/22 KV S/S 
Bani Ghaleb Assiut Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
Maragha Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
Shark El Suez Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
El-Eslah (2) Substation Siemens 66/22 KV S/S 
Beni-Sweif Cement Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
El-Eslah (1) Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
Wadi Asuit Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
New Assiut Substation ABB high voltage 66/22 KV S/S 
Nakra (2) Substation Schneider 66/22 KV S/S 
Al-Gamal Substation Consys/HHI 220 KV GIS 
West Damietta Substation Hyundai 220 KV GIS 
Fayoum west Substation Areva T&D 220KV S/S 
Economic Zone Substation Vatech-siemens 220 KV S/S 
Nubaria Substation ABB high voltage 220 KV S/S 
Ext. oF Beer El-Abd Substation Schneider 220 KV S/S 
Sakr Korash 220KV Switching Schneider 220 KV S/S 
Port Said East 220 KV Terminal Schneider 220 KV S/S 
Kafr El Zayat Substation Egymac 220/66 KV GIS&AIS 
Ext. of East Luxor Substation Vatech-siemens 220/66 KV 
Tanta Substation Schneider 220/66 KV GIS S/S 
Aswan Connection Substation Vatech-siemens 220/66/11 KV S/S 
Giza Substation Vatech 220/66/11 KV S/S 
Reefa Substation ABB high voltage 220/66/22 KV 
Wadi Hoff Substation ABB high voltage 220/66/22 KV 
Toshka Substation ABB high voltage 220/66/22 KV 
Toshka (2) Substation ABB high voltage 220/66/22 KV S/S 
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Project Name Main Contractor Scope  
Economic zone Substation Siemens 220/66/22 KV S/S 
Ext.of Sadat Substation Schneider 220/66/22 KV S/S 
Extension of Samlout Substation ABB high voltage 220/66/22 KV S/S 
Ext. of suez Substation ABB high voltage 500 KV 
Ext.of Samalout Substation ABB high voltage 500/220 KV 
Ext. of Naga hammadi Substation Vatech-siemens 500/220/11 KV S/S 
2.7 Summary 
This chapter presented the findings of a literature review that investigated the 
construction engineering and management research with respect to cost, time and resource 
management. First, the chapter illustrated the traditional scheduling techniques and the limited 
ability of these techniques in dealing with resource scheduling problems. The previous 
researches indicated that the main resource scheduling problems are time-cost trade-off problem, 
the limited resource allocation, the resource leveling, or the resource-driven scheduling problem. 
Most researchers treat the resource cost scheduling problem as one of the above mentioned 
problems, not blend of them. While in practice, the resource scheduling problem is generally a 
combination of these problems. Therefore, numerous strategies have been proposed to manage 
time and cost by recognizing an optimal combination of execution modes for all activities. 
Several time-cost control frameworks have been created in order to assess advance, estimate and 
highlight varieties, in an incorporated, explanatory, and deliberate way and also help decision 
makers to distinguish conceivable corrective action. Moreover, other management systems are 
developed to encourage productive integrating so as to plan and easily control both schedule and 
cost. This chapter illustrated the main time cost optimization techniques and studies from 
literature which are heuristics, mathematical methods, simulation and genetic algorithms. 
Briefly, the discussion concluded that the simulation and genetic algorithms techniques are more 
beneficial in dealing with such optimization problem as they overcome the limitations of the 
other methods from the side that they do not consider assigning resource availability constraints 
to project activities or the possibility of time and cost savings through changing project schedules 
and resource adjustments. A brief description of electrical substations, their functions, types, 
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main equipment and design considerations are illustrated. The detail description of scope of civil 
works in electrical substation construction is presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3  
DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRICAL SUBSTATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
Electrical Power Substations are unique projects. They mainly consist of the same types 
of buildings and components with the typical designs. Sometimes the areas of the buildings or 
number of components differ from one substation to another according to the total area of the 
substation and the electrical power the substation should deliver. The substation consists of civil 
works and electro-mechanical works. This chapter describes the scope of civil works for 
electrical substation, the main buildings and components of each building. This data is collected 
from contracts’ documents and specifications of electrical substations (Electrical Substation 
Documents, 2015). 
3.2 Electrical Substation Components 
Electrical substation consists of the following components (Figure 3.1): 
 Foundations for structural and miscellaneous steel work for outdoor switchyard 
(portals, receiving gantries, equipment, neural points and sealing ends) and portals, 
receiving gantries for the future extension. 
 The Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) building sufficient for the required power system 
from it and the future extension including cable trenches. 
 Control building sufficient for the outdoor switchyard and the indoor switchgear 
power systems as well as future extension. 
 Transformer foundation for switchyard power system with fire footings and fire 
walls. 
 Transformer foundation for switchgear power system with fire footings and fire walls. 
 Cable trenches and ducts inside switchyard. 
 Cable trenches and ducts outside switchyard for switchgear power cables up to the 
control cables. 
 Firefighting buildings. 
 Workshop and storage building. 
 Main roads, secondary roads and access roads. 
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 Wire mesh fences around all area of outdoor switchyard and transformers including 
future extension areas. 
 Wire mesh fences inside GIS building around the cells and above corridor. 
 Fire hydrant system. 
 Ground and elevated tank. 
 Drainage tanks. 
 Shed roof for vehicles (cars and buses). 
 Water supply system. 
 Sewerage system. 
 Sanitary installation. 
 Station earthing system for the substation as well as the future extension in buildings. 
 Site preparation, grading, leveling, backfilling to reach zero level, replacement soil, 
yard lighting and etc. 
 Electrical works for all buildings including electrical pipes, electrical wires, lighting 
fixtures and electrical boards. 
 
Figure  3.1: Typical Plan of Electrical Substation 
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3.3 Description of work 
3.3.1 Outdoor Switchyard 
3.3.1.1 Site Preparation 
Site preparation includes the following activities: 
 Cleaning the site from all vegetation, bushes trees and any other obstacles above and 
underground. 
 Leveling the site at the average natural ground level by excavating high areas, 
backfilling and compacting the low areas, replacing any soft soil or other 
unsatisfactory material for backfilling by clean sand. 
 Forming all blanks and slopes to a gradient not exceeding one vertical and two 
horizontal. 
 Needful site pitching should be carrying out round all buildings, roads and boundary 
fence to support the soil. 
 Level the surfaces with a suitable cross gradient to prevent erosion resulting from 
water and wind. 
 The erosion protection will be provided for outdoor switchyard with a layer not less 
than 10 cm of gravel higher than final zero level. 
3.3.1.2 Foundation for Outdoor Switchyard Equipment and Portals 
Switchyard foundations are designed to carry out the steel structure of various 
apparatus for all switchyard equipment (Portals, receiving gantries, equipment, neural points and 
sealing ends).Construction of switchyard foundations consists of the following activities: 
 Excavation for foundation with dimensions and depth as specified in drawings, 
including leveling and dewatering. 
 Disposal of the excavated materials outside the site boundaries. 
 Soil Replacement with required depth using the required soil (a mixture of sand and 
aggregate, sand only or aggregate only) including compacting, leveling and testing.  
 Backfilling to the zero level using sand including leveling, compacting and testing.  
 Plain concrete for foundation including formwork, pouring, curing and removing 
formwork. 
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 Reinforced concrete for foundation and pedestals including formwork, reinforcement, 
pouring, curing and removing formwork. 
 Insulation of all reinforced concrete foundations below ground surface using three 
layers of modified bituminous coatings. The height of concrete foundation above final 
zero level is 200 mm minimum and 350 mm maximum.  
 Installation and finishing of all anchor Bolts and templates including grouting under 
base plates.  
 Installation of the switchyard earthing system including earthing grid, complete 
earthing pits, earthwork, etc.      
 Switchyard lighting including fixtures, hardware, cables, PVC ducts, and distribution 
panels including all auxiliary components.  
3.3.2 Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) Building 
The GIS building is designed to house the gas insulated switchgear and auxiliary 
equipment, distribution panels, cables and raceways, and the portion superstructure serviced by a 
crane. The GIS portions are designed to accommodate the bus/breaker arrangement and the space 
requirements for maintenance area. 
The GIS building is a single story building with height ranges from 11.0 to 14.0 m, width 
ranges from 10.0 to 13.0 m and length varies according to number of cells and size of switchgear 
that will be erected. The building is constructed of reinforced concrete skeleton, columns, beams, 
floor and roof slabs, on reinforced concrete foundations. In GIS building, beams are constructed 
along the building on levels every 3.0m nearly, with only one roof slab at the final height, and a 
maintenance corridor along the building with width not less than 1.75 m. The floor and walls of 
maintenance corridor and cable trenches are made of reinforced concrete. The width of walking 
area is not less than 2.0 m in addition to the width of cable trenches. Two secondary stairs are 
constructed of reinforced concrete at the ends of maintenance corridors. The exterior and interior 
walls are made of masonry. All exterior and interior personnel access doors are made of steel. 
Fire rated steel doors are provided for building egress exits. All windows are aluminum framed, 
with reflector mirror single glass. The building is divided internally with masonry sections into 
rooms, each room includes group of cells that carry the switchgear.  
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Construction of GIS building includes of the following activities: 
 Skeleton: 
 Excavation for foundation with dimensions and depth as specified in drawings, 
including leveling and dewatering. 
 Soil Replacement layer with the required thickness using (a mixture of sand and 
aggregate, sand only or aggregate only) according to specification including 
compacting, leveling and testing. 
 Backfilling to the zero level using sand including leveling, compacting and testing. 
 Plain concrete for foundation and slab on grad including formwork, pouring, curing 
and removing formwork. 
 Reinforced concrete for foundation, cable trenches, slab on grade, columns, beams, 
maintenance corridor and roof slabs including formwork, reinforcement, pouring, 
curing and removing formwork. 
 Water proofing insulation between plain concrete and reinforced concrete for 
foundation consists of two layers of membrane with thickness 4.0 mm for each layer.  
 Screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane insulation. 
 Insulation of all reinforced concrete foundations below ground surface using three 
layers of modified bituminous coatings. 
 Walls and Ceilings: 
 Masonry for external walls with thickness 25 cm including masonry units (concrete 
masonry units CMU or cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if needed 
(grout, filler, joint sealant, tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, metal lath 
and all auxiliary components).  
 Masonry for internal walls with thickness 12 cm including masonry units (concrete 
masonry units CMU or cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if required 
(grout, filler, joint sealant, tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, metal lath 
and all auxiliary components). 
 Cement plaster of two layers for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling including 
all accessories if required (plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Cement plaster of two layers for external walls including all accessories if required 
(plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
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 Plastic paint for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling with one prime coat and 
three coats of washable plastic paint. 
 Plastic paint for external walls with one prime coat and three coats of washable 
plastic paint. 
 Granite tiles for external facades with height 1.5 cm.  
 Roofing System: 
 Light weight concrete of average thickness 7.0 cm having the slope towards roof 
drains. 
 Cement screed with thickness not less than 3.0 cm. 
 Two Perpendicular layers of water proofing membrane with thickness 4.0 mm each 
layer and overlap 15.0 cm including skirting 25 cm.  
 Thermal insulation of extruded polystyrene boards with thickness 5.0 cm. 
 One layer of geotextile membrane (ultraviolet resist). 
 Sand and cement mortar with average thickness 6.0 cm. 
 Cement tiles or mosaic tiles with cement mortar including skirting of the same tiles. 
 Expansion joint about 20 mm are to be filled with bituminous elastic material. 
 Floors: 
 The floor under equipment and switchgear is concrete screed with 7.0 cm thickness 
with smooth surface finished by helicopter and treated with hardener material before 
painting to avoid any damage due to erection and painted with two layers of an oil 
resistance epoxy paint included skirting of cement plaster 10 cm height painted with 
the same material as floor.  
 The floor of walking area is covered with non-slip porcelain tiles (30x30x10 cm)and 
porcelain skirting 10 cm height. 
 The floor of maintenance corridor is covered with mosaic tiles (30x30x3 cm) and 
mosaic skirting of 10 cm height. 
 The floor of entrance and secondary stairs is covered with el-galala marble of 4 cm 
thickness for stairs trade and 2 cm thickness for stairs riser including skirting of el-
galala marble with 20 cm height. 
 The floor of stairs landing is covered with el-galala marble with 2 cm thickness 
including skirting of el-galala marble with 20 cm height. 
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 Windows: 
 The windows are aluminum type (fixed type and movable type) of suitable size to 
give sufficient lighting and ventilation. 
 The windows of fixed type are carrying out on both sides and at high level, the 
movable type are carrying out on the inner side only and at a level higher than the 
roof of the medium voltage room. 
 All windows are provided with fixed wire mesh screen and the glass is wired glass 
with 6 mm thickness. 
 
 Doors:  
 The external and internal doors are double leaves of steel sheets reinforced with 
sufficient steel stiffeners and bracing angles fixed on R.C. frame.  
 The doors are not nearly 2.8 m height and 2.5 m width, provided with panic lock 
devices. 
 Maintenance corridor (Passage) is provided with two entrance aluminum doors with 
the same width and height of the passage. 
 Metal Works: 
 The switchgear rooms are provided with steel wire mesh fence of height not less than 
2.0 m included a door in front of each bay with 1.0 width including future extension 
bays. 
 Maintenance corridor (Passage) is provided with wire mesh fence not less than 30 cm 
height fixed in both sides so that the total height of the side wall of passage and the 
wire mesh are nearly 2.25 m. 
 The handrail for stairs and platforms is of steel pipe of 2” diameter and electro-
statically painted and fixed to steel balusters of square or round steel bars, the steel 
balusters are fixed in R.C. stairs. 
 Permanent ladder of steel stairs is provided for accessing to the roof of building. 
 Safety wire mesh is provided under wall pushing for transformers bays. 
 All the above mentioned steel work is painted with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats 
of oil paint. 
 Plumbing Works: 
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 PVC pipes and roof drains are provided for drainage of rain water. 
 Electrical Works: 
All lighting system is provided including: 
 Electrical pipes and wires for all types of outlets including lighting outlets, socket 
outlets, telephone outlets, fire alarm outlets. 
 Erection of all lighting fixtures. 
 Erection of all types of sockets. 
 Erection of distribution panels. 
 Erection of cables trays, cable ducts for passage of medium and low voltage cables in 
and out of the building 
 Fire detection, fire extinguishers, grounding, and lightning protection for all metallic 
components of building. 
3.3.3 Control Building 
The control building is a single story building of height less than GIS building (4.0 - 6.0 
m). All skeleton, columns, beams, floor and roof slabs are reinforced concrete, and rested on 
reinforced concrete foundations. The building exterior and interior walls are made of masonry. 
All exterior and interior personnel access doors are made of steel and wood. All windows are 
aluminum framed with single glass. 
The control building consists of the following rooms: 
 Medium voltage switchgear room including future extension. 
 Control and protection room including future extension. 
 Telecommunication room. 
 Two auxiliary transformers rooms. 
 Power supply room (AC main board and DC main board) including battery charger. 
 Battery room is provided with an eye-wash sink and exhaust air system is outside the 
room with an inlet separate fans. 
 One store room of area not less than 25m2 and width not less than 4.0m. 
 Two office rooms of an area not less than 16m2 each with width not less than 3.5m. 
 Service room of an area nearly 9.0m2 with its facilities and one stainless steel sink 
and all sanitary work, it is provided with natural ventilation. 
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 Two lavatories in connection with the offices (one with area not less than 3 x 4 m and 
provided with two western type water closets, two urinals and two hand washing 
basin, it is provided with natural ventilation. The second with area not less than 2 x 3 
m). 
Construction of Control Building consists of the following activities: 
 Skeleton: 
 Excavation for foundation with dimensions and depth as specified in drawings, 
including leveling and dewatering. 
 Soil Replacement layer with the required thickness using (a mixture of sand and 
aggregate, sand only or aggregate only) according to specification including 
compacting, leveling and testing. 
 Backfilling to the zero level using sand or excavated materials including leveling, 
compacting and testing. 
 Plain concrete for foundation and slab on grad including formwork, pouring, curing 
and removing formwork. 
 Reinforced concrete for foundation, slab on grade, columns, beams and roof slabs 
including formwork, reinforcement, pouring, curing and removing formwork. 
 Water proofing insulation between plain concrete and reinforced concrete for 
foundation consists of two layers of membrane with thickness 4.0 mm each layer and 
overlap 15.0 cm.  
 Screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane insulation 
 Insulation of all reinforced concrete foundations below ground surface using three 
layers of modified bituminous coatings. 
 The Basement: 
In case there is a basement under control building, it will be with the following 
specifications: 
 The basement clearance height is not less than 2.5 m measured from the final floor 
level to the beam’s soffit and provided with sufficient number of aluminum windows 
of tilting type with height not less than 0.5 m and with wire mesh glass 6mm 
thickness and fixed wire mesh screen. 
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 The fair face R.C. walls of basement are provided with opening for inlet cables and 
outlet medium voltage cables to trenches outside the building. 
 The inside face of R.C. walls and ceiling of basement is cement rendered in two 
layers mixed with waterproof cementations base material and painted with 3 coats of 
Cementous decorative paint. 
 Walls and floor of basement under zero level is insulated by using two perpendicular 
layers of water proofing membrane with thickness not less than 4.0 mm each layer 
with overlap 15 cm and protected with brick walls not less than 12 cm thickness. 
 The floor is R.C. slab covered with 7 cm concrete screed finished smoothly with 
helicopter machine and hardener additive is added to the wet concrete surface. 
 Trays for medium voltage cables and control cables are provided. 
 Access to ground floor is provided by reinforced concrete secondary stairs treated 
with hardener additives and the steps is protected with steel angles 50x50x5 at the 
nose and provided with handrail of steel pipe of 2’’ diameter and electrostatically 
painted and fixed to steel balusters of square or round steel bars of required section, 
the steel balusters are fixed in R.C. stairs. 
 Two doors with dimensions not less than 1.0x2.2m of steel sheets reinforced with 
sufficient steel stiffeners and bracing angles are provided and painted with 2 coats of 
primer and 3 coats of washable oil paint.  
 Kickers are provided with water stop to prevent water penetration.   
 Walls and Ceiling: 
 Masonry for external walls with thickness 25cm including masonry units (concrete 
masonry units CMU or cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if needed 
(grout, filler, joint sealant, tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, metal lath 
and all auxiliary components).  
 Masonry for internal walls with thickness 12 or 10cm including masonry units 
(concrete masonry units CMU or cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if 
required (grout, filler, joint sealant, tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, 
metal lath and all auxiliary components). 
 Cement plaster of two layers for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling including 
all accessories if required (plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
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 Cement plaster of two layers for external walls including all accessories if required 
(plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Plastic paint for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling with one prime coat and 
three coats of washable plastic paint. 
 Plastic paint for external walls with one prime coat and three coats of washable 
plastic paint. 
 Granite tiles for external facades with height 1.5 cm.  
 Roofing System: 
 Light weight concrete of average thickness 7.0 cm having the slope towards roof 
drains. 
 Cement screed with thickness not less than 3.0 cm. 
 Two Perpendicular layers of water proofing membrane with thickness 4.0 mm each 
layer and overlap 15.0 cm including skirting 25 cm.  
 Thermal insulation of extruded polystyrene boards with thickness 5.0 cm. 
 One-layer geotextile membrane (ultraviolet resist). 
 Sand and cement mortar with average thickness 6.0 cm. 
 Cement tiles or mosaic tiles with cement mortar including skirting of same tiles. 
 Expansion joint about 20 mm are to be filled with bituminous elastic material. 
 Floors: 
 The floor of medium voltage room and auxiliary transformer rooms is concrete screed 
with 7.0 cm thickness, with smooth surface finished by helicopter and treated with 
hardener material before painting to avoid any damage due to erection and painted 
with two layers of an oil resistance epoxy paint included shirting of cement plaster 10 
cm height painted with the same material as floor.  
 The floor of medium voltage room is provided with steel channels with suitable 
section in front of each panel to permit easy movement for circuit breaker. 
 The floor of AC/DC, telecommunications and control rooms are non-slip porcelain 
tiles or raised floor fixed at concrete screed not less than 7 cm thickness with smooth 
surface finished by helicopter and treated with hardener material. 
 The floor of the office rooms and corridors is covered with non-slip porcelain tiles 
(30x30cmx10 cm) thickness with porcelain skirting of 10cm height.  
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 The floor of battery room is covered with (heavy duty anti-alkaline or anti-acid) 
ceramic tiles of 1.6 cm thickness (sornaga) on a bed of mortar and using anti-acid or 
anti-alkaline joint filler with 6-8 mm width. 
 The floor of service room and lavatory is covered with non-slip ceramic tiles (30x30 
cm). 
 The floor of the main entrance (entrance lobby) is covered with non-slip porcelain 
tiles with minimum dimension 40x40cm, the entrance stairs is reinforced concrete 
covered with granite tiles 4 cm thickness for stairs trade and 2cm thickness for stairs 
riser. 
 The floor of secondary stairs is covered with el-galala marble with 4 cm thickness for 
stairs trade and 2 cm thickness for stairs riser including skirting of el-galala marble 
with 20 cm height. 
 The floor of stairs landing is covered with el-galala marble with 2 cm thickness 
including skirting of el-galala marble with 20 cm height. 
 Windows: 
 The windows are aluminum type (fixed type and movable type) of suitable size to 
give sufficient lighting and ventilation. 
 All windows are provided with fixed wire mesh screen and the glass is wired glass is 
80% reflected double glass type 6 mm and for control room, AC/DC, offices, medium 
voltage switchgear and PLC rooms where air conditioning rooms.  
 Doors: 
 Main entrance door is hinged aluminum type (four leaves) with dimensions not less 
than 2.5m height and 3.75m width fixed in R.C. frame and provided with wire mesh 
glass 6mm thickness.  
 Personal internal doors are hinged aluminum type with height not less than 2.20 m 
and 1. 0m width, the upper part is glass 6 mm thickness and the lower part is fiber 
glass with height 0.8 m. 
 AC/DC and PLC doors are hinged aluminum type (double leaves) with dimensions 
not less than 2.5 m height and 1.5 width, the upper part is glass 6 mm thickness and 
the lower part is fiber glass with height 0.8 m. 
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 For offices, service room and lavatories, the doors are wooden type with height not 
less than 2.2 m and painted with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats of oil paint. 
 The external and internal doors for equipment transportation are double leaves of 
steel sheets reinforced with sufficient steel stiffeners and bracing angles fixed on R.C. 
frame considering to the following dimensions: 
o For medium voltage room, the doors are not less than 2.8 m height and 2.5 m 
width. 
o For control room, auxiliary transformers rooms and store room, the doors are not 
less than 2.5 m height and 2.0 m width. 
o For battery room the door is not less than 2.20 m height and 1.50m width. 
o The doors of the auxiliary transformers rooms are provided with steel louvers as 
ventilation grills. 
 The panic lock devices are provided to the doors for basement, medium voltage 
switchgear and battery room in exist way. 
 The doors of the air-conditioned room are provided with door closer devices. 
 Metal Works: 
 The handrail for stairs and platforms is of steel pipe of 2” diameter and electro-
statically painted and fixed to steel balusters of square or round steel bars, the steel 
balusters are fixed in R.C. stairs. 
 Permanent ladder of steel stairs is provided for accessing to the roof of building. 
 All the above mentioned steel work is painted with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats 
of oil paint. 
 Plumbing Works: 
 Internal water supply (Poly-proplyine) pipes for lavatory rooms and service room 
including all accessories and valves. 
 Internal sewerage pipes (PVC pipes) for lavatory rooms and service room including 
all accessories and valves. 
 PVC pipes and roof drains are provided for drainage of rain water. 
 Plumbing fixtures are provided including water closets, urinals, hand wash basins, 
kitchen sink, floor drains, electric cooler and electric heater. 
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 Electrical Works: 
The lighting system includes: 
 Electrical pipes and wires for all types of outlets including lighting outlets, socket 
outlets, telephone outlets, fire alarm outlets. 
 Erection of all lighting fixtures. 
 Erection of all types of sockets. 
 Erection of distribution panels. 
 Erection of cables trays, cable ducts for passage of medium and low voltage cables in 
and out of the building 
 Fire detection, fire extinguishers, grounding, and lightning protection for all metallic 
components of building. 
3.3.4 Transformer’s Foundations 
 There are two types of transformer’s foundations; foundations for outdoor switchyard 
power system and foundations for switchgear power system. 
 The foundations of the outdoor main transformers are designed to carry the loading 
from the oil filled transformers with any additional loads due to transformers 
operation, seismic and other natural phonemes.  
 The foundation box for each transformer is designed in the form of an open 
rectangular concrete box and large enough for the oil volume where the oil level is 
not higher than 400 mm below the upper edges of the foundation box, the transformer 
placed on rails/beam supported on two intermediate R.C. buttress walls. The rails for 
transformer foundation are used for operation and maintenance and include fixed 
system. 
 The foundation box is filled with 20 cm of gravel, size 32-64 mm above galvanized 
expanded steel grating. Gravel is well sieved and washed before placing, the floor 
slab is drained to a sump by using plain concrete for slops that makes emptying by 
pumping possible and also drained to an oil pit. 
 The horizontal surfaces of the foundation box outside surfaces below the ground 
surface is insulated by using two perpendicular layers of water proofing membrane 
with thickness 4mm each layer with overlap 15cm and provided with Screed layer of 
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sand and cement for protection above membrane insulation, while vertical surfaces 
are insulated by using three layers of modified bituminous coatings. 
 The foundation box internal surfaces are plastered with cement rendered in two 
layers. 
3.3.5 Fire Walls 
 Fire wall is a protection reinforced concrete wall constructed between every two 
transformers, with height not less than 6.0 m above final zero level, with considering 
that the height of this reinforced concrete wall is higher than the highest point of the 
transformer with 2.0 m at least, the length is suitable for transformer dimensions and 
the thickness is not less than 25cm. 
 Each wall has reinforced concrete footing rested on plain concrete footing with area, 
thickness and level according to specifications. 
 All reinforced concrete surfaces of the foundations and walls below the final zero 
level are properly insulated using, for horizontal surfaces, two perpendicular layers of 
water proofing membrane with thickness 4mm each layer with overlap 15cm and 
provided with screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane 
insulation, while vertical surfaces are insulated by using three layers of modified 
bituminous coatings. 
 All reinforced concrete walls above the final zero level are plastered with cement 
rendered in two layers. 
3.3.6 Fire Footings 
 Underground reinforced concrete fire footings are constructed for outside galvanized 
steel firefighting water tank. 
 Each reinforced concrete footing has reinforced concrete pedestal and resting on plain 
concrete footing with area, thickness and level according to specifications. 
 All reinforced concrete surfaces of the foundations and walls below the final zero 
level are properly insulated using, for horizontal surfaces, two perpendicular layers of 
water proofing membrane with thickness 4mm each layer with overlap 15cm and 
provided with screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane 
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insulation, while vertical surfaces are insulated by using three layers of modified 
bituminous coatings. 
3.3.7 Firefighting Building 
Reinforced concrete building (R.C. skeleton) with suitable area is constructed for 
firefighting system of transformers provided with all necessary equipment and accessories. 
Construction of Firefighting Building consists of the following activities: 
 Skeleton: 
 Excavation for foundation with dimensions and depth as specified in drawings, 
including leveling and dewatering. 
 Soil Replacement layer with the required thickness using (a mixture of sand and 
aggregate, sand only or aggregate only) according to specification including 
compacting, leveling and testing. 
 Backfilling to the zero level using sand or excavated materials including leveling, 
compacting and testing. 
 Plain concrete for foundation and slab on grad including formwork, pouring, curing 
and removing formwork. 
 Reinforced concrete for foundation, columns, beams and roof slabs including 
formwork, reinforcement, pouring, curing and removing formwork. 
 Water proofing insulation between plain concrete and reinforced concrete for 
foundation consists of two layers of membrane with thickness 4.0 mm each layer.  
 Screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane insulation 
 Insulation of all reinforced concrete foundations below ground surface using three 
layers of modified bituminous coatings. 
 Walls and Ceiling: 
 Masonry for external walls with thickness 25 cm including masonry units (concrete 
masonry units CMU or cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if needed 
(grout, filler, joint sealant, tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, metal lath 
and all auxiliary components).  
 Cement plaster of two layers for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling including 
all accessories if required (plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
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 Cement plaster of two layers for external walls including all accessories if required 
(plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Plastic paint for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling with one prime coat and 
three coats of washable plastic paint. 
 Plastic paint for external walls with one prime coat and three coats of washable 
plastic paint. 
 Granite tiles for external facades with height 1.5 cm.  
 Roofing System: 
 Light weight concrete of average thickness 7.0 cm having the slope towards roof 
drains. 
 Cement screed with thickness not less than 3.0 cm. 
 Two Perpendicular layers of water proofing membrane with thickness 4.0 mm each 
layer and overlap 15.0 cm including skirting 25 cm.  
 Thermal insulation of extruded polystyrene boards with thickness 5.0 cm. 
 One layer of geotextile membrane (ultraviolet resist). 
 Sand and cement mortar with average thickness 6.0 cm. 
 Cement tiles or mosaic tiles with cement mortar including skirting of same tiles. 
 Expansion joint about 20 mm are to be filled with bituminous elastic material. 
 Flooring: 
 The floor is covered with sornaga or mosaic tiles with cement mortar including 
skirting 10 cm of the same tiles. 
 Windows: 
 The windows are tilting aluminum type of suitable size to give sufficient lighting and 
ventilation. 
 Doors: 
 Doors are steel type with enough dimensions for entrance of equipment and painted 
with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats of washable oil paint. 
 Plumbing Works: 
 PVC pipes and roof drains are provided for drainage of rain water. 
 Electrical Works: 
Lighting system includes: 
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 Electrical pipes and wires for all types of outlets including lighting outlets, socket 
outlets, telephone outlets, fire alarm outlets. 
 Erection of all lighting fixtures. 
 Erection of all types of sockets. 
 Erection of distribution panel. 
3.3.8 Workshop and Storage Building 
Reinforced concrete building (R.C. skeleton) with suitable area is constructed for storage 
and workshop works. The building consists of two rooms: one store room and the other is a 
workshop. Each room has an area not less than 25m2 and width not less than 4.0m. 
Construction of Workshop and Storage Building consists of the following activities: 
 Skeleton: 
 Excavation for foundation with dimensions and depth as specified in drawings, 
including leveling and dewatering. 
 Soil Replacement layer with the required thickness using (a mixture of sand and 
aggregate, sand only or aggregate only) according to specification including 
compacting, leveling and testing. 
 Backfilling to the zero level using sand or excavated materials including leveling, 
compacting and testing. 
 Plain concrete for foundation and slab on grad including formwork, pouring, curing 
and removing formwork. 
 Reinforced concrete for foundation, columns, beams and roof slabs including 
formwork, reinforcement, pouring, curing and removing formwork. 
 Water proofing insulation between plain concrete and reinforced concrete for 
foundation consists of two layers of membrane with thickness 4.0 mm for each layer.  
 Screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane insulation 
 Insulation of all reinforced concrete foundations below ground surface using three 
layers of modified bituminous coatings. 
 Walls and Ceiling: 
 Masonry for external and internal walls with thickness 25 cm including masonry units 
(concrete masonry units CMU or cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if 
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needed (grout, filler, joint sealant, tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, metal 
lath and all auxiliary components).  
 Cement plaster of two layers for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling including 
all accessories if required (plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Cement plaster of two layers for external walls including all accessories if required 
(plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Plastic paint for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling with one prime coat and 
three coats of washable plastic paint. 
 Plastic paint for external walls with one prime coat and three coats of washable 
plastic paint. 
 Granite tiles for external facades with height 1.5 cm.  
 Roofing System: 
 Light weight concrete of average thickness 7.0 cm having the slope towards roof 
drains. 
 Cement screed with thickness not less than 3.0 cm. 
 Two Perpendicular layers of water proofing membrane with thickness 4.0 mm for 
each layer and overlap 15.0 cm including skirting 25 cm.  
 Thermal insulation of extruded polystyrene boards with thickness 5.0 cm. 
 One layer of geotextile membrane (ultraviolet resist). 
 Sand and cement mortar with average thickness 6.0 cm. 
 Cement tiles or mosaic tiles with cement mortar including skirting of same tiles. 
 Expansion joint about 20 mm are to be filled with bituminous elastic material. 
 Flooring: 
 The floor is covered with sornaga or mosaic tiles with cement mortar including 
skirting 10cm of the same tiles. 
 Windows: 
 The windows are tilting aluminum type of suitable size to give sufficient lighting and 
ventilation. 
 Doors: 
 Doors are steel type with enough dimensions for entrance of equipment and painted 
with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats of washable oil paint. 
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 Plumbing Works: 
 PVC pipes and roof drains are provided for drainage of rain water. 
 Electrical Works: 
The lighting system includes: 
 Electrical pipes and wires for all types of outlets including lighting outlets, socket 
outlets, telephone outlets, fire alarm outlets. 
 Erection of all lighting fixtures. 
 Erection of all types of sockets. 
 Erection of distribution panel. 
3.3.9 Cable Trenches and Ducts 
 Trenching is required for installation of buried cables, conduits, piping, etc. The 
trenches and ducts are constructed for substation installation and future extension. 
 Trenches outside buildings are of fair face reinforced concrete type covered by 
suitable fair face reinforced concrete slabs overlapping one another to prevent 
penetration of water. 
 Cable trenches are constructed of cast-in-place fair face reinforced concrete. The 
outside surfaces of floors and walls are protected against ground water by two layers 
of water proofing membrane. 
 Cable ducts of fair face reinforced concrete are used beneath road ways or at entrance 
to buildings. 
 Embedded cable sleeves are provided in equipment foundation to exit the cables 
through the foundation to the equipment. 
 The floor of external cable trenches is drained by a drainage system and trays for 
power and control cables are provided. 
 A constructive joint in cable trenches is carried out every 20 m, it is filled with a 
rubber material. 
 Trenches inside buildings are open type, the upper corner edge supporting the checker 
plate is provided with steel angles 50x50x4mm fixed in concrete by means of iron 
hocked bars electrically welded to the angle and it should be covered with checker 
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plate of 6mm thickness and for trenches with width more than 1.0m, the checker plate 
is 0.5m width and reinforced with frame of steel angles not less than 40x40x4mm.  
3.3.10 Galvanized Steel Fence (Wire Mesh) 
 The galvanized steel fence surrounds the outdoor switchyard and the outdoor 
transformers area including the future extension areas. 
 The fence is fixed to a vertical galvanized steel column with galvanized pipe 3 inch 
and minimum height 2.5m from final zero level and with reinforced concrete isolated 
footings connecting with reinforced concrete beams and resting on plain concrete 
footings with required dimensions. 
 The wire mesh is composed of panels of 2.00: 2.50 m length and with minimum 
height 2.5m, made of galvanized wire 5mm diameter forming a mesh of 6x6cm size 
fixed to a steel frame of angles 60x60x6mm, the frames are vertically fixed to a 
vertical galvanized steel column with approved system. 
 The fence is provided with double leaves doors made of the same galvanized wire 
mesh steel angles each one in front of each transformer with suitable width for 
transportation and maintenance. 
3.3.11 Roads 
 The roads are required for operation and maintenance of the substation (switchyard, 
buildings and transformers) according to the layout and to get easy access to any part 
inside the substation. Roads are divided into main roads and secondary roads. 
 The main roads are 6.0 m wide of reinforced concrete include maneuver of 
transformer’s truck and consist of two layers: 
o First layer is made of 20 cm thickness crushed stone or gravel formed on two 
layers, each layer with thickness 13 cm compacted to 10cm. 
o Second layer consists of reinforced concrete slabs 3.0x3.0 m with thickness 
not less than 15cm including steel reinforcement. 
o Expansion joints between reinforced concrete slabs about 2-3 cm are filled 
with bituminous elastic material. 
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 Main road extends through substation and main gate to connect with the existing 
main way forming reinforced concrete access road. 
 Secondary roads are 4.0m wide, constructed of reinforced concrete slabs 2.0x2.0m 
with minimum thickness 12cm including steel reinforcement, laid over 20cm crushed 
stone or gravel as specified above, expansion joints between reinforced concrete slabs 
are of thickness about 2-3cm and filled with bituminous elastic material. 
 The secondary roads encompass the area to provide easy access to any part in the 
substation. 
 Main roads and secondary roads are smooth service helicopter finishing fair face, and 
hardener is added for wet concrete. 
 Roads are provided with a suitable system for drainage of rain water in front of the 
main gate. 
 Banks and slopes of main roads are formed to gradient 1:100. 
 Roads level are (+0.1) m above the final zero level. 
 The main and secondary roads are provided with border (concrete curbstone 
50x30x15cm) resting on P.C. with thickness 10cm. 
 Side walk around all buildings is covered by steel-creat tiles with width 1.0m and at 
level (+25.0) cm above final zero level and provided with curbstone; it is sloped by 
1:15 to the street side. 
 Lighting works are provided including all bulbs, tubs, lamps, and etc. 
3.3.12 Shed Roof for Vehicles 
 Sun shed parking for vehicles is arranged, so that, one shed for buses and trucks with 
height not less than 4.0m, and the second shed for cars with height not less than 3.0m. 
 The shed skeleton (columns and roof) is constructed either of reinforced concrete or 
steel structure. Both types of skeleton lays on reinforced concrete and plain concrete 
foundations.  
 Lighting works are provided include all bulbs, tubs, lamps, and etc. 
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3.3.13 Water Supply System 
A water supply system is constructed for buildings inside the substation area, to be 
connected with the existing source of water, the ground and elevated tank, firefighting tank and 
pumps room including the following: 
3.3.13.1 Ground and Elevated Tank 
 Water is stored in the ground tank and water supply is provided with water pressure 
maintained by an elevated tank. The volume of the water in the elevated tank is 
dimensioned for both potable and water for firefighting and with necessary steps 
taken to secure the water supply for firefighting system. 
 The height of the elevated tank is adopted to secure the necessary water pressure in 
service pipes. The tank contains potable and fire water in separate compartments. 
 Mainly, the ground and elevated tank is constructed from reinforced concrete skeleton 
with capacity as specifications and height not less than 13.0m dimensioned at the 
bottom level of the tank. 
Construction of Ground and Elevated Tank consists of the following activities: 
 Skeleton: 
 Excavation for foundation with dimensions and depth as specified in drawings, 
including leveling and dewatering. 
 Soil Replacement layer with the required thickness using (a mixture of sand and 
aggregate, sand only or aggregate only) according to specification including 
compacting, leveling and testing. 
 Backfilling to the zero level using sand or excavated materials including leveling, 
compacting and testing. 
 Plain concrete for foundation including formwork, pouring, curing and removing 
formwork. 
 Reinforced concrete for foundation including formwork, reinforcement, pouring, 
curing and removing formwork.  
 Reinforced concrete for columns, walls, beams and roof slabs of ground tank 
including formwork, reinforcement, pouring, curing and removing formwork. 
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 Reinforced concrete for columns, walls, beams and roof slabs of elevated tank 
including formwork, reinforcement, pouring, curing and removing formwork. 
 Water proofing insulation between plain concrete and reinforced concrete for 
foundation consists of two layers of membrane with thickness 4.0 mm each layer and 
overlap 15.0 cm.  
 Screed layer of sand and cement for protection above membrane insulation 
 Insulation of all reinforced concrete foundations below ground surface using three 
layers of modified bituminous coatings. 
 Walls and Ceilings: 
 Masonry for external walls including masonry units (concrete masonry units CMU or 
cement bricks), mortar and all other accessories if needed (grout, filler, joint sealant, 
tie beam, steel, backer rod, truss type, angles, metal lath and all auxiliary 
components).  
 Cement plaster of two layers for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling including 
all accessories if required (plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Cement plaster of two layers for external walls including all accessories if required 
(plaster stop, angel bead and expansion joint). 
 Plastic paint for internal walls, beams, columns and ceiling with one prime coat and 
three coats of washable plastic paint. 
 Plastic paint for external walls with one prime coat and three coats of washable 
plastic paint. 
 Flooring: 
 The floor and walls of ground tank and floor of elevated tank are covered with 
ceramic tiles with cement mortar including skirting 10 cm of the same tiles. 
 Windows: 
 The windows are tilting aluminum type of suitable size to give sufficient lighting and 
ventilation. 
 Doors: 
 Doors are steel type with enough dimensions for entrance of equipment and painted 
with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats of washable oil paint. 
 Plumbing Works: 
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 Ventilation pipe with length 1.0m is provided at the tank roof with diameter 5 inch. 
 Galvanized steel pipes and valves are provided for internal and external connections 
of the tank. 
 Valves room size 60x60 cm of masonry is provided above a plain concrete foundation 
including excavation, backfilling, plastering and insulation works. 
 Metal Works: 
 The handrail for stairs and platforms is of steel pipe of 2” diameter and electro-
statically painted and fixed to steel balusters of square or round steel bars. 
 Permanent ladder of steel stairs is provided for accessing to the roof of building. 
 Permanent ladder of steel stairs is provided for accessing inside the building. 
 All the above mentioned steel work is painted with (2) coats of primer and (3) coats 
of oil paint. 
3.3.13.2 External Water Supply Piping 
 External (HD polyethylene) pipes for water are provided with 10 bar testing pressure, 
and for drinking water the network is under pressure 3 bar. The pipes include all 
fittings of the same material. 
 The valves and non-return valves are made of tin bronze with the following properties: 
Cupper 88%, Sn 12%, Zn max 0.3%, all adaptors necessary for connections to (HD 
polyethylene) pipes are made of the same material, the valves are inside screw type 
with non-rising system. 
3.3.13.3 Pumps and Pumps Room 
 A pressure system for water supply is supplied and installed completely in a room 
having the same design for the firefighting room as concrete work and finishing. 
 The room contains the following pumps: diesel water pump, electric water pump and 
water motor.  
3.3.14 Firefighting Line System (Fire Hydrant System) 
 A firefighting line system is provided for all construction buildings of the substation, 
it includes complete connection system with elevated tank as following: 
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o Firefighting line system embeds galvanized iron pipes isolated with damp 
proof coarse of bitumen with required diameter. 
o Firefighting line around the fence is installed above ground galvanized iron 
pipes fixed in plain concrete foundation with dimension 50x50x50 cm every 
5.0 m to support pipes. Pipes are painted with two coats of primer and three 
coats of oil paint for the required diameter. 
o Enough vertical fire hydrants with diameter 2.5” are provided at specified 
positions with distance not less than 50 m between them. Minimum two 
hydrants for GIS building are required including all necessary accessories. 
o Fire hose made of linen is provided with diameter 2.5” and length not less 
than 30 m. 
o Cabinet for keeping firefighting tools is provided with dimensions not less 
than 35x80x80 cm, made of steel sheet plate with 3.25 mm thickness, painted 
with 4 coats of red oil paint, provided with glass door 6 mm thickness and all 
accessories. 
o Bronze valve control is provided for high pressure covered with nickel 
material and circular hand for the required diameter. 
3.3.15 Sewerage System 
 Sewerage system includes the following items: 
o Complete sewerage system for substation buildings: 
 Septic tank constructed of reinforced water tight concrete. 
 Filtered tank constructed of reinforced water tight concrete. 
 Collecting tank constructed of reinforced water tight concrete. 
o Manholes. 
o Pipelines network with exact route, location and level to secure suitable slope 
of sewerage system. 
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3.3.15.1 Sewerage Tanks 
 Sewerage tanks are underground reinforced concrete tanks (septic tank, filter tank and 
collecting tank). All foundations, walls and roof slab are made of reinforced concrete 
and rested on plain concrete foundation. 
 Internal faces are smoothly cement rendered and insulated by epoxy insulation 
painting. Outside concrete surfaces are surrounded with two perpendicular layers of 
water proofing membrane with thickness 4 mm for each layer and overlap 15 cm. 
3.3.15.2 Manholes 
 Underground reinforced concrete manholes are constructed at the road level beside 
the side walk of the buildings, the distance between two series manholes doesn’t 
exceed 30 m and the depth is specified according to the slopes of the site and 
direction of flow between inlet and outlet of two series manholes is with slope 0.005: 
0.007. 
 All sides of manhole and its base is reinforced concrete, all outer sides below ground 
level are insulated by bituminous coats and the inner sides are cement rendered. 
Manhole is provided with heavy duty cast iron cover. 
 Reinforced concrete water sump, approximately 1m3 is installed outside substation 
building with special drain connection from the battery room for alkaline or acid 
contaminated water. 
3.3.16 Lighting System 
 Interior and exterior lighting system is provided for substation buildings, shed roof, 
main roads, secondary roads, access roads, switchyard, firefighting building and 
workshop. 
 The electrical works include the main lighting circuit, the routing of lighting cables, 
lighting switches, the routing of telephone cables, telephone cables and their required 
plugs for offices, PLC room and control room. 
 Fire detection and fire alarm system is provided for GIS building and control building. 
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3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the scope of civil works for any electrical power substation was 
illustrated. The main buildings and components of each building were described in details. As 
mentioned previously, the substation model is a template, differs only in buildings areas and 
number of components according to the power in which the substation is designed to transform. 
In brief, the substation consists of three main areas: the switchyard area, the switchgear area and 
the service buildings area. The switchyard area includes portals foundations, transformers 
foundations, fire footings, fire walls, fences, cable trenches, main and secondary roads. The 
switchgear area includes gas insulated switchgear (GIS) building (which is the main building) 
and control building. The service buildings area includes firefighting buildings, workshop, 
ground and elevated tank, drainage tank and vehicles shed. Each building has certain 
specifications, components and specific design which are repeated in all substations.   
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CHAPTER 4  
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 
4.1 Introduction 
Simulation modeling comprises of making a model that is the “imitation of the operation 
of a real-world process or system over time”. It takes information from the model creator, as 
input, in view of historical data and assumptions. The model itself comprises of logical 
relationships and procedures characterized by the modeler. The output comprises of results in 
light of the cooperation of the input data with the outlined model. The aim of this chapter is to 
introduce a simulation model for electrical substation projects using simulation modeling 
software to determine total time units, time schedule, cost of the substation and utilization of 
resources according to resources available. The model is based on database excel file for input 
data entry. The model is divided into three zones working in parallel to each other. Each zone 
consists of a group of buildings related to the same construction area. 
4.2 Simulation Software 
The simulation software used is called “AnyLogic”. It is a general-purpose modeling and 
simulation tool for discrete, continuous and hybrid systems. AnyLogic simulation modeling 
software is an essential decision-making tool, which supports all existing modeling methods, 
system dynamics, discrete event, and agent based modeling (Anylogic Website). 
AnyLogic has been generally utilized in simulation for simplicity of model building, a 
visual model improvement environment, adaptability, and animation. Building a model in 
AnyLogic relies on upon drag-n-drop capabilities with different application-particular libraries, 
Java environment for boundless extensibility of model usefulness and the possibility to make
agent-based, discrete event, system dynamics or hybrid models in one software. Animation
guarantees powerful correspondence of the project results and a superior comprehension of their 
subtle elements. 
The interesting adaptability of the AnyLogic modeling language empowers the user to 
capture the multifaceted nature and heterogeneity of business, financial and social systems to 
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any craved level of detail. AnyLogic’s graphical interface, apparatuses, and library objects 
permit user to rapidly show differing ranges, for example, assembling and logistics, business 
processes, human resources, purchaser and patient conduct. The object-oriented model outline 
worldview bolstered by AnyLogic accommodates particular, hierarchical, and incremental 
development of expansive models. 
AnyLogic bolsters the consistent combination of discrete and continuous simulations. 
The native Java environment bolsters boundless extensibility including custom Java code, 
outside libraries, and outer information sources. A broad statistical distribution function set 
gives an incredible stage to mimicking the instability natural in all systems. Furthermore, the 
powerful experimental framework, bolster a wide assortment of simulation approaches.  
On the other hand, the other software packages such as P6 (primavera) and Microsoft 
Project are based on critical path method (CPM) in scheduling. This traditional method proves
inefficiency in dealing with resource sharing and resource allocation issue and provides
inaccurate results. While Anylogic provides resource pool concept, the resources 
are seized and released by activities, in which the same resources are shared between activities
and move inside the project as entities. Moreover, these software packages depend only on the 
predecessor and successor relationships between activities which are insufficient in describing
the real operation process, while Anylogic  introduces event trigger procedure, so the user can
make the beginning of an activity dependent on certain events or conditions to happen or each 
time certain condition happens, the activity will be repeated or route the activities into different
paths depending on probabilistic or deterministic conditions. Also, Anylogic modeling 
technique allow the modeler to provide the model with materials supplying schedule and
equipment working plan which reflect the real operation process, and this is not introduced by
other software packages.  
AnyLogic includes a graphical modeling language i.e. the model is built in a graphical
editor that allows the user to edit the diagram of the model graphically. The graphical model 
elements are called “Active objects”, they are the main building blocks of AnyLogic models. 
Active objects can be used to model very diverse objects of the real world such as processing 
stations, resources, and various operations. These blocks are shown in a palette view grouped
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by categories in a number of stencils (palettes) and libraries such as Agent, Presentation, State
chart, Connectivity, Process Modelling Library and Pedestrian Library. 
The substation model is built by discrete event simulation method. Discrete-Event 
simulation modeling likewise, alluded to as “Process-Centric” in AnyLogic, comprises of 
isolating a consistent procedure into discrete parts to simplify analysis. The procedure being 
referred to is displayed as a sequence of discrete events or activities. Entities arrive into the
model at a specific arrival rate and go through its activities each one in turn consecutively. The 
AnyLogic Process Modelling Library is utilized to build this model as it supports discrete-
event, or process-centric modeling paradigm. The library elements used in modeling are
source, service, resource pool, sink, queue, split, select output, assembler, batch and combine. 
The source generates the entities that flow in the process using many ways as arrival
rate, interarrival time or rate defined by schedule. The queue is a place in which entities are 
holding up to be acknowledged by the following object(s) in the process flow, or a general-
purpose storage for the agents. Select output routes the incoming entities to one of the two
output ports depending on (probabilistic or deterministic) condition. The split creates one or
several other entities for each incoming entity and outputs them via outCopy port. The 
combine waits for the two entities to arrive (in arbitrary order), produces a new entity and
outputs it. The assembler permits certain number of entities from several sources (5 or less) to
be joined into a solitary entity. The type of the new entity, and its initialization, is indicated by 
the user. The resource pool defines a set of resource units that can be seized and released by
entities using seize, release, assembler and service flowchart blocks. The service represents 
each of the activities and delays the entities through delay time while requiring resources from
the resource pools. The batch changes over various entities into one entity by either disposing 
of the original entities and creating another one, or by adding the original entities to the 
contents of the new entity. The sink disposes the incoming entities; it is usually an end point in
a process model. 
4.3 Methodology 
Building the model will go through ten main stages as follows: 
1- Creating a database excel file. 
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2- Creating a new model called “OzModel”. 
3- Creating a java class called “Util” in order to write java codes used to set the type and 
number of resource pools utilized by activates.  
4- Creating the flow charts diagrams of Zone 1 model- agent type by adding the needed 
active objects from the libraries in the graphical editor, modifying the objects’ properties 
and defining the relationships between them to fit the logic of the actual process. 
5- Creating the flow charts diagrams of Zone 2 model- agent type by adding the needed 
objects from the libraries in the graphical editor, modifying the objects’ properties and 
defining the relationships between them to fit the logic of the actual process. 
6- Creating the flow charts diagrams of Zone 3 model- agent type by adding the needed 
objects from the libraries in the graphical editor, modifying the objects’ properties and 
defining the relationships between them to fit the logic of the actual process. 
7- Estimating cost of substation including direct and indirect cost. 
8- Exporting activities’ start and finish dates to an external excel file to represent them on a 
bar chart schedule. 
9- Creating the “Simulation” experiment which runs model simulation according to input 
data of the substation entered in database. 
10- Creating the “Optimization” experiment which is used to find the optimal combination of 
conditions resulting in the best possible solution by making decisions about system 
parameters and/or structure. 
4.3.1 Construction of Database 
To facilitate the data entry to the Model, a database is constructed using Microsoft Excel 
file, so that the user can easily enter or change all input data needed to operate the model using 
the Excel file without dealing with Anylogic. 
The database file consists of two sheets. Sheet 1 (Figure 4.1) contains the bill of 
quantities of all clauses of the substation, categorized by type of building, a resource breakdown 
for each clause including manpower, equipment and materials, unit cost for each raw material 
and indirect cost. The resource breakdown for each activity shows the quantity of raw materials 
needed for this activity, and the quantity needed to be done by each equipment and manpower 
crew. In sheet 1, column1 refers to activity number, column 2 refers to type of buildings and 
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activity description, column 3 refers to quantity unit, and column 4 refers to quantity of this 
activity. Columns from 5 to 134 refer to all types of resources required and the quantity unit 
needed by this resource. The quantities of some raw materials are multiplied by 10 or 1000 in 
order to remove decimal because AnyLogic will read from cells integer numbers only.  The cell 
connecting each row and columns refers to the quantity needed from the resource mentioned in 
this column to the activity mentioned in this row. For example, the value in cell (1, 110, 8) = 
5427 means in sheet (1), the quantity needed from the resource type mentioned in column (8) for 
the activity described in row (110) is 5427. 
 
Figure  4.1: Part of Database Sheet 1 Excel File 
Sheet 2 (Figure 4.2) in database excel file includes the production rates for resources 
(equipment and manpower crews), the maximum number available from each type of resource 
for each zone in the model, the number required from each type of resource for each building and 
the unit cost of each resource per day. In sheet 2, column (1) refers to resource ID, column (2) 
refers to resource type, column (3) refers to unit of rate, column (4) refers to rate per unit, 
column (5) refers to any notes, columns (6, 10 and 21) refer to total available number from each 
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type of resource for zones (1, 2 and 3) respectively and columns (8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26) refer to the number required from each type of resource for 
buildings (GIS, control, portals, transformers 220 kv, transformers 66 kv, fire walls, fire footings, 
chain link fence, cable trenches inside switchyard, cable trenches outside switchyard, main roads, 
secondary roads, fire rooms, workshop, elevated tank, drainage tank and vehicles shed) 
respectively and column 28 refers to the unit cost of each resource per day. Table 4.1 shows the 
types of resources and unit rate for each resource. 
 
Figure  4.2: Part of Database Sheet 2 Excel File 
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Table 4. 1: Types of Resources and Unit Rates 
Resource Type Unit Rate Notes 
Excavator m3/day   
Truck m3/day   
Loader m3/day   
Compactor m3/day   
Pump m3/day   
Helicopter m2/day   
Winch     
Formwork crew m3/day  
Steel reinforcement crew ton/day   
Bitumen insulation crew m2/day  
Membrane insulation crew m2/day  
Grout insulation crew ton/day  
Masonary crew m3/day masonry 25 cm 
Masonary crew m2/day masonry 12 cm 
Plaster crew m2/day  
Paint crew m2/day  
Tiles crew m2/day   
Granite/marble crew m2/day floor 
Granite/marble crew ml/day stairs 
Aluminum crew m2/day   
Wooden doors crew m2/day   
Steel doors crew m2/day   
Crytal crew ml/day  
Plumbing crew ml/day pipes installation 
Plumbing crew number/day fixtures installation 
Plumbing crew number/day valves room /manholes 
Epoxy paint crew m2/day   
Labours m2/day screed layer 
Labours m3/day thermal insulation 
Labours ml/day road curb 
Fence crew ml/day   
Raised Floor crew m2/day   
False Ceiling crew m2/day   
Steel Grelya crew m2/day   
Steel Structure Crew m2/day  
4.3.2 Creating a New Model “OzModel” 
As mentioned previously, AnyLogic depends on a graphical interface; it allows the user to 
build the model using the libraries of active objects by “Drag & Drop”. The interface (Figure 
4.3) consists of a number of views as follows: 
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Graphical editor 
Each agent type has a graphical diagram associated with it. The graphical diagram is the 
place where the structure of agent type is defined. It plays several roles: 
 Defines the interface of the agent. 
 Defines a presentation and icon for the agent type using presentation shapes and 
controls. Graphical editor links shape properties to agent data. 
 Defines behavior elements, such as events and state charts. 
 Defines the embedded objects and their interconnection. 
Project View 
The Projects view provides access to AnyLogic projects currently opened in the 
workspace. The workspace tree provides easy navigation all through the models. As models are 
organized hierarchically, they are displayed in a tree structure: the model itself forms the top 
level, agent types and experiments are the next level items, elements that make up agent structure 
are organized in branches one level down, etc. 
Palette View 
The Palette view provides the list of graphical model elements gathered by classes in 
various of stencils (palettes). An element is added to the model by dragging it from the palette to 
the graphical editor. 
Properties View 
The Properties view is used to view and modify the properties of a currently selected 
model item(s). When something is selected in the Projects view or in the graphical editor, the 
Properties view displays the properties of the selection. 
Problems view  
The Problems view displays errors found during model development and compilation. 
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The execution process of civil works of the substation depends on dividing the total 
construction area into three zones (phases) working in parallel to each other as they are not 
related to or dependent on each other. Therefore, the model is divided into three zones; each zone 
includes a group of buildings which are related to the same construction area as following: 
Zone 1: This zone is related to switchgear area which includes GIS Building and Control 
Building. 
Zone 2: This zone is related to switchyard area which includes portals foundation, transformers 
foundations (220kv and 66kv), fire footings, fire walls, chain link fences, cable trenches, main 
roads and secondary roads. 
Zone 3: This zone is related to service buildings area which includes firefighting buildings, 
workshop, elevated tank, drainage tank and vehicles shed. 
 
Figure  4.3: Typical Interface in Anylogic 
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A new model is created using the following steps: 
1- Click on file in the Anylogic window, then choose “New”, a list will be opened, choose 
“Model”. 
2- A new model wizard is displayed, the name of the model “OzModel” is written in the 
“Model name” field and the location of the model is chosen using browse button in 
Location field, (Figure 4.4). 
3- Model time unit is chosen from the Model time units drop box to be days. 
 
Figure  4.4: Creating “New Model” wizard 
4.3.3 Creating a Java Class “Util” 
A java class called “Util” is created in order to write all java codes used to set the type 
and number of resource pools utilized by activities, each code will be called by the active object 
which utilizes this type of resource to be executed. A new java class is created as following: 
1- Right click on the model name in the projects view, then choose “New”, a list will be 
opened, choose “Java Class”, (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure  4.5: Creating “New Java Class” wizard 
2- A new java class wizard is displayed, the name of the class “Util” is written in the 
“Name” field and the superclass name entity is chosen from the superclass drop box, 
(Figure 4.6).  
 
Figure  4.6: First Window in “New Java Class” wizard 
3- Press Next to go to the next page of the wizard. In this page java class fields are added, 
the name, type, access and initial value for each class field is entered in a separate row, 
(Figure 4.7). 
 
Figure  4.7: Second Window in “New Java Class” wizard 
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4- Using "Create constructor" and "Create toString() function" check boxes. 
5- Click “Finish” to complete the process. The code editor will be opened to write java 
codes. 
4.3.4 Creating “Zone 1” Model Agent Type 
As mentioned previously, Zone 1 is the model representing switchgear area in the 
substation which includes GIS Building and Control Building. Zone 1 model graphical interface 
represents the flow charts for each of these buildings, resource pools used by active objects, 
parameters indicating the number of resource units seized by each active object from each 
resource pool, all types of  raw material utilized by active objects represented each in a material 
queue storage, parameters indicating unit cost and total cost of each resource pool, parameters 
indicating the quantity utilized, unit cost and total cost of each raw material , parameters 
indicating indirect cost and all java codes need to calculate these values. Creating new Agent 
type as following: 
1- Right click on the model name in the projects view, then choose “New”, a list will be 
opened, choose “Agent Type”. 
2- A new agent type wizard is displayed, the name of the agent “Zone1” is written in the 
“The name of new type” field and “Do not use template” check box is used (Figure 4.8).  
 
Figure  4.8: First Window in “Creating New Agent Type” wizard 
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3- Press Next to go to the next page of the wizard. In this page agent animation is chosen, 
“3D” check box is chosen. 
4- Click Finish to complete the process. The graphical editor will be opened to construct the 
model as following: 
4.3.4.1 Database 
The first step is to make the model read input data from the database excel file and this by 
using the Excel File object as following: 
1. Dragging the Excel File  element from the Connectivity palette of the Palette view onto 
the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view (Figure 4.9), the name of the element is modified to “DB” in the 
“Name” field. This name will be used to identify and access this object from code.  
3. Excel file in which this object will work with is specified in “File” field by browsing for 
the file using the” Browse” button. After finishing, the path to the file will be shown in 
the “File” field.  
4. In the Advanced section, “Load on model startup” checkbox is selected. This will 
automatically load the workbook from the file on model startup and enable work with 
this Excel file. 
5. In order to save some data in the specified Excel file, “Save on model termination” 
checkbox is selected.  
 
Figure  4.9: Database Object Properties Window 
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In order to read any cell from DB excel file, the following code is written in the place 
where this cell is called:  DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet  number,row  number,column 
number).  For example“DB.getCellNumericValue(2,3,6)”;  this code reads the number 
written in the cell located in DB Excel file, in sheet number 2, row number 3 and column number 
6. 
4.3.4.2 Resource Pools 
The equipment and manpower crews are defined in the model as resource pools, creating 
a resource pool object as following: 
1. Dragging the Resource Pool element from the Process Modeling Library of the 
Palette onto the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view (Figure 4.10), the name of the element is modified to the name of 
resource in the “Name” field. This name will be used to identify and access this object 
from code. 
3. The type of resource is chosen from Resource type drop box, either Moving, Static or 
Portable. Moving type is selected for all equipment and manpower crews. 
4. The capacity of each resource means the maximum number of units available from this 
resource. The capacity is defined using “Capacity defined” drop box methods, either 
directly, by home location, by schedule, by on/off schedule, by shifts group schedules, by 
shift plan. Directly method is chosen. 
5. The resource pool capacity is read from the database file, sheet number 2, the column 
referring to the maximum number of resources available for “Zone 1” using the following 
code:(int)DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet number,row number,column number). 
 
Figure  4.10: Resource Pool Object Properties Window 
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6. “When capacity decreases” field is chosen from drop box to be units are preserved “End 
of shift”.  
4.3.4.3 Raw Materials 
Each type of raw materials is represented by a Source object and Queue object. Source 
object is used to start generating of raw material, while Queue object is used to store the raw 
material in the specified order until it is utilized by active objects. Creating the raw material 
Source and Queue objects as following: 
1. Dragging the Source and Queue elements from the Process Modeling Library of the 
Palette onto the graphical diagram. The elements are connected together with a 
connector. 
2. In the Properties view of Source object (Figure 4.11), the name of the element is 
modified to the name of raw material in the “Name” field. Arrival method of raw 
material is defined in “Arrivals defined by” field by either Rate, interarrival time, 
Arrival table in Database, Rate schedule, Arrival schedule or Calls of inject() 
function. In the model, Rate is chosen from “Arrival defined by” drop box and rate is 
defined in “Arrival rate” field by units per day. 
 
Figure  4.11: Sand Material Source Object Properties Window 
3. In the Properties view of Queue object (Figure 4.12), the name of the element is 
modified in the “Name” field. Capacity of Queue is the maximum amount of raw 
material; the Queue can store. The capacity is defined in “Capacity” field by using 
java code “(int)Math.pow(2, 21)”, this means the capacity is 2^(21)-1=2097151.  
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Figure  4.12: Sand Material Queue Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.4 Resource Parameters 
The number of resource units needed by each active object (activity) from each resource 
pool in order to be executed is defined as parameters. In simulation experiment, the values of 
these parameters are read from the database excel file, while in optimization experiment, the 
values of these parameters are considered decision variables to obtain the optimum solution. 
Resource parameters are created for each building in the zone. Creating resource parameter is as 
following: 
1. Dragging the Parameter element from the General palette of the Palette view onto the 
graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view (Figure 4.13), the name of the element is modified to the name 
of resource in the “Name” field. The name of parameter includes the name of 
resource and the name of building in which this resource belongs to.  
3. The type of resource unit is chosen from the “Type” field drop box either it is integer 
number (int), double number or others. All the resource units are chosen to be (int). 
4. The number of resource units needed is defined in the “Default value” field. This 
number is read from the database excel file using the following code:  
(int)DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet number,row number,column number).  
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Figure  4.13: Excavator of GIS Building Parameter Properties Window 
4.3.4.5 Flowcharts 
Flowchart is the sequence of work for each building represented by active objects 
connected together by connectors indicating the relationship between objects. Zone1 consists of 
two flowcharts, GIS building flowchart and control building flowchart. The active objects used 
to build these flowcharts from process modeling library are source, split, service, assembler, 
combine, select output, batch and sink.  
4.3.4.5.1 Source object 
This object is used to generate entities; it is usually a starting point of a process model. 
Creating the Source object is as following: 
1. Dragging the Source element from the Process Modeling Library of the Palette onto 
the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view of Source object (Figure 4.14), the name of the element is 
modified to the name of building in the “Name” field. Method of arrival of entities is 
defined in Arrivals defined by field by either Rate, interarrival time, Arrival table in 
Database, Rate schedule, Arrival schedule or Calls of inject() function . In this model, 
Rate method is used. Arrival rate is defined in “Arrival rate” field as number of 
entities arrived per model time unit which is days. 
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3. If there are multiple entities arrived in the same time, “Multiple entities per arrival” 
box is checked. 
4. If a specific number of entities will arrive, the “Limited number of arrivals” box is 
checked, and the number of entities is defined in “Maximum number of arrivals” 
field. 
 
Figure  4.14: GIS Building Source Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.5.2 Service object 
This object is used to describe the execution process of an activity. It seizes a given 
number of resource units, delays the entity, and releases the seized units. Creating the Service 
object is as following: 
1. Dragging the Service element from the Process Modeling Library of the Palette onto 
the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view of Service object (Figure 4.15), the name of the element is 
modified to the name of activity to be done in the "Name" field. In the seize field, two 
options are introduced to seize resources, either resources just of one single type, so 
"units of the same pool" option is chosen, or resources of different types, so 
"(alternative) resource sets" option is chosen.  
3. The type of resources and the number of resource units (resource parameters) to be 
seized for this service are set in "Resource sets" field by calling the activity resource 
set code from "Util" java class and specifying the resource parameters and types of 
resource pools. 
4. The time this service will take to be executed is defined in “Delay time” field by 
using this equation (Quantity / (resource production rate x Number of resources 
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parameter)). All fields of this equation are read from database excel file by using java 
code. 
5. The quantity of raw materials required for this service activity is called from each raw 
material queue by using a java code written in On enter field. This code reads the 
required quantity of each raw material from database excel file and call it from the 
raw material queue store,(Figure 4.16). 
 
Figure  4.15: Lay Replacement Layer Service Object Properties Window 
 
Figure  4.16: Continue Lay Replacement Layer Service Object Properties Window 
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4.3.4.5.3 Split object 
For every approaching entity ("original"), Split object makes one or a few different 
entities and yields them by means of via outCopy port. A new entity created may have an 
importance of a copy, a sibling, etc. and can be of subjective sort. The number of new entities is 
changed dynamically. This is used to make the entity pass in several parallel paths at the same 
time. Creating the Split object is as following: 
1. Dragging the Split element from the Process Modeling Library of the Palette onto the 
graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view of Split object (Figure 4.17), the name of the element is 
modified in the "Name" field. The number of paths is defined in "Number of copies" 
field. 
 
Figure  4.17: Split Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.5.4 Assembler object 
The object permits certain number of entities from a few sources (5 or less) to be joined 
into a solitary entity. The type of the new entity, and in addition its instatement, is determined in 
the new object. The quantity of entities for each input required to deliver one new entity is 
additionally determined utilizing the object parameters (Quantity 1, Quantity 2, etc.). All arrived 
entities hold up inside the object until all required entities arrive. Once the new entity can be 
build, the assembly operation starts. This operation takes the time specified in the Delay time 
field. Creating the assembler object as following: 
1. Dragging the Assembler element from the Process Modeling Library of the 
Palette onto the graphical diagram.  
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2. In the Properties view of Assembler object (Figure 4.18), the name of the element is 
modified to the name of activity to be done in the "Name" field. The quantity of 
entities required to arrive from each input to create the new entity is specified in 
"Quantity 1", "Quantity 2", "Quantity 3", "Quantity 4" and "Quantity 5" fields. 
3. In the seize field, two options are introduced to seize resources, either resources just 
of one single type, so "units of the same pool" option is chosen, or resources of 
different types, so "(alternative) resource sets" option is chosen.  
4. The type of resources and the number of resource units (resource parameters) to be 
seized for this service are set in "Resource sets" field by calling the activity resource 
set code from "Util" java class and specifying the resource parameters and types of 
resource pools. 
5. The time this service will take to be executed is defined in “Delay time” field by 
using this equation (Quantity / (resource production rate x Number of resources 
parameter)). All fields of this equation are read from database excel file by using java 
code. 
6. The quantity of raw materials required for this service is called from each raw 
material queue by using a java code written in “On enter delay” field. This code reads 
the required quantity of each raw material from database excel file and call it from the 
raw material queue store.  
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Figure  4.18: Pour Concrete Assembler Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.5.5 Combine object 
This object waits for the two entities to arrive (in subjective request) at ports in1 and in2, 
produces another entity and yields it. The new entity might be a "Completely new", i.e. a 
recently built object whose properties potentially rely on the original entities, or it might be one 
of the original entities. Once the two entities are prepared, the combine operation takes zero time. 
Creating the Combine object as following: 
1. Dragging the Combine element from the Process Modeling Library of the Palette onto 
the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view of Combine object (Figure 4.19), the name of the element is 
modified in the "Name" field. The type of the new entity is specified in "The resulting 
entity is" field either Completely new, entity 1 or entity 2. 
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Figure  4.19: Combine Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.5.6 Select output object 
This object routes the approaching entities to one of the two output ports relying upon 
(probabilistic or deterministic) condition. The condition may rely on the entities and on any 
outside variables. The entities invest zero time in SelectOutput. Creating the SelectOutput object 
is as following: 
1. Dragging the SelectOutput element from the Process Modeling Library of the 
Palette onto the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view of SelectOutput object (Figure 4.20), the name of the element 
is modified in the "Name" field. In "Select True output" field, there are two options 
introduced, either the entities are routed randomly with specified probability, in this 
case "With specified probability [0..1]" is chosen, and the probability of true route is 
defined in "Probability" field. The other option routes the entities depending on 
specified boolean condition, in this case "If condition is true" field is chosen, and the 
condition is defined in "Condition" field using java code. 
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Figure  4.20: Select Output Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.5.7 Batch object 
This object changes over various entities into one entity by either disposing the original 
entities and making another one - permanent batch (whose properties conceivably rely on upon 
the first ones), or by adding the original entities to the contents of the new entity - temporary 
batch. This object implants a Queue object where it stores the approaching entities. Once the 
number of the stored entities achieves the batch size, the batch is made and leaves the object 
instantly. 
Creating the Batch object as following: 
1. Dragging the Batch element from the Process Modeling Library of the Palette onto 
the graphical diagram.  
2. In the properties view of Batch object (Figure 4.21), the name of the element is 
modified in the "Name" field. The number of entities that will be batched into one 
entity is defined in "Batch size" field. 
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Figure  4.21: Batch Object Properties Window 
4.3.4.5.8 Sink object 
This object disposes entities. It is usually an end point in a process model. Creating the 
Sink object is as following: 
1. Dragging the Sink element from the Process Modeling Library of the Palette onto the 
graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view of Sink object (Figure 4.22), the name of the element is 
modified in the “Name” field. 
 
Figure  4.22: Sink Object Properties Window 
Flowcharts of Zone 1 are shown in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24, one flowchart represents GIS 
building and the other flowchart represents control building. 
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GIS Building Flowchart 
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Figure  4.23: GIS Building Flowchart 
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Control Building Flowchart 
 
 
Figure  4.24: Control Building Flowchart 
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4.3.5 Creating “Zone 2” Model Agent Type 
“Zone 2” represents the switchyard area in the substation which includes portals 
foundation (model F1and model F2), transformers foundations (220kv and 66kv), fire footings, 
fire walls, chain link fences, cable trenches (inside switchyard and outside switchyard), main 
roads and secondary roads. Creating new agent type “Zone 2” model by following the same steps 
mentioned previously in “Zone 1”. Figures 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, 
4.34 and 4.35 show the flowcharts of portals foundation type F1, portals foundation type F2, 
transformers foundations 220 k.v., transformers foundations 66 k.v., fire walls, fire footings, 
chain link fences, cable trenches inside switchyard, cable trenches outside switchyard, secondary 
roads and main roads respectively.      
Portals Foundation F1 Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.25: Portals Foundation F1 Flowchart 
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Portals Foundation F2 Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.26: Portals Foundation F2 Flowchart 
Transformers Foundation 220 k.v. Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.27: Transformers Foundation 220 k.v. Flowchart 
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Transformers Foundation 66 k.v. Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.28: Transformers Foundation 66 k.v. Flowchart 
Fire Walls Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.29: Fire Walls Flowchart 
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Fire Footings Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.30: Fire Footings Flowchart 
Chain Link Fence Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.31: Chain Link Fence Flowchart 
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Cable Trenches inside Switchyard Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.32: Cable Trenches inside Switchyard Flowchart 
Cable Trenches outside Switchyard Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.33: Cable Trenches outside Switchyard Flowchart 
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Secondary Roads Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.34: Secondary Roads Flowchart 
Main Roads Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.35: Main Roads Flowchart 
4.3.6 Creating “Zone 3” Model Agent Type 
 “Zone 3” represents service buildings area in the electrical substation which includes 
firefighting buildings, workshop, elevated tank, drainage tank and vehicles shed. Creating new 
agent type “Zone 3” is done by following the same steps mentioned previously in “Zone 1” and 
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“Zone 2”. Figures 4.36, 4.37, 4.38, 4.39 and 4.40 show the flowcharts of firefighting buildings, 
workshop, elevated tank, drainage tank and vehicles shed respectively. 
Fire Fighting Buildings Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.36: Fire Fighting Buildings Flowchart 
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Workshop Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.37: Workshop Flowchart 
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Ground and Elevated Tank Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.38: Ground and Elevated Tank Flowchart 
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Drainage Tank Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.39: Drainage Tank Flowchart 
Vehicles Shed Flowchart 
 
Figure  4.40: Vehicles Shed Flowchart 
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4.3.7 Cost Estimation 
Cost of the electrical substation consists of direct cost and indirect cost and each cost 
includes fixed cost and variable cost. Direct cost is the cost of materials, equipment and 
manpower crews, while indirect cost is the cost of salaries, overhead and other site expenses. 
Fixed cost is a constant value which does not change by project duration variation. While 
variable cost is a function of time, it varies according to the total project duration. Direct fixed 
cost is the cost of raw materials and direct variable cost is the cost of equipment and manpower 
crews. Indirect fixed cost includes site offices, mobilization, taxes and deductions of Employer. 
Indirect variable cost includes staff wages, head office overhead and site facilities (flats rent, 
cars, water, electricity, phones, site expenses and etc.).  
4.3.7.1 Estimating Direct Variable Cost (equipment and manpower crews) 
Equipment and manpower crews are defined in the model as resource pools. Estimating 
the cost of a resource unit in a resource pool is done by creating a custom resource type to obtain 
the utilization of a unit as a percent of time the unit was busy during simulation. Knowing it, the 
total number of days each unit was in work can be calculated as follows: 
time()*myResources.get(i).getUtilization()/day() - where "myResources" is a population of 
resource units. After multiplying it by the cost of one unit per day, total cost will be got. 
Applying the previous steps as follows: 
4.3.7.1.1 Creating Custom Resource Type 
1- Drag the Agent object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
2- The New agent dialog box will be shown. On the first page of the wizard, the type of 
agents to be created is specified as population of agents, (Figure 4.41). 
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Figure  4.41: First Window of Creating New Resource Type 
3- Click Next to open the second page of the wizard. In this page, “I want to create a new 
agent type” box is checked, (Figure 4.42). 
 
Figure  4.42: Second Window of Creating New Resource Type 
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4- Click Next to open the third page of the wizard. In this page, “Do not use template” box is 
checked. The name of the resource type is defined in “The name of the new type” 
field,(Figure 4.43). 
 
Figure  4.43: Third Window of Creating New Resource Type 
5- Click Next to open the fourth page of the wizard. In this page, “3D animation box” is 
checked. 
6- Click Next to open the fifth page of the wizard. In this page, “Create initially empty 
population, I will add agents at the model runtime” box is checked, (Figure 4.44). 
7- Click finish to create the new custom resource type. The steps are done for each resource 
pool. 
8- In the properties view of the new resource type, Resource unit is chosen from “Use in 
flowchart as” dropbox, (Figure 4.45). 
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Figure  4.44: Last Window of Creating New Resource Type 
 
Figure  4.45: Adjusting Resource Type Properties 
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4.3.7.1.2 Adjusting Resource Pool Properties 
1- In the properties view of resource pool, the new resource type is chosen from “New 
resource unit” drop box. 
2- In “Add units to” field, “custom population” box is checked, and the new resource 
type population is chosen from “Population” drop box, (Figure 4.46). 
 
Figure  4.46: Adjusting Resource Pool Properties 
4.3.7.1.3 Creating Cost Variables 
Two variables are created for each resource pool; the first variable is created to specify the 
unit cost of this resource, the cost is read from database excel file using java code. The second 
variable is created to estimate the total cost of this resource pool at the end of model simulation 
or at any time the simulation is terminated. Creating a variable as follows: 
1- Drag the Variable object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
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2- In the properties view, the name of the variable is specified in the Name field. 
3- The value of the variable is specified in “Initial value” field. For the variables specifying 
the unit cost of resource, the java code reading the unit cost from database is written in 
this field as follows: (int)DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet  number,row  number,column 
number)as shown in Figure 4.47.While for variables indicating the total cost, the initial 
value is zero as shown in Figure 4.48. 
 
Figure  4.47: Resource Unit Cost Variable Properties 
 
 
Figure  4.48: Resource Total Cost Variable Properties 
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4.3.7.1.4 Calculating Resource Pool Cost 
After creating the custom resource type for each resource pool, adjusting resource pool 
properties and creating variables, each resource pool cost is calculated using a java code 
according to its utilization as a percent of time the unit was busy during simulation. The aim of 
the code is to estimate the time units of simulation model, the percentage of utilization of each 
resource in the resource pool, the time units this resource was utilized by multiplying the 
percentage of utilization by the total model time units, the cost of the resource by multiplying the 
unit cost of the resource by utilized time units, the total cost of all units in the resource pool and 
finally the total cost of all resource pools. The java code is written in on destroy field, in the 
properties view of each Zone- Agent type as shown in Figure 4.49. 
 
Figure  4.49: Calculating Resource Pools Cost Java Code in Zone-Agent Type Properties 
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4.3.7.2 Estimating Direct Fixed Cost (raw materials) 
The cost of each raw material is estimated by first estimating the amount of material 
utilized from the storage (queue of this material, see section 4.3.4.3) and then multiplying this 
amount by the unit cost of this material which is read from the database excel file to obtain the 
total cost of each material. 
4.3.7.2.1 Estimating Material Quantity 
To determine the utilized quantity of each material, a variable is created for each material 
and then increased by increment (1) each time an active object withdraw this material from the 
queue to add this amount to the variable as follows: 
1- Drag the Variable object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
2- In the properties view (Figure 4.50), the name of the variable is specified in the “Name” 
field (for example, for sand material, the variable is named usedSand). 
3- The type of the variable is specified in the Type field to be “int”. The initial value of the 
variable is specified in “Initial value” field to be zero. 
4- In “On enter” field of the active object properties, where the quantity of each material is 
called to be utilized, the variable name is called using java code in order to add this 
quantity in the variable (for example, in each time, calling sand material quantity, the 
following code is written “usedSand++”). 
 
Figure  4.50: Utilized Material Quantity Variable 
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4.3.7.2.2 Create Material Unit Cost variable 
To read the unit cost of each material from the database excel file, a variable is created for 
each material as follows: 
1- Drag the Variable object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
2- In the properties view (Figure 4.51), the name of the variable is specified in the “Name” 
field (for example, for sand material, the variable is named sandCost). 
3- The type of the variable is specified in the “Type” field to be double. The initial value of 
the variable is specified in “Initial value” field using java code to read the unit cost of this 
material from the excel file as follows: (int)DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet number,row 
number,column number). 
 
Figure  4.51: Creating “Unit Cost of Material” Variable 
4.3.7.2.3 Estimate Total Material Cost 
Estimating the total material cost in each zone, by multiplying the unit cost variable of 
each material by the total consumed quantity variable of this material. This equation is written in 
“on destroy” field, in the properties view of each Zone- Agent type as shown in Figure 4.52. 
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Figure  4.52: Calculating Materials Cost Java Code in Zone-Agent Type Properties 
4.3.7.3 Estimating Indirect Fixed Cost 
The indirect fixed cost is a constant value. To determine the indirect fixed cost in the 
model, a variable is created to read this value from the database excel file as follows: 
1- Drag the Variable object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
2- In the properties view (Figure 4.53), the name of the variable is specified in the “Name” 
field to be “indirectFixedCost”. 
3- The type of the variable is specified in the “Type” field to be double. The initial value of 
the variable is specified in “Initial value” field using java code to read this value from the 
excel file as follows:  
(int)DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet number,row number,column number). 
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Figure  4.53: Creating “Indirect Fixed Cost” Variable 
4.3.7.4 Estimating Indirect Variable Cost 
As mentioned previously, the indirect variable cost is a function of time. It varies 
according to the total model time units. It is defined in the model as a variable indicating cost per 
unit time, and the total indirect variable cost is estimated at the end of the model run by 
multiplying the indirect variable cost per day by the total model time days as follows: 
1- Drag the Variable object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
2- In the properties view (Figure 4.54), the name of the variable is specified in the “Name” 
field to be “indirectVariableCost”. 
3- The type of the variable is specified in the “Type” field to be double. The initial value of 
the variable is specified in “Initial value” field using java code to read this value from the 
excel file as follows:  
(int)DB.getCellNumericValue(sheet number,row number,column number). 
4- The total indirect variable cost is determined by multiplying the indirect variable cost per 
day by the total time units of the model. This equation is written in “on destroy” field, in 
the properties view of each Zone- Agent type, as follows: 
totalIndirectVariableCost = indirectVariableCost*time(); 
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Figure  4.54: Creating “Indirect Variable Cost” Variable 
4.3.7.5 Estimate Total Cost 
Total cost of each zone is estimated by adding the total direct fixed cost (materials), the 
total direct variable cost (resource pools), the total indirect fixed cost and the total indirect 
variable cost. This equation is written using java code in “on destroy” field, in the properties 
view of each Zone- Agent type, (Figure 4.55). 
 
Figure  4.55: Calculating Total Cost java code in Zone Agent Type Properties 
4.3.8 Export Activities’ Dates 
In order to view the model on a bar chart schedule, the start and finish dates for each 
activity in the model should be exported to an external excel file in order to later represent them 
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on a bar chart using a scheduling software package like Primavera or Microsoft project. 
Exporting the activities dates as follows: 
4.3.8.1 Create Excel File “logDB” 
The first step is to define an excel file to the model in which the data will be exported to 
it and this by using the Excel File object as following: 
1. Dragging the Excel File  element from the Connectivity palette of the Palette view onto 
the graphical diagram.  
2. In the Properties view (Figure 4.56), the name of the element is modified to “logDB” in 
the “Name” field. This name will be used to identify and access this object from code.  
3. Excel file in which this object will work with is specified in “File” field by browsing for 
the file using the” Browse” button. After finishing, the path to the file will be shown in 
the “File” field.  
4. In the Advanced section, “Load on model startup” checkbox is selected. This will 
automatically load the workbook from the file on model startup and empower work with 
this Excel file. 
5. In order to save some data in the specified Excel file, “Save on model termination” 
checkbox is selected.  
 
Figure  4.56: Creating Excel File for Exporting Data 
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4.3.8.2 Create Variable“rowIndex” 
The second step is to create a variable called “rowIndex”. The function of this variable is 
to create rows inside the excel file so that each type of exported data can be directed to be written 
in a specified row. Creating a variable as follows: 
1. Drag the Variable object from the General Library palette into the graphical editor. 
2. In the properties view (Figure 4.57), the name of the variable is specified in the “Name” 
field to be “rowIndex”. 
3. The type of the variable is specified in the “Type” field to be “int”. The initial value of the 
variable is specified in “Initial value” field to be (1). 
 
Figure  4.57: Creating Row Index Variable 
4.3.8.3 Create Function “writeToExcelFile” 
The third step is to make the required data be exported and written in a specified order in 
the defined excel file, and this is done using function object as follows: 
1. Drag the Function  element from the General palette onto the graphical editor.  
2. In the Properties view (Figure 4.58), the name of the function is specified in the “Name” 
field to be “writeToExcelFile”. 
3. Because this function only performs some actions and does not return any result of 
calculations, so, this function is specified to return nothing. In this case, “Just action 
(returns nothing)” box is chosen from the group of buttons.  
4. In the Arguments section, the parameters of the function are defined to enable passing 
some additional input data necessary for function calculations or actions. As shown in 
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Figure 4.58, each row of the table specifies one particular parameter. The name of the 
parameter is defined in the “Name” field and its type is defined in the “Type” field. The 
first parameter is called “Msg” of type “string” and its function is to describe the active 
object (the name of the activity). The second parameter is called “colIndex” of type “int” 
and its function is to make the value of the start date of the object be written in column 2 
in the excel file and the value of the finish date be written in column 3. The third 
parameter is called “val” of type “string”, it refers to the values of start dates and finish 
dates of objects. 
5. In the Function body section, the function expression is written using java code (Figure 
4.58).  
 
Figure  4.58: Creating “writeToExcelFile” Function 
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4.3.8.4Adjust Active Objects Properties 
The last step is to specify the start and finish times of each active object that will be 
exported to the excel file. This is done as follows: 
1. In the Properties view of each object, the java code shown in Figure 4.59 is written in 
“On enter delay” field, to export the start date of the object, just at entering the entity into 
the object. 
2. To export the finish date of the object, the java code shown in Figure 4.59 is written in 
“On exit” field, to export the finish date, just at the exit time of the entity from the object. 
 
Figure  4.59: Adjusting Active Objects Properties 
4.3.9 Create Simulation Experiment 
To run any model of the three models; Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3, click on simulation 
experiment in the project view, the simulation experiment graphical editor window will be 
opened. Choose the name of the Zone model from the Top-level agent drop box, in the properties 
view of Simulation Experiment as shown in Figure 4.60, and then run the model by click on run 
button.  
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Figure  4.60: Simulation Experiment Properties Window 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the steps of constructing a simulation model for electrical power substation 
using Anylogic software are introduced. The model consists of three zones; each zone includes a 
group of buildings/ components refer to a specific construction area in the substation. The 
purpose of this chapter is to describe the active objects used in creating the model, relationships 
between objects, properties of objects, java code lines, resource parameters, amounts of 
resources utilized parameters and the steps for estimating the cost of the model. The model is 
based on a database for input data entry, created using Excel file to facilitate the usage of the 
model for users who are not familiar with Anylogic software. So, this model can be used as a 
prototype for any electrical substation, only by entering the quantities of activities and unit cost 
of resources of the substation in the database excel file, the model can run using the data of the 
new substation, to obtain the total duration, resource loaded schedule and cost of this substation. 
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CHAPTER 5  
OPTIMIZING THE SIMULATION MODEL 
 5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a simulation model for all zones of the electrical substation was 
created using the active objects of Process Modeling Library. This simulation experiment shows 
the real time sequence of events that the project would run through to finish all activities of 
substation using the needed resources, depending on their availability, and maintaining different 
relationships between the activities. The model also estimates the cost of the substation including 
direct and indirect cost. 
The aim of this chapter is to optimize the simulation model of the substation, in order to 
find the minimum possible time for the model by getting the optimal combination of resource 
parameters that affect the result under resource constraints. So, the objective function of this 
model is to mainly minimize time, the decision variables are the resource parameters defined in 
chapter 4 and the constraints are the capacities of resource pools (maximum available number of 
resources). 
5.2 Meta-heuristics Algorithms 
Meta-heuristics algorithms are utilized to give an effective approach to discovering 
rapidly and great answers for be connected in huge and confused computing environments. Thus, 
they give a general structure and system rules for building up a heuristic comprehending 
instrument. These algorithms are utilized for a wide range of purposes particularly optimization. 
Numerous meta-heuristics are applied including Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic 
Algorithm (GA).  
5.3 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
Genetic algorithm has a proficient pursuit system that prompts getting excellent solution 
in a polynomial time that is gotten from an expansive hunt space because of evolution principles 
(Hou et al, 1994). 
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A general standard form of genetic algorithm, (Figure 5.1), begins by formation of an 
underlying population which is made out of arbitrarily produced solutions each named 
chromosome that is dictated by fitness value. Next, because of utilized genetic operator; which 
may be selection, crossover or mutation operator, new children chromosomes are created. 
Finally, apply fitness function to find the fittest solutions for be persisted next solution space. 
The above steps are rehashed until termination condition turns out to be valid. Termination 
condition can be a certain number of repeat times or a specific level of fitness value worth 
assessed to be achieved (Hou et al, 1994). GA can be considered as four major steps (Yu and 
Buyya, 2008): 
1) Chromosome representation style. 
2) Design and define fitness function. 
3) Design and develop genetic operator. 
4) Control genetic operator & determine termination condition. 
Since genetic algorithms control the code of the parameter set as opposed to controlling 
the parameters themselves, an encoding instrument is required to represent individuals in the 
population. As outlined, in the wake of applying fitness evaluation process, the new individuals 
are determined then contrasted with the previous generation using genetic operator. The selection 
procedure is one of genetic operator that is then directed to hold the fittest individuals in the 
population, as progressive generations evolve. Likewise, crossover and mutation are two other 
genetic operators, where crossover means to produce better individuals by consolidating two 
fittest individuals, while, mutation occasionally drives a specific child to get features that are not 
controlled by either parents (Hou et al, 1994). 
5.4 Optimization of Electrical Substation Model using Genetic Algorithm 
Construction projects in general suffer from tradeoff between cost and time. Cost 
includes direct cost; which includes raw material, equipment and manpower. Also, cost includes 
indirect costs that are required for project completion but not stated in a predefined pattern for 
the project. On other side, time is cost, which represents total duration estimated to finish 
construction project based on using current available resources and material within budget. As 
time increases, cost also will increase. 
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In turn, construction problem can be formulated as optimization problem has a major 
factor affecting total fitness of the decision which is time. Optimization process is non-
deterministic polynomial (NP) hard problem because optimal decisions must be made in the 
minimum time possible, although there are other factors competing for resources, and estimated 
duration of time that could be taken. NP-problem is a problem which hasn’t a known algorithm 
that generates the optimal solution within polynomial time (Ullman, 1975).  
There are atomic challenges for optimizing construction problem such as (Ullman, 1975): 
 Human resources (manpower) are shared and many tasks compete for their usage.  
 Indirect variable cost is function of time.  
Generates offspring 
solutions by genetic 
operators
Evaluate fitness of each 
individual in population 
Select the fittest solution in 
the population 
Start 
Initialize the population of 
possible solutions 
Termination 
Stop 
No 
Yes 
Figure  5.1: General Flowchart of Genetic Algorithm
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 Resources are heterogeneous and may not give indistinguishable execution for same 
tasks (i.e. consumes time). 
 Human Resources (manpower) limitations represent time challenge. 
 Equipment’s availability is time challenge. 
So, construction optimization must tradeoff between time and cost based on 
considerations of many variables. For electrical substation construction projects, there are many 
types of variables including rentable machine availability; i.e. excavator, truck, louder, pump, 
specialized manpower crews or other labors; i.e. formwork, reinforcement, masonry, plastering, 
grouting and other types of specialized labors crews. All of different types of parameter are 
principle components at designing optimization based on genetic algorithm. Generally, in GA, 
different variables are used to formulate the chromosome which holds array of genes. Each gene 
represents a variable that can be assigned a value from range between minimum value and 
maximum value. The chromosome consists of genes representing a complete possible solution 
for all problems. Each chromosome has a fitness value assigning its efficiency value. Different 
genetic operations are defined for generating various chromosomes and fill population over 
evolving cycles. Next four major tasks for electrical substation construction optimization 
problem is stated in detail. 
5.4.1 Chromosome and Population Representation 
Because, chromosome represents a problem solution and solution of construction optimization 
problem is array of values for the different parameters affecting the total time, chromosome have 
a length equals to total number of resource parameters in the model. Chromosome length is 117 
parameters for Zone 1, 132 parameters for Zone 2 and 140 parameters for Zone 3. Each 
parameter is represented by a genome. Genome has a value between min and max specified as 
possible range of values. These values are elected randomly at runtime over iterations. Figure 5.2 
shows example of chromosome consisting of four parameters each have separate range of values 
(Table 5.1) where E, T, L, C denotes for Excavator, Truck, Loader and Compactor, respectively. 
In Figure 5.2, First Square represents the first parameter value, second region for the second 
assigned value, third and fourth squares for third and fourth variables respectively. These values 
are generated randomly to fill in population pool with specific predefined number of 
chromosomes.  
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Figure  5.2: Four Parameters Chromosome Structure 
Table 5.1: Parameters’ Range of Values 
Parameter Name Building 
Value 
Min Max Step 
Excavator GIS Building 1 3 1 
Truck GIS Building 1 6 1 
Loader GIS Building 1 2 1 
Compactor GIS Building 1 4 1 
 
Figure  5.3: Population Pool of Five Chromosomes 
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Figure 5.3 represents a population of five chromosomes that were generated randomly 
due to range of each parameter. Each chromosome has its own fitness that is calculated using a 
fitness function defined in subsequent section.  
5.4.2 Fitness Function Definition 
Fitness function represents objective function of construction optimization problem. The 
fitness function is based on minimization of total consumed time for substation. Model time unit 
is defined in day as mentioned in chapter 4. Different affecting parameters are merged into a 
single chromosome. Each chromosome is evaluated to get total time in days. Evaluation of 
chromosome is performed using Anylogic feature called Parameter Variation Experiment. In 
parameter variation experiments, the proposed model is executed implicitly using the parameter 
combination provided by the chromosome. The parameters are passed in order to match variables 
of the parameter variation experiment. Anylogic platform is able to detect the parameters of the 
proposed model automatically and allow the developer to customize setting of parameter 
variation experiment. The experiment simplifies the process of evaluating chromosome fitness 
by affording an opportunity to run model with different model parameters and analyze how some 
certain parameters affect the model behavior. Instead of running the model several times one by 
one, and change parameter values manually after each model run, trying to remember the results 
of these runs and compare them. Using the parameter variation experiment, configure the 
complex model simulation comprising several single model runs, varying one or more root 
object parameters. Constructing a parameter variation experiment is done using the same user 
interface used for the simulation model (see figure (4.3)). Creating the experiment shall undergo 
the following steps: 
1. In the Projects view, right-click the model item and choose New > Experiment from the 
popup menu. The New Experiment dialog box is displayed (Figure 5.4). 
2. Parameter Variation option is chosen from the Experiment Type list. 
3. The experiment name is typed in the "Name" box. 
4. The model of the experiment is chosen from the "Top-level agent" drop-down list. The 
model of experiment can be changed by choosing another model from the "Top-level 
agent" drop box. 
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Figure  5.4: First Window in “Creating Parameter Variation Experiment” 
5. To apply model time settings from simulation experiment, the "Copy model time 
settings" check box is selected and the simulation experiment is chosen from the drop-
down list to the right (Figure 5.5). 
 
Figure  5.5: Second Window in “Creating Parameter Variation Experiment” 
6. Click Finish to open the parameter variation graphical editor window (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure  5.6: Parameter Variation Experiment Graphical View 
In the graphical editor window of the parameter variation experiment, all the resource 
parameters (decision variables) of the chosen top level agent model experiment are displayed. In 
the properties view window of the experiment, all resource parameters are displayed also and 
there are two options to deal with variable parameters, either to be varied in range or freedom. 
Varied in range option, means each parameter is to be varied through range of values which 
should be defined. Namely, minimum and maximum values for a parameter and also the 
increment step this parameter will increase its value to reach the maximum are defined (Figure 
5.7).  Freeform option means, model is run for the fixed number of iterations specified and the 
parameter values are calculated according to the expressions defined by user. Using the index 
keyword in the parameter value expression to refer to the current model run number. Thus this 
mode also allows defining dependencies between the parameter value and other parameters 
and/or the number of the current model run.  
In this model, the parameters are decision variables, so varied in range option is chosen. 
The table lists all the parameters of the top level agent. The “Type” field drop box has two 
options for each parameter; range or fixed. For varied parameters, range is specified for the 
parameter and the parameter’s lower bound in the “Min” field, the parameter’s upper bound in 
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the “Max” field are entered, and the increment value in the “Step” field is specified. For unvaried 
parameters, fixed option is chosen and parameter value is specified as shown in Figure 5.7. 
 
Figure  5.7: Parameter Variation Experiment Properties View 
5.4.3 Genetic Operators 
Genetic operators are operations that motivate and make difference between generations. 
Generations means populations which are filled from evolving cycle to another by performing 
three distinct operators; reselection, cross-over mutate and single genome mutation. Each 
operator is responsible for filling a ratio of total number required for producing a new 
population. In each population, three operators cooperate together to produce population 
chromosomes with predefined share ratio.  
In reselection operator, the best fit chromosomes are copied into the new population. Best 
fit chromosomes are determined by total minimum number of required days. These 
chromosomes are healthy parents that must be kept safe until more fit solution is achieved during 
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evolving operation. In single genome mutation operation, chromosome is selected for being 
mutated. Then, a random genome is selected to be mutated. Genome is mutated by generating a 
random value within possible range. Because of genome represents a variable of optimization 
problem, the genome has valid range identical for parameter range. Next, Figure 5.8, shows 
phases of mutation process for a single genome. In 5.8.a, chromosome is selected having four 
variables representing four parameters while 5.8.b demonstrates the random selection of certain 
genome, second gene, T. It was assigned to be value 5 which is randomly assigned to have value 
3, see Figure 5.8.c. Values 5 or 3 are possible and valid values for T as they are within range 
based on Table 5.1 which represents a solid constrain. 
In cross-over mutate, two chromosomes are selected for being mutated. Then, random 
genomes are selected to be mutated cross over with other genomes from second chromosome. 
Genomes are mutated by changing their parts by each other. Next, Figure 5.9, shows phases of 
mutation process for a two chromosomes. In 5.9.a, two chromosomes are selected which having 
four variables representing four parameters while 5.9.b demonstrates the random selection of 
certain genomes, third and fourth genes, L and C. They are replaced by the same genes of the 
second chromosome using their values while the second chromosome uses the two selected 
genomes of the first chromosome, see Figure 5.9.c. 
 
Figure  5.8: Single Genome Chromosome Mutation 
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Figure  5.9: Crossover Mutation Using Two Chromosomes 
5.4.4 Termination of Evolving Iterations 
In general, genetic algorithm has stop condition for evolving iterations, either reaching 
predefined max number of iterations or obtaining optimal fitness value. For construction 
optimization problem with time objective function, optimal is to perform the required efforts 
within 1 day which is impossible. In turn, best termination condition is seeking max number of 
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iterations. Electrical substation model is designed to have population containing 80262500 
chromosomes. Each chromosome consists of fixed number of parameters (genomes) which are; 
117 parameters for Zone 1, 132 parameters for Zone 2 and 140 parameters for Zone 3. So, the 
average length of chromosome is 130 parameters. The size of population is estimated as an 
average value between minimum size of population which is one chromosome (130 parameters) 
and maximum size of population which is 130C10 where 10 is the average number of variations of 
the value for each parameter. For each Zone, genetic algorithm runs at least 2000 iteration 
evolving chromosomes and generates new populations between evolving cycles till get best fit 
chromosome. Generated population is derived from applying three operators; reproduction, 
cross-over mutation and single genome mutate. Electrical substation model is zone based 
structure, which is applied to each zone separately changing length of chromosome, population 
size and range of each parameter per zone (see chapter 7).   
5.5 Integrating of Genetic Algorithm & Anylogic: Implementation View 
Genetic algorithm is implemented using exported parameter variation model per zone 
from Anylogic platform. The GA is implemented inside NetBeans software by creating a new 
project for each zone separately. The project is configured by scientific library for genetic 
implementation known as Java Genetic Algorithm Programming (JGAP) and its dependencies. 
Beside, JGAP, the project is configured using the exported Anylogic parameter variation to fit as 
the fitness function. Inside the created project, a new java class is created called 
GAFeatureEvaluator to write the genetic algorithm java code.  
Exporting the Anylogic parameter variation experiment for a certain zone to successfully 
jar library as follows: 
1. In the properties view of parameter variation experiment, choose the zone model to be 
exported. 
2. In the Projects view, right-click the model item and choose Export > from the popup 
menu. Export menu item displays three options for model exportation; choose “To Stand-
alone Java Application” to get the right JAR file which works as reference library in the 
NetBeans project later, (Figure 5.10). 
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Figure  5.10: Export Option in Parameter Variation Model, Anylogic 
3. The browse dialog is displayed to choose parameter variation in the “Experiment To 
Export” field and the place to save the generated JAR file on the file system in the 
“Destination Folder” field, (Figure 5.11). 
 
Figure  5.11: Browse for Destination Folder to Save JAR File 
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To integrate the exported parameter variation Jar file with NetBeans, the following steps 
are implemented: 
1- Creating a new project on NetBeans by right click on file > New Project or click icon in 
the tool bar. In the project menu, the project name is entered in the “Project Name” Field 
to be “GAOPtimization-Anylogic-Zone_1”. Then, browse to save where the project 
would be saved, and choose Main class holding main method for the entire project, 
(Figure 5.12).  
 
Figure  5.12: Details for New JAVA Project Window 
2- To add a new JAR file into the project, right click on libraries in the project view and 
choose “Add JAR/Folder” as shown in Figure 5.13. The browse dialog is displayed to 
choose the desired JAR file, (Figure 5.14).  
3- A new java class is created inside NetBeans to write the GA java code. The new java 
class is created by right click on Source Packages in project view > New > Java Class, 
(Figure 5.15).  The New Java Class window is then displayed, the name of the class is 
written in “Class Name” field to be “GAFeatureEvaluator”, (Figure 5.16). 
4- Click Finish to open the new java class in order to write the GA java code, (Figure 5.17). 
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Figure  5.13: Add New External JAR File Window 
 
Figure  5.14: Browse for JAR File to be Selected Window 
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Figure  5.15: Creating New Java Class First Window 
 
Figure  5.16: Creating New Java Class Second Window 
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Figure  5.17: “GAFeatureEvaluator” Java Class Window 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the steps for constructing an optimization model for electrical substation 
project, using genetic algorithm (GA) java code implemented with parameter variation 
experiment using Anylogic platform were introduced. The objective function of this optimization 
problem is to minimize model time units, the decision variables are the resource parameters and 
the model constraints are the number of resources available. The concept of GA begins from a 
population of haphazardly produced individuals, in an iterative procedure, with the population in 
each iteration called a generation. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the 
population is assessed; the fitness is normally the value of the objective function.  The more fit 
individuals are stochastically chosen from the present population, and every individual's genome 
is changed (recombined and conceivably arbitrarily mutated) to form another generation. The 
new generation of candidate solutions is then utilized as a part of the following iteration of 
the algorithm. Normally, the algorithm terminates when either a most extreme number of 
generations has been delivered, or an acceptable fitness level has been gone after the population. 
Parameter variation experiment is used to set the variable parameters and range of values of 
these parameters and the increment step by which the values will change. Chromosome length is 
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defined as the number of variable parameters in each zone. The population size and number of 
evolutions are fixed in the three zones. Generated population is derived from applying three 
operators; reproduction, cross-over mutation and single genome mutate. The algorithm 
terminates when the maximum number of evolution cycles are reached. 
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CHAPTER 6  
SIMULATION MODEL VERIFICATION 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous two chapters, the steps for building a simulation and an optimization 
model for an electrical substation based on data base excel file were defined. The simulation 
model was built using Anylogic software graphical interface to obtain the total time units and 
cost of the model according to the available resources (resource pools).  
The aim of this chapter is to verify operation of the simulation model by applying the 
model on three substations (case studies) of different quantities. The three substations are located 
in Egypt. The substations have different sizes and transmit different powers. In order to test the 
stability of model operation and accuracy of the output results of the model, sensitivity analysis 
is applied. This is done by fixing all the input data (all variables) during running the model for 
each of the three substations, while changing only one variable which is the bill of quantities for 
each substation. The constant input data includes unit cost of resources, indirect cost, production 
rates, maximum available resources and number of resources needed by each building. 
6.2 Description of Substations (Case Studies) 
The three substations chosen for model verification are: Elnabq substation, New Esna 
substation and North Qena substation. These substations are chosen specifically because they 
vary in their sizes, quantities and the powers they transmit. 
6.2.1 Case Study # 1: Elnabq Substation 
Elnabq substation is located in Sharm El-Sheikh city, Egypt (Figure 6.1), this substation 
transformers power of 220/66 k.v. The total land area of the substation is 35960 m2. The 
substation consists of the following components: 
1- (1) GIS Building with total area 1321 m2. 
2- (1) Control Building with total area 934 m2. 
3- (211) Portals Foundations type F1 with total area 646.19 m2. 
4- (25) Portals foundations type F2 with total area 617.18 m2. 
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5- (2) Transformers foundations 220 k.v. with total area 196.8 m2. 
6- (4) Transformers foundations 66 k.v. with total area 201.84 m2. 
7- (2) Fire walls with total area 37.52 m2. 
8- (2) Fire footings with total area 19.98 m2. 
9- (2) chain link fences with total lengths 385 m. 
10- Cable trenches inside switchyard with total lengths 626.2 m. 
11- Cable trenches outside switchyard with total lengths 155.8 m. 
12- Main roads with total lengths 552.15 m. 
13- Secondary roads with total lengths 522 m. 
14- (2) Firefighting buildings with total area 71.5 m2. 
15- (1) Workshop building with total area 76.37 m2. 
16- (1) Ground and elevated tank building with total area 129.96 m2. 
17- (1) Drainage tank with total area 68.59 m2. 
18- (1) Vehicles Shed with total area 120.88 m2. 
A detailed description of the substation will be illustrated in chapter 7. 
 
Figure  6.1: Location of Elnabq Substation 
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6.2.2 Case Study # 2: New Esna Substation 
New Esna substation is located in Luxor city (Figure 6.2), this substation transformers 
power of 220/66/11 k.v. The total land area of the substation is 47827 m2. The substation has the 
same components of Elnabq substation but it is slightly larger in quantities as follows: 
 
Figure  6.2: Location of New Esna Substation 
1- (1) GIS Building with total area 1542 m2. 
2- (1) Control Building with total area 1076 m2. 
3- (250) Portals Foundations type F1 with total area 765.63 m2. 
4- (37) Portals foundations type F2 with total area 913.4 m2. 
5- (2) Transformers foundations 220 k.v. with total area 506.7 m2. 
6- (4) Transformers foundations 66 k.v. with total area 400 m2. 
7- (2) Fire walls with total area 37.52 m2. 
8- (2) Fire footings with total area 19.98 m2. 
9- (2) chain link fences with total lengths 462 m. 
10- Cable trenches inside switchyard with total lengths 752.22 m. 
11- Cable trenches outside switchyard with total lengths 188.72 m. 
12- Main roads with total lengths 789.74 m. 
13- Secondary roads with total lengths 747.05 m. 
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14- (2) Firefighting buildings with total area 100.07 m2. 
15- (1) Workshop building with total area 112.43 m2. 
16- (1) Ground and elevated tank building with total area 132.35 m2. 
17- (1) Drainage tank with total area 66.15 m2. 
18- (1) Vehicles Shed with total area 166.59 m2. 
6.2.3 Case Study # 3: North Qena Substation 
North Qena substation is located in Qena city (Figure 6.3), this substation transformers 
power of 66/11 kv. The total land area of the substation is 15815 m2. Qena substation is smaller 
in size than Elnabq substation and New Esna substation. It doesn’t transmit 220 k.v. as the other 
substations. The substation consists of the following components: 
 
Figure  6.3: Location of North Qena Substation 
1- (1) GIS Building with total area 1122 m2. 
2- (1) Control Building with total area 748 m2. 
3- (4) Transformers foundations 66 k.v. with total area 852 m2. 
4- (2) Fire walls with total area 30.7 m2. 
5- (2) Fire footings with total area 19.38 m2. 
6- (1) chain link fence with total length 100 m. 
7- Cable trenches outside switchyard with total lengths 85.1 m. 
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8- Main roads with total lengths 222.77 m. 
9- Secondary roads with total lengths 193.8 m. 
10- (1) Firefighting buildings with total area 25 m2. 
11- (1) Workshop building with total area 90.28 m2. 
12- (1) Elevated tank with total area 80.58 m2. 
13- (1) Drainage tank with total area 59.4 m2. 
6.3 Input Data Entry 
The first step to run the model is to enter the input data in the database excel file. All the 
utilized data are the actual data of Elnabq substation. As mentioned previously in chapter 4, the 
bill of quantities, unit cost of materials and indirect cost are entered in sheet 1 of the excel file. 
The production rates of equipment and manpower crews, the maximum available number of 
resources for each zone, the number of resources needed by each building and unit cost per day 
for each resource are entered in sheet 2 of the excel file (Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5). The total 
numbers of resources available for the substation are distributed on the zones as shown in Table 
6.1. Those available resources are considered model constrains. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show 
the unit cost of each resource pool per day and unit costs of materials respectively. 
Table 6.1: The Maximum Available Resources for Each Zone and Unit Cost of Resources per day 
Resource Pool Type 
Max. Number 
of Resources 
available 
Zone1 
Max. Number 
of Resources 
available 
Zone2 
Max. Number 
of Resources 
available 
Zone3 
Unit Cost 
per day  
L.E. 
Excavator 3 3 1 800 
Truck 6 20 5 280 
Loader 2 1 1 500 
Compactor 4 6 2 200 
Pump 1 2 1 3000 
Helicopter 1 1 0 230 
Formwork crew 15 15 5 150 
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Resource Pool Type 
Max. Number 
of Resources 
available 
Zone1 
Max. Number 
of Resources 
available 
Zone2 
Max. Number 
of Resources 
available 
Zone3 
Unit Cost 
per day  
L.E. 
Steel reinforcement 
crew 10 10 5 175 
Bitumen insulation 
crew 2 4 1 80 
Membrane insulation 
crew 2 2 1 150 
Grout insulation crew 0 1 0 100 
Masonry crew 12 0 5 150 
Plaster crew 15 4 5 300 
Paint crew 10 2 5 375 
Tiles crew 5 2 1 300 
Granite/marble crew 3 0 1 400 
Aluminum crew 2 0 1 1250 
Wooden doors crew 1 0 0 1250 
Steel doors crew 2 0 1 1500 
Crytal crew 1 0 1 1000 
Plumbing crew 3 4 3 200 
Epoxy paint crew 2 0 0 600 
False ceiling crew 1 0 0 1000 
Labours 15 10 3 50 
Fence crew 2 2 0 1750 
Raised Floor crew 1 0 0 2500 
Steel Grelya crew 0 1 0 2000 
Steel Structure Crew 0 0 1 1500 
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Table 6.2: Unit Cost of Materials 
Material Unit Cost (L.E) Material Unit 
Cost 
(L.E) Material Unit 
Cost 
(L.E) 
Sand m3 20 Roof Slope Plain Conc. m
3 204 Granite Floor m
2 260 
Aggregate m3 40 Geotextile m2 1.5 Granite Stair ml 520 
Plain 
concrete m
3 204 Thermal Insulation m
3 320 Wood Doors m
2 360 
Timber wood m2 25 Roof Tiles m2 15 Water closet no 1500 
Reinforced 
Concrete for 
Foundation 
m3 263 
Roof 
Drainage 
Pipe 
ml 25 Lavatory no 1500 
Steel Ton 5253 Roof Drain no 75 Urinal no 1500 
Bitumen Kg 2 Marble Floor m
2 100 Kitchen sink no 1500 
Grout Ton 2100 Marble Stairs ml 100 Floor drain no 100 
Gravel m3 40 Porcelain Tiles m
2 55 Electric Heater no 1500 
membrane m2 17 Mosaic Tiles m
2 18 Electric Cooler no 2500 
Primer m2 2 Plain Conc. Floor FF m
3 180 Steel Pipes ml 45 
O.P. Cement Ton 540 Hardener kg 1.75 Steel Valves no 70 
Reinforced 
Concrete for 
Structure 
m3 250 Epoxy Paint m
2 30 
Drainage 
&Water 
Pipes 
ml 35 
Masonry 
Units No 0.3 
Aluminum 
Windows m
2 300 Steel Grelya m2 400 
Metal Lath Ml 1 
Additional 
deluxe 
glass 
m2 100 PVC Pipes ml 40 
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Material Unit Cost (L.E) Material Unit 
Cost 
(L.E) Material Unit 
Cost 
(L.E) 
Tie Beam Ml 7 
Additional 
deluxe 
sections 
m2 500 Proof Perm. Material  m
3 20 
Concrete tie 
beam m
3 250 Steel Doors m2 420 Ventilation pipe no 70 
Grout 
Masonry m
3 250 Raised floor m
2 500 
Plain Conc. 
Side 
Walk&Curb 
m3 136 
Masonry 
steel Ton 5253 
Granite 
Facades m
2 260 Steel Creat Tiles m
2 25 
Truss type Ml 12 
Cable 
Trenches 
Covers 
m2 420 Curb Stone ml 15 
Angles No 3 Steel Ladder ml 150 
Steel 
Structure m
2 1000 
Filler Ml 5 Steel Handrail ml 150 
Chain Link 
Fence 
Switchyard 
ml 350 
Backing rod Ml 3 Bly Wood m2 47 
Chain Link 
Fence GIS 
Cell 
ml 200 
Joint sealant Lit 80 
Plaster 
antiacid 
material 
m2 2 
Chain Link 
Fence 
Corridor 
ml 100 
Plaster Stop Ml 10 
Paint 
antiacid 
material 
m2 10 Subbase Aggregate m
3 30 
Angel Bead Ml 7 False Ceiling m
2 50 Manhole Steel Cover no 500 
Expansion 
Joint Ml 12 
Sornaga 
Tiles m
2 60    
Paint 
Materials m
2 10 Ceramic Tiles m
2 26    
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Figure  6.4: Sheet 2 of Database Excel File 
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Figure  6.5: Continue Sheet 2 of Database Excel File 
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As mentioned previously in chapter 4, indirect cost consists of fixed cost and variable 
cost. The fixed cost is the cost of mobilization, site offices and deductions. The variable cost is 
the cost of project staff wages, head office overhead, site facilities, site expenses, 
correspondences, cars, flats, water and electricity. The fixed cost is defined in the model as a 
constant value, while the variable cost is defined in the model as a rate; unit cost per day. In the 
model, the total indirect fixed cost is 430000 L.E. as shown in Table 6.3, while the indirect 
variable cost is 5866.67 L.E./day as shown in Table 6.4. These values are the actual cost of 
Elnabq substation. 
Table 6.3: Indirect Fixed Cost 
Indirect Fixed Cost Items Cost 
Site offices for Contractor, Employer and 
Engineer 150,000 
Project Sign boards 10,000 
Mobilization (equipment transport) 50,000 
Deductions 220,000 
Total 430,000 
Table 6.4: Indirect Variable Cost 
Indirect Variable Cost Items No. Unit cost /month 
Total cost 
/month 
Total cost 
/day 
Salaries            
Project Manager 1 12000 12000 400.00 
Site Engineer 3 6000 18000 600.00 
Technical Office Engineer 2 6000 12000 400.00 
Quality Control Engineer 1 7000 7000 233.33 
Safety Auditor 1 4000 4000 133.33 
Technical Supervisors 3 3000 9000 300.00 
Accountant 1 3000 3000 100.00 
Storekeeper 1 3000 3000 100.00 
Surveyor 2 3000 6000 200.00 
Driver 3 1500 4500 150.00 
Labors 450 50 22500 750.00 
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Indirect Variable Cost Items No. Unit cost /month 
Total cost 
/month 
Total cost 
/day 
Guardsman 2 1500 3000 100.00 
Head office overhead 1 20000 20000 666.67 
Total Salaries/ day       4133.33 
Site Expenses          
Telephones/ Communications 1 2000 2000 66.67 
Site expenses (papers, files, etc.) 1 5000 5000 166.67 
Office expenses (food, drinks, etc.) 1 3000 3000 100.00 
Cars expenses (oil, petrol, maintenance, 
etc.) 3 3000 9000 300.00 
Travel expenses 1 5000 5000 166.67 
Flats rent 6 3000 18000 600.00 
Water 1 5000 5000 166.67 
Electricity 1 5000 5000 166.67 
Total Site Expenses/ day 1733.33 
Total Indirect Variable Cost/ day 5866.67 
To test the stability and sensitivity of the output results of the model, these data are set 
fixed while running the model for the three substations, however, the bill of quantities of all 
activities for each substation will change. After entering the bill of quantities for each substation, 
the model is run for each zone as described in chapter 4. 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
For Elnabq substation, the simulation model is run for each zone based on the above 
input data to obtain the total model time units and cost. After running the model, it is found that 
the total model time units for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 are 390, 238 and 152 days respectively. 
As the three zones are working parallel to each other’s, so the total time units of the substation 
are 390 days which is the longest path, (Figure 6.6). The total direct cost for Zone 1, Zone 2 and 
Zone 3 are 4493088.5 L.E., 3847338.75 L.E. and 842694.4 L.E. respectively and the total 
indirect cost is 2718001.3 L.E. So, the total cost of the substation is 11901122.95 L.E., (Figure 
6.7). 
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Figure  6.6: Comparison between Model Time Units Results for the Three Substations 
For New Esna substation, the bill of quantities of the substation is entered, while keeping 
the other input data fixed and then the model is run for each zone. After running the model, it is 
found that the total model time units for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 are 603, 334 and 177 days 
respectively. As the three zones are working parallel to each other’s, so the total time units of the 
substation are 603 days which is the longest path, (Figure 6.6). The total direct cost for Zone 1, 
Zone 2 and Zone 3 is 5731299.8 L.E., 5458431.2 L.E. and 1112346.14 L.E. respectively and the 
total indirect cost is 3969602.01 L.E. So, the total cost of the substation is 16271679.15 L.E., 
(Figure 6.7). 
For North Qena substation, the bill of quantities of the substation is entered, while 
keeping the other input data fixed as in the other two substations and then the model is run for 
each zone. After running the model, it is found that the total model time units are 374, 75 and 86 
days for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 respectively. As the three zones are working parallel to each 
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other’s, so the total time units of the substation are 374 days which is the critical path, (Figure 
6.6). The total direct cost is 3871717.63 L.E., 1052520.35 L.E. and 528678.29 L.E. for Zone 1, 
Zone 2 and Zone 3 respectively and the total indirect cost is 2624134.58 L.E. So, the total cost of 
the substation is 8077050.85 L.E., (Figure 6.7). 
 
Figure  6.7: Comparison between Model Cost Results for the Three Substations 
It can be noticed from Figure 6.6 that the total time of all zones of New Esna substation is 
more than Elnabq substation. So, for Zone 1, time increased by 213 days than Elnabq substation 
model time, for Zone 2, time increased by 96 days, while for Zone 3, time increased by 25 days. 
And the total model time increased by 213 days. This returns to the reason that the quantities of 
activities of New Esna substation are greater than Elnabq substation, in addition, all the other 
input parameters which control time are fixed in both substations. These parameters are 
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production rates, maximum available resources and number of resources required for each 
building. So, the time increased linearly according to the increase in quantities.  
On the other hand, it is found that the total time of all zones of North Qena substation is 
less than Elnabq substation. So, for Zone 1, total time decreased slightly than that in Elnabq 
substation by 16 days because the quantities of buildings in Zone1 (GIS building and control 
building) are slightly less than those of Elnabq substation. While, for Zone 2, it is found that the 
total time of this zone in North Qena substation decreased greatly than Elnabq substation by 163 
days and this because North Qena substation doesn’t transmit power of 220 k.v., so it doesn’t 
include all the construction components that carry 220 k.v. equipment, which are all located in 
switchyard area that is represented in Zone 2 model, such as, portals foundation, transformers 
foundation for 220k.v., cable trenches inside switchyard. Besides, the decrease in quantities of 
the other components due to the reduction in land area between both substations.  Also for Zone 
3, the model time in North Qena substation decreased by 66 days than Elnabq substation due to 
the reduction in quantities. 
Moreover, due to the variation in time and quantities between the three substations, the 
cost also changes. It is observed from Figure 6.7 that the cost of all zones in New Esna substation 
is more than Elnabq substation. So, the direct cost increased by 1238211.3 L.E., 1611092.45 L.E. 
and 269651.74 L.E. for Zone1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 respectively. And this returns to the increase 
in quantities and time due to the fixation of resources constraints in both substations. The indirect 
cost increased by 1251600.71 L.E. This increase due to increase in time, and as the indirect 
variable cost is function of time; it will increase linearly with time. 
On contrary, the cost of North Qena substation decreased than Elnabq substation due to 
the decrease in quantities and total model time.  So, the direct cost decreased by 621370.87 L.E., 
2794818.4 L.E. and 314016.11 L.E. for Zone1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 respectively. This reduction 
in cost due to inexistence of the components specific for 220 k.v. power equipment and the 
reduction of the quantities of the existing components. Also the indirect cost decreased by 
93866.72 L.E. due to the reduction of total model time units of North Qena substation. 
Finally, it is observed that the model output results of time and cost for the three 
substations change linearly by changing the quantities of activities for each substation due to 
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keeping all other input parameters constant, which are production rates, maximum available 
resources, resources needed by each building, unit cost of resources and indirect cost. And this 
proves the stability of model operation and accuracy of output results. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, three electrical substations of different sizes, power and quantities are 
utilized to verify operation of the designed model. These substations are Elnabq substation, New 
Esna substation and North Qena substation. Elnabq substation transformers power of 220/66 k.v., 
New Esna substation transformers power of 220/66/11 k.v. and North Qena substation 
transformers power of 66/11 k.v. To test stability of the model operation, the input data are set 
fixed during running the model for the three substation, while changing the bill of quantities 
according to each substation. The fixed input data are production rates, maximum available 
resources, resources allocation, unit cost of resources and indirect cost. These data are the actual 
data of Elnabq substation. After running the three substations, it was observed that the time and 
cost results change linearly according to the quantities of activities for each substation, which 
proves efficiency of model operation and accuracy of output results. 
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CHAPTER 7  
OVERALL MODEL VALIDATION 
7.1 Introduction 
In chapter 4 and chapter 5, the steps for building a simulation model and an optimization 
model for electrical substation construction project, using a database excel file were presented. 
The simulation model was built using Anylogic software graphical interface to obtain the total 
time units and cost of the model according to the available resources. The optimization model 
was built also on the same model by using parameter variation experiment and genetic algorithm 
(GA) java code implemented using Anylogic platform to obtain the minimum possible model 
time units, the optimum sequence of work, the optimum resource allocation and the minimum 
corresponding cost. 
In the previous chapter, the simulation model operation was verified by applying the 
model on three substations of different sizes to test sensitivity and stability of output results. In 
this chapter, a case study is introduced for validation of simulation and optimization models on a 
real electrical substation. This substation is one of the substations described in chapter 6 which is 
Elnabq substation. The total time units and cost results obtained from simulation experiment are 
compared with those results obtained from optimization experiment to determine the differences. 
Also, analysis to determine the various effects of all types of resources on project cost is 
presented. 
7.2 Case Study Description 
As mentioned in chapter 6, Elnabq substation is located in Sharm El-Sheikh city, Egypt, 
this substation transformers power of 220/66 k.v. The Employer is East Delta Electricity 
Production Company, the main contractor is the Egyptian German Electrical Manufacturing 
Company (Egemac) and the subcontractor for civil works is Fayed Company for Engineering 
and Contracting. The total land area of the substation is 35960 m2. The switchyard area 
transformers 220 k.v. power and it has area of 24158 m2. The switchgear area transformers 66 
k.v. power and it has area of 7710 m2. The service buildings area is 4092 m2. Figure 3.1 shows 
the layout of the substation. The start date of the project was in 20 August 2007 and the finish 
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date was 4 January 2009. The total number of working days is 405 days. The actual cost of the 
substation is L.E. 12108796.52.  
The following is a detailed description of the substation components: 
1- One GIS building with dimensions of 107.4 m length, 12.3 m width and 12.0 m height. 
The foundations are plain concrete raft foundation and reinforced concrete isolated 
footings with tie beams. The upper connective beams are on levels (+5.00), (+6.30) and 
(+8.55) m. The corridor slabs are on level (+7.00) m and roof slabs are on level (+11.15) 
m. The parapet height is 0.95 m. 
2- One Control building with dimensions of 41.05 m length, 22.75 m width and 6.85 m 
height. The foundations are raft foundation for both plain concrete and reinforced 
concrete. The basement slabs are on level (+1.00) m and the roof slabs are on level 
(+6.00) m. The parapet height is 0.85 m. 
3- Portals foundations type F1 with total number 211 footings. Each portal foundation has 
the following average dimensions:  
plain concrete for foundation; 1.75m length, 1.75m width and 0.1m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundation; 1.55 m length, 1.55 m width and 0.4 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for pedestal; 0.6 m length, 0.6 m width and 1.15 m depth. 
4- Portals foundations type F2 with total number 25 footings. Each portal foundation has the 
following average dimensions:   
plain concrete for foundations; 5.85 m length, 4.22 m width and 0.15 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 5.65 m length, 4.02 m width and 0.6 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for pedestals; 1.7 m length, 0.7 m width and 1.4 m depth. 
5- Two transformers foundations for 220 k.v. Each transformer foundation has the following 
dimensions:  
plain concrete for foundations;12.3 m length, 8.0 m width and 0.15 m depth. 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 12.0 m length, 7.7m width and 0.7 m depth.  
reinforced concrete for walls; 12.0 m length, 7.7 m width and 2.2m depth. 
6- Four transformers foundations of 66 k.v. Each transformer foundation has the following 
dimensions:  
plain concrete for foundations; 8.7 m length, 5.8 m width and 0.1 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 8.5 m length, 5.6 m width and 0.6 m depth, 
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reinforced concrete for walls; 8.5 m length, 5.6 m width and 1.95 m depth. 
7- Two fire walls. Each fire wall has the following dimensions: 
plain concrete for foundations; 6.7 m length, 2.8 m width and 0.15m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 6.4 m length, 2.5 m width and 0.5 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for walls; 5.6 m length, 0.3 m width and 5.9 m depth. 
8- Two fire footings. Each footing has the following dimensions: 
plain concrete for foundations; 3.7 m length, 2.7 m width and 0.1m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 3.5 m length, 2.5 m width and 0.7 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for pedestals; 2.5 m length, 0.4 m width and 0.4 m depth. 
9- Two chain link fences, one for switchyard with total length 255 m and the other for 
transformers with total length 130 m. The fences are erected on (202) reinforced concrete 
footings. Each footing has the following dimensions: 0.7 m length, 0.5 m width and 0.5 m 
depth. 
10- Cable trenches inside switchyard with total lengths 626.2 m. The trenches have the 
following average dimensions: 
plain concrete for foundations; 1.4 m width and 0.1m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 1.2 m width and 0.15 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for walls; 1.2 m width and 1.0 m depth. 
11- Cable trenches outside switchyard with total lengths 155.8 m. The trenches have the 
following average dimensions: 
plain concrete for foundations; 2.15 m width and 0.1m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 1.7 m width and 0.15 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for walls; 1.7 m width and 1.0 m depth. 
12-  Main roads with total lengths 552.15 m. The roads have the following dimensions: 
reinforced concrete for slabs; 6.0 m width and 0.15 m depth. 
13- Secondary roads with total lengths 522 m. The roads have the following dimensions: 
reinforced concrete for slabs; 4.0 m width and 0.15 m depth. 
14-  Two firefighting buildings. Each building has dimensions of 6.5 m length, 5.5 m width 
and 4.5 m height. The foundations are isolated footings for both plain concrete and 
reinforced concrete. The roof slabs are on level (+4.0) m. The parapet height is 0.5 m.  
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15- One workshop building with dimensions of 11.75 m length, 6.5 m width and 4.5 m 
height. The foundations are isolated footings for both plain concrete and reinforced 
concrete. The roof slabs are on level (+4.0) m. The parapet height is 0.5 m.  
16- One ground and elevated tank building with the following dimensions: 
ground tank has 11.4 m length, 11.4 m width and 3.5 m depth, 
the floor slab of elevated tank is on level (+15.9) m, 
elevated tank has 3.78 m length, 3.0 m width and 3.15 m height. 
17-  One drainage tank building with the following average dimensions: 
plain concrete for foundations; 18.05 m length, 3.8 m width and 0.1m depth, 
reinforced concrete for foundations; 16.55 m length, 3.2 m width and 0.3 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for walls; 16.55 m length, 3.2 m and 2.45 m depth. 
18- One vehicles shed made of steel structure and erected on concrete isolated footings with 
the following average dimensions: 
area of the cars shed is 15.2 m length x 4.2 m width,  
area of the buses shed is 9.2 m length x 6.2 m width,  
plain concrete for footing; 1.2 m length, 1.2 m width and 0.1m depth, 
reinforced concrete for footing; 1.0 m length, 1.0 m width and 0.5 m depth, 
reinforced concrete for column; 0.5 m length, 0.5 m and 1.15 m height. 
7.3 Input Data Entry 
The first step to run the model is to enter the input data of Elnabq substation in the 
database excel file. The actual data of Elnabq substation is mentioned previously in chapter 6, 
section 6.3. These data have been collected from the actual documents, records, reports, invoices, 
analysis sheets, as built quantities and financial statements of Elnabq substation.  
7.4 Simulation Model 
After entering the input data into the database excel file, the second step is to run the 
simulation model for each zone without any alteration from the original conditions and schedule 
of the case study. This is done through the model illustrated in chapter 4 to get the total time 
units and cost of each zone according to the maximum available resources. After running the 
model, the following results are obtained: 
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The total model time units for Zone 1 are 390 days, the total model time units for Zone 2 are 238 
days and the total model time units for Zone 3 are 152 days. As mentioned previously in chapter 
4, the three zones are working parallel to each other’s, so the total time units of the substation are 
390 days, which is the total time of Zone 1 model as it represents the critical path (Figure 7.1). 
 
Figure  7.1: Model Time Results after Running Simulation 
The total direct cost for Zone 1 is 4493088.5 L.E.; 1017905 L.E. for equipment and 
manpower crews (variable cost) and 3475183.5 L.E. for materials (fixed cost). The total direct 
cost for Zone 2 is 3847338.75 L.E.; 940825 L.E. for equipment and manpower crews (variable 
cost) and 2906513.75 L.E. for materials (fixed cost). The total direct cost for Zone 3 is 842694.4 
L.E.; 164810 L.E. for equipment and manpower crews (variable cost) and 677884.4 L.E. for 
materials (fixed cost). The total direct cost of the substation is 9183121.65 L.E.; 2123540 L.E. 
for equipment and manpower crews (variable cost) and 7059581.65 L.E. for materials (fixed 
cost). The total indirect fixed cost of the substation is 430,000 L.E. and the total indirect variable 
cost is 2288001.3 L.E. (5866.67 L.E./day * 390 days). So, the total cost of the substation is 
11901122.95 L.E., (Figure 7.2). Table 7.1, Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show the percentage of 
utilization (percentage of total model time units), number of working days and total cost of each 
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equipment and manpower crew, for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 respectively. Table 7.4 shows the 
consumed quantity and cost of each material in each zone and the total consumed quantities and 
costs of all materials for the substation. 
 
Figure  7.2: Model Cost Results after Running Simulation 
Table 7. 1: Resources Utilization and Cost for Zone 1 after Running Simulation 
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Percen-
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ion 
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Total Cost/ 
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Unit 
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Excavator 
Excavator1 3% 12 9600 
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Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total 
Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
Truck 
Truck1 3.16% 13 3640 
24080 
Truck2  3.16% 13 3640 
Truck3  3.55% 14 3920 
Truck4  3.55% 14 3920 
Truck5  4% 16 4480 
Truck6  4% 16 4480 
Loader Loader 1 6.5% 26 13000 22000 Loader 2 4.5% 18 9000 
Compactor 
Compactor1  2.3% 9 1800 
8800 Compactor2  2.3% 9 1800 Compactor3  3.3% 13 2600 
Compactor4  3.3% 13 2600 
Pump Pump1 11.73% 46 138000 138000 
Helicopter Helicopter1 3.9% 16 3680 3680 
Formwork crew 
Formwork crew1 23.6% 93 13950 
192600 
Formwork crew2 21.6% 85 12750 
Formwork crew3 13.1% 52 7800 
Formwork crew4 12.75% 50 7500 
Formwork crew5 13.8% 54 8100 
Formwork crew6 13.8% 54 8100 
Formwork crew7 35.07% 137 20550 
Formwork crew8 23.7% 93 13950 
Formwork crew9 26.22% 103 15450 
Formwork crew10 28.42% 111 16650 
Formwork crew11 24.47% 96 14400 
Formwork crew12 24.47% 96 14400 
Formwork crew13 23.3% 91 13650 
Formwork crew14 21.2% 83 12450 
Formwork crew15 21.85% 86 12900 
Steel 
reinforcement 
crew 
Steel reinf. crew1 9.73% 38 6650 
68250 
Steel reinf. crew2 9.73% 38 6650 
Steel reinf. crew3 9.73% 38 6650 
Steel reinf. crew4 9.73% 38 6650 
Steel reinf. crew5 9.73% 38 6650 
Steel reinf. crew6 10.23% 40 7000 
Steel reinf. crew7 10.23% 40 7000 
Steel reinf. crew8 10.23% 40 7000 
Steel reinf. crew9 10.23% 40 7000 
Steel reinf. crew10 10.23% 40 7000 
Bitumen 
insulation crew 
Bitumen crew1 3.85% 15 1200 2080 Bitumen crew2 2.57% 11 880 
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Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total 
Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
Membrane 
insulation crew 
Membrane crew1 11.54% 45 6750 11250 Membrane crew2 7.52% 30 4500 
Masonry crew 
Masonry crew1 20.6% 9 1350 
90750 
Masonry crew2  20.6% 9 1350 
Masonry crew3  17.2% 68 10200 
Masonry crew4  18.05% 71 10650 
Masonry crew5  18.05% 71 10650 
Masonry crew6  5.85% 23 3450 
Masonry crew7  5.93% 24 3600 
Masonry crew8  3.17% 13 1950 
Masonry crew9  21.5% 84 12600 
Masonry crew10 21.5% 84 12600 
Masonry crew11 21.5% 84 12600 
Masonry crew12 20% 78 11700 
Plaster crew 
Plaster crew1  7.85% 31 9300 
103500 
Plaster crew2  7.85% 31 9300 
Plaster crew3  8.6% 34 10200 
Plaster crew4  8.6% 34 10200 
Plaster crew5  8.6% 34 10200 
Plaster crew6  5.6% 22 6600 
Plaster crew7  5.6% 22 6600 
Plaster crew8  3.3% 13 3900 
Plaster crew9  3.3% 13 3900 
Plaster crew10  3.3% 13 3900 
Plaster crew11  3.3% 13 3900 
Plaster crew12  3.3% 13 3900 
Plaster crew13  6% 24 7200 
Plaster crew14  6% 24 7200 
Plaster crew15  6% 24 7200 
Paint crew 
Paint crew1 19.9% 78 29250 
195565 
Paint crew2  8.95% 35 17815 
Paint crew3  10.93% 43 16125 
Paint crew4  10.93% 43 16125 
Paint crew5  15.92% 63 23625 
Paint crew6  15.92% 63 23625 
Paint crew7  11.58% 46 17250 
Paint crew8  11.58% 46 17250 
Paint crew9  11.58% 46 17250 
Paint crew10  11.58% 46 17250 
Tiles crew 
 
Tiles crew1 5.3% 21 6300 25500 Tiles crew2  3.8% 15 4500 
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Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total 
Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
Tiles crew3  6.2% 25 7500 
Tiles crew4  3.75% 15 4500 
Tiles crew5  2.21% 9 2700 
Granite/marble 
crew 
Marble crew1 6.2% 25 10000 
18400 Marble crew2  1.43% 6 2400 
Marble crew3  3.7% 15 6000 
Aluminum crew Aluminum crew1 1.35% 6 7500 15000 Aluminum crew2 1.35% 6 7500 
Wooden doors 
crew Wooden crew1 1.28% 5 6250 6250 
Steel doors crew Steel doors crew1 0.8% 4 6000 12000 Steel doors crew2 0.8% 4 6000 
Crytal crew Crytal crew1 2.05% 8 8000 8000 
Plumbing crew 
Plumbing crew1 4.35% 17 3400 
10200 Plumbing crew2 4.35% 17 3400 
Plumbing crew3 4.35% 17 3400 
Epoxy paint 
crew 
Epoxy paint crew1 2.41% 10 6000 12000 Epoxy paint crew2 2.41% 10 6000 
False ceiling 
crew False ceiling crew1 1.95% 8 
8000 8000 
Labours 
Labours1 5.34% 21 1050 
6000 
Labours2  4.31% 17 850 
Labours3  4.31% 17 850 
Labours4  1.3% 6 300 
Labours5  1.3% 6 300 
Labours6  1.3% 6 300 
Labours7  1.3% 6 300 
Labours8  1.3% 6 300 
Labours9  1.26% 5 250 
Labours10  1.26% 5 250 
Labours11  1.26% 5 250 
Labours12  1.04% 5 250 
Labours13  1.04% 5 250 
Labours14 1.04% 5 250 
Labours15  1.04% 5 250 
Total      1017905 
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Table 7.2: Resources Utilization and Cost for Zone 2 after Running Simulation 
Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total 
Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
Excavator 
Excavator1 9.7% 24 19200 
57600 Excavator2 9.7% 24 19200 
Excavator3 9.7% 24 19200 
Truck 
Truck1 17.3% 42 11760 
241920 
Truck2  17% 41 11480 
Truck3  16.7% 40 11200 
Truck4  16.73% 40 11200 
Truck5  17.1% 41 11480 
Truck6  16.2% 39 10920 
Truck7  16.4% 40 11200 
Truck8  16.7% 40 11200 
Truck9  15.7% 38 10640 
Truck10  16.6% 47 13160 
Truck11  16.1% 46 12880 
Truck12  16.75% 47 13160 
Truck13  16% 45 12600 
Truck14  15.3% 43 12040 
Truck15  15.3% 43 12040 
Truck16  16.3% 46 12880 
Truck17  16.3% 46 12880 
Truck18  16.7% 47 13160 
Truck19  16.7% 47 13160 
Truck20  16.4% 46 12880 
Loader Loader 1 56% 136 67000 67000 
Compactor 
Compactor1  7.7% 19 3800 
27200 
Compactor2  6.6% 16 3200 
Compactor3  11% 27 5400 
Compactor4  8.5% 21 4200 
Compactor5  11.7% 28 5600 
Compactor6  10.3% 25 5000 
Pump Pump1 8.5% 21 63000 90000 Pump2 3.6% 9 27000 
Formwork crew 
Formwork crew1 46.8% 112 16800 
216000 
Formwork crew2 58.3% 139 20850 
Formwork crew3 29.9% 72 10800 
Formwork crew4 32.3% 77 11550 
Formwork crew5 32.4% 78 11700 
Formwork crew6 48.1% 115 17250 
Formwork crew7 32.6% 78 11700 
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Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total 
Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
 
 
Formwork crew8 58.6% 140 21000 
 
Formwork crew9 30.1% 72 10800 
Formwork crew10 32% 77 11550 
Formwork crew11 33% 79 11850 
Formwork crew12 57.8% 138 20700 
Formwork crew13 47.5% 113 16950 
Formwork crew14 32% 77 11550 
Formwork crew15 30.3% 73 10950 
Steel 
reinforcement 
crew 
Steel reinf. crew1 38.2% 91 15925 
142275 
Steel reinf. crew2 28.2% 68 11900 
Steel reinf. crew3 29.13% 70 12250 
Steel reinf. crew4 27.7% 66 11550 
Steel reinf. crew5 57% 136 23800 
Steel reinf. crew6 27.4% 66 11550 
Steel reinf. crew7 29.2% 70 12250 
Steel reinf. crew8 40.12% 96 16800 
Steel reinf. crew9 27.5% 66 11550 
Steel reinf. crew10 35.2% 84 14700 
Bitumen 
insulation crew 
Bitumen crew1 23.4% 56 4480 
19680 Bitumen crew2 27.2% 65 5200 Bitumen crew3  26.9% 65 5200 
Bitumen crew4  25.2% 60 4800 
Membrane 
insulation crew 
Membrane crew1 1.1% 4 600 1500 Membrane crew2 2.4% 6 900 
Grout insulation 
crew Grout crew1 8.4% 20 
2000 2000 
Plaster crew 
Plaster crew1  2.7% 7 2100 
8700 Plaster crew2  2.02% 5 1500 Plaster crew3  3.2% 8 2400 
Plaster crew4  3.7% 9 2700 
Paint crew Paint crew1 8.3% 20 7500 15000 Paint crew2  8.3% 20 7500 
Tiles crew Tiles crew1 3% 8 2400 4800 Tiles crew2  3% 8 2400 
Plumbing crew 
Plumbing crew1  5.3% 13 2600 
10400 Plumbing crew2  5.3% 13 2600 Plumbing crew3 5.3% 13 2600 
Plumbing crew4  5.3% 13 2600 
Labours 
Labours1 8.8% 21 1050 
6750 Labours2  9.9% 24 1200 
Labours3  1.03% 3 150 
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Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total 
Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
 
Labours4  1% 3 150 
 
Labours5  8.5% 21 1050 
Labours6  0.71% 2 300 
Labours7  8.3% 20 1000 
Labours8  8.3% 20 1000 
Labours9  0.5% 2 300 
Labours10  7.8% 19 950 
Fence crew Fence crew1  1.6% 4 7000 14000 Fence crew2  1.6% 4 7000 
Steel Grelya 
crew Steel Grelya crew1 3.1% 8 16000 16000 
Total     940825 
Table 7.3: Resources Utilization and Cost for Zone 3 after Running Simulation 
Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
Excavator Excavator1 3% 5 4000 4000 
Truck 
Truck1 1.8% 3 840 
3360 
Truck2  1.8% 3 840 
Truck3  1% 2 560 
Truck4  1% 2 560 
Truck5  1.1% 2 560 
Loader Loader 1 7.8% 12 6000 6000 
Compactor Compactor1  2.2% 4 800 2600 Compactor2  5.6% 9 1800 
Pump Pump1 3.2% 5 15000 15000 
Formwork crew 
Formwork crew1 28.8% 44 6600 
34140 
Formwork crew2 28.6% 44 6600 
Formwork crew3 33.6% 52 7890 
Formwork crew4 28.4% 44 6600 
Formwork crew5 27.8% 43 6450 
Steel 
reinforcement 
crew 
Steel reinf. crew1 14.1% 22 3850 
21175 
Steel reinf. crew2 16.4% 25 4375 
Steel reinf. crew3 14.4% 22 3850 
Steel reinf. crew4 16.1% 25 4375 
Steel reinf. crew5 17.7% 27 4725 
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Resource Pool Resource No. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
Working 
Days 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Unit 
Total Cost/ 
Resource 
Pool 
Bitumen 
insulation crew Bitumen crew1 7.7% 12 960 960 
Membrane 
insulation crew Membrane crew1 0 0 0 0 
Masonry crew 
Masonry crew1 9.6% 16 2400 
7200 
Masonry crew2  4.0% 8 1200 
Masonry crew3  4.0% 8 1200 
Masonry crew4  4.4% 8 1200 
Masonry crew5  1.3% 8 1200 
Plaster crew 
Plaster crew1  4.3% 7 2100 
10800 
Plaster crew2  4% 7 2100 
Plaster crew3  4% 7 2100 
Plaster crew4  5.5% 9 2700 
Plaster crew5  3.6% 6 1800 
Paint crew 
Paint crew1 7.3% 12 4500 
22875 
Paint crew2  5.5% 9 3375 
Paint crew3  10.4% 16 6000 
Paint crew4  13% 20 7500 
Paint crew5  2.5% 4 1500 
Tiles crew Tiles crew1 10% 16 4800 4800 
Granite/marble 
crew Marble crew1 6.1% 10 4000 4000 
Aluminum crew Aluminum crew1 3.6% 6 7500 7500 
Steel doors crew Steel doors crew1 1% 2 3000 3000 
Crytal crew Crytal crew1 2% 4 4000 4000 
Plumbing crew 
Plumbing crew1  18.5% 29 5800 
12200 Plumbing crew2  10% 16 3200 
Plumbing crew3  10% 16 3200 
Labours 
Labours1 3.6% 6 300 
1200 Labours2  3.6% 6 300 
Labours3  7.8% 12 600 
Steel Structure 
Crew 
Steel Structure 
Crew1 0 0 0 0 
Total      164810 
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Table 7.4: Materials’ Consumed Quantities and Cost for All Zones 
Material unit Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Total Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost 
Sand m3 2974 59480 6351 127020 867 17340 10192 203840 
Aggregate m3  813 32520 794 31760 0 0 1607 64280 
Plain 
concrete m
3  666 135864 323 65892 54 11016 1043 212772 
Timber wood m2 11117 277925 4702 117550 2250 56250 18069 451725 
Reinforced 
Concrete for 
Foundation 
m3 826 217238 1732 455516 256 67328 2814 740082 
Steel ton 193 1013829 217 1139901 59.1 310452.3 469.1 2464182
Bitumen kg 5790 11580 12847 25694 1963 3926 20600 41200 
Grout ton 0 0 0.472 991.2 0 0 0.472 991.2 
Gravel m3 0 0 64 2560 0 0 64 2560 
membrane m2 11433 194361 1090 18530 345 5865 12868 218756 
Primer m2 9146 18292 872 1744 276 552 10294 20588 
O.P. Cement ton 240 129600 18 9720 25 13500 283 152820 
Reinforced 
Concrete for 
Structure 
m3 1395 348750 755 188750 170 42500 2320 580000 
Masonry 
Units no 
43891
0 131673 0 0 38232 11469.6 477142 143143 
Metal Lath ml 3906 3906 0 0 299 299 4205 4205 
Tie Beam ml 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Concrete tie 
beam m
3  0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
Grout 
Masonry m
3  0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
Masonry 
steel ton 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
Truss type ml 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Angles no 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Filler ml 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Backing rod ml 0  0 3775 11325 52 156 3827 11481 
Joint sealant lit 0  0 1510 120800 11 880 1521 121680 
Plaster Stop ml  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Angel Bead ml  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Expansion 
Joint ml  0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
Paint 
Materials m
2 12208 122080 1000 10000 1275 12750 14483 144830 
Roof Slope 
Plain Conc  m
3 145 29580 18.5 3774 97 19788 260.5 53142 
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Material unit Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Total Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost 
Geotextile m2 2073 3109.5 0 0 138 207 2211 3316.5 
Thermal 
Insulation m
3 104 33280 0 0 7 2240 111 35520 
Roof Tiles m2 2384 35760 0 0 159 2385 2543 38145 
Roof 
Drainage 
Pipe 
ml 279 6975 0  0 12.3 307.5 291.3 7282.5 
Roof Drain no 31 2325 0 0 3 225 34 2550 
Marble Floor m2 57 5700 0 0 0 0 57 5700 
Marble Stairs ml 157 15700 0 0 0 0 157 15700 
Porcelain 
Tiles m
2 817 44935 0  0 0  0 817 44935 
Mosaic Tiles m2 268 4824 0 0 0 0 268 4824 
Plain Conc 
Floor FF m
3 75 13500 0  0 0  0 75 13500 
Hardener kg 3760 6580 26425 46243.75 0 0 30185 52823.8 
Epoxy Paint m2 752 22560 0 0 0 0 752 22560 
Aluminum 
Windows m
2 262 78600 0  0 35 10500 297 89100 
Additional 
deluxe glass m
2 23 2300 0  0 0 0 23 2300 
Additional 
deluxe 
sections 
m2 23 11500 0  0 0 0 23 11500 
Steel Doors m2 77 32340 0 0 30 12600 107 44940 
Raised floor m2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Granite 
Facades m
2 580 150800 0  0 95 24700 675 175500 
Cable 
Trenches 
Covers 
m2 157 65940 0  0 0 0 157 65940 
Steel Ladder ml 21 3150 0 0 23 3450 44 6600 
Steel 
Handrail ml 76 11400 0  0 40 6000 116 17400 
Bly Wood m2 2618 123046 3266 153502 0 0 5884 276548 
Plaster 
antacid 
material 
m2 256 512 1126.4 2252.8 24 48 1406.4 2812.8 
Paint antacid 
material m
2 256 2560 0 0 0  0 256 2560 
False Ceiling m2 380 19000 0 0 0 0 380 19000 
Sornaga 
Tiles m
2 64 3840 0  0 105 6300 169 10140 
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Material unit Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Total Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost 
Ceramic 
Tiles m
2 164 4264 0  0 375 9750 539 14014 
Granite Floor m2 4 1040 0 0 0 0 4 1040 
Granite Stair ml 18.5 9620 0 0 0 0 18.5 9620 
Wood Doors m2 13 4680 0 0 0 0 13 4680 
Water closet no 2 3000 0 0 0 0 2 3000 
Lavatory no 4 6000 0 0 0 0 4 6000 
Urinal no 2 3000 0 0 0 0 2 3000 
Kitchen sink no 1 1500 0 0 0 0 1 1500 
Floor drain no 6 600 0 0 0 0 6 600 
Electric 
Heater no 1 1500 0  0 0  0 1 1500 
Electric 
Cooler no 1 2500 0  0 0  0 1 2500 
Steel Pipes ml 115 5175 0 0 444 19980 559 25155 
Steel Valves no 2 140 0 0 10 700 12 840 
Drainge 
&Water 
Pipes 
ml 150 5250 0  0 0 0 150 5250 
Steel Grelya m2 0  0 264 105600 0 0 264 105600 
PVC Pipes ml 0  0 616 24640 7 280 623 24920 
Proof Perm. 
Material  m
3 0  0 0  0 125 2500 125 2500 
Ventilation 
pipe no 0  0 0  0 2 140 2 140 
Plain Conc 
Side Walk 
&Curb 
m3 0  0 108 14688 0  0 108 14688 
Steel Creat 
Tiles m
2 0  0 607 15175 0  0 607 15175 
Curb Stone ml 0  0 2223 33345 0 0 2223 33345 
Steel 
Structure m
2 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
Chain Link 
Fence 
Switchyard 
ml 0  0 385 134750 0  0 385 134750 
Chain Link 
Fence GIS 
Cell 
ml 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
Chain Link 
Fence 
Corridor ml 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 
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Material unit Zone 1 Zone2 Zone 3 Total Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost Qty Cost 
Subbase 
Aggregate m
3 0  0 1493 44790 0 0 867 26010 
Manhole 
Steel Cover no 0 0 0 0 3 1500 3 1500 
Total   3475183.5  
2906513.
75   677884.4  
7059581
.650 
7.5 Optimization Model 
The third step is to run the optimization model to obtain the minimum time units 
consumed by each zone, the cost corresponding to this time and the optimum resource 
parameters (resource allocation) needed by each activity in the model to get the minimum time. 
This is done through the model illustrated in chapter 5. First step is to set resource parameters 
values in parameter variation experiment; the minimum and maximum values for each parameter 
and also the increment step in which this parameter will increase its value to reach the maximum. 
The minimum value for any parameter is always 1, the maximum value for each parameter is the 
capacity of resource pool in which this resource parameter withdraws from it (i.e. the maximum 
available number of resources in this resource pool in which this resource parameter withdraws 
its value from it). Table 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 show the parameters values for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 
3 respectively. 
Table 7.5: Values of Zone 1 Parameters in Parameter Variation Experiment 
Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
excavatorSizeGIS  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeGIS  Range 1 6 1 
loaderSizeGIS  Range 1 2 1 
compactorSizeGIS  Range 1 4 1 
membraneCrewGIS  Range 1 2 1 
bituminCrewGIS  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewGIS  Range 1 15 1 
formworkCrewPCFoundGIS  Range 1 15 1 
pumpPCFoundGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCFoundGIS  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewFoundGIS  Range 1 10 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
pumpRCFoundGIS  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrewBackfGIS  Range 1 12 1 
formworkCrewUpperSmellGIS Range 1 15 1 
reinfUpperSmellGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpUpperSmellGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewTrenchGIS  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewTrenchGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpTrenchGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewPCSOGGIS  Range 1 15 1 
pumpPCSOGGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCSOGGIS  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewRCSOGGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpRCSOGGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewColGIS  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewColGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpColGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewBeamsGIS  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewBeamsGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpBeamsGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewCorridorSlabGIS Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewCorridorSlabGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpCorridorSlabGIS  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRoofSlabGIS  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabGIS  Range 1 10 1 
pumpRoofSlabGIS  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrew25GIS  Range 1 12 1 
masonaryCrew12GIS  Range 1 12 1 
membraneCrewRoofGIS  Range 1 7 1 
thermalInsCrewGIS  Range 1 15 1 
pumpPCRoofGIS  Fixed 1 
roofTilesCrewGIS  Range 1 5 1 
plumbingCrewGIS  Range 1 3 1 
internalPlasterCrewGIS  Range 1 15 1 
externalPlasterCrewGIS  Range 1 15 1 
internalPaintCrewGIS  Range 1 10 1 
externalPaintCrewGIS  Range 1 10 1 
marbleFloorCrewGIS  Range 1 3 1 
marbleStairsCrewGIS  Range 1 3 1 
porclainCrewGIS Range 1 5 1 
mosaicCrewGIS  Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCRoofGIS  Fixed 1 
helicopterGIS  Fixed 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
graniteFacedCrewGIS  Range 1 3 1 
epoxyCrewGIS  Range 1 2 1 
aluminiumCrewGIS  Range 1 2 1 
steelDoorCrewGIS  Range 1 2 1 
crytalCrewGIS  Fixed 1 
fenceCrewGIS  Range 1 2 1 
excavatorSizeCB  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeCB  Range 1 6 1 
loaderSizeCB  Range 1 2 1 
compactorSizeCB  Range 1 4 1 
membraneCrewCB  Range 1 2 1 
bituminCrewCB  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewCB  Range 1 15 1 
formworkCrewPCFoundCB  Range 1 15 1 
pumpPCFoundCB  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCFoundCB  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewFoundCB  Range 1 10 1 
pumpRCFoundCB  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrewBackfCB  Range 1 12 1 
formworkCrewWallColBasCB  Range  1 15 1 
reinfWallColBasCB  Range 1 10 1 
pumpWallColBasCB  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewBasSlabCB  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewBasSlabCB  Range 1 10 1 
pumpBasSlabCB  Fixed 1 
pumpPCSOGCB  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCSOGCB  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewRCSOGCB  Range 1 10 1 
pumpRCSOGCB  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewColCB  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewColCB  Range 1 10 1 
pumpColCB  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRoofSlabCB  Range 1 15 1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabCB  Range 1 10 1 
pumpRoofSlabCB  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrew25CB  Range 1 12 1 
masonaryCrew12CB  Range 1 12 1 
membraneCrewRoofCB  Range 1 7 1 
thermalInsCrewCB  Range 1 15 1 
pumpPCRoofCB Fixed  1 
roofTilesCrewCB  Range 1 5 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
plumbingCrewCB  Range 1 3 1 
internalPlasterCrewCB  Range 1 15 1 
externalPlasterCrewCB  Range 1 15 1 
internalPaintCrewCB  Range 1 10 1 
externalPaintCrewCB  Range 1 10 1 
marbleFloorCrewCB  Range 1 3 1 
marbleStairsCrewCB  Range 1 3 1 
graniteFloorCrewCB  Range 1 3 1 
graniteStairsCrewCB  Range 1 3 1 
porclainCrewCB  Range 1 5 1 
mosaicCrewCB  Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCFloorCB Fixed 1 
helicopterCB  Fixed 1 
graniteFacedCrewCB  Range 1 3 1 
epoxyCrewCB  Range 1 2 1 
aluminiumCrewCB  Range 1 2 1 
steelDoorCrewCB  Range 1 2 1 
crytalCrewCB  Fixed 1 
raisedFloorCrewCB  Fixed 1 
falseCeilingCrewCB  Fixed 1 
sornagaCrewCB  Range 1 5 1 
woodenDoorCrewCB  Range 1 2 1 
ceramicCrewCB  Range 1 5 1 
Table 7.6: Values of Zone 2 Parameters in Parameter Variation Experiment 
Parameter Type 
Value 
Min Max Step 
excavatorSizePortalF1  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizePortalF1  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizePortalF1  Fixed 1 
compactorSizePortalF1  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizePortalF1 Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcSizePortalF1 Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizePortalF1  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizePortalF1  Range 1 4 1 
groutCrewSizePortalF1  Fixed 1 
reinfCrewPortalF1  Range 1 10 1 
excavatorSizePortalF2  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizePortalF2  Range 1 20 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
loaderSizePortalF2  Fixed 1 
compactorSizePortalF2  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizePortalF2 Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcSizePortalF2 Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizePortalF2  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizePortalF2  Range 1 4 1 
groutCrewSizePortalF2  Fixed 1 
reinfCrewPortalF2  Range 1 10 1 
excavatorSizeTransf220  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeTransf220  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeTransf220  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeTransf220  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeTransf220 Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcSizeTransf220 Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeTransf220  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeTransf220  Range 1 4 1 
groutCrewSizeTransf220  Fixed 1 
reinfCrewTransf220  Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewTransf220  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewTrans220  Range 1 10 1 
grelyaCrewTransf220  Fixed 1 
plasterCrewTransf220  Range 1 4 1 
excavatorSizeTransf66  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeTransf66 Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeTransf66  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeTransf66  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeTransf66 Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcSizeTransf66 Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeTransf66  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeTransf66  Range 1 4 1 
groutCrewSizeTransf66  Fixed 1 
reinfCrewTransf66  Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewTransf66  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewTrans66  Range 1 10 1 
grelyaCrewTransf66  Fixed 1 
plasterCrewTransf66  Range 1 4 1 
excavatorSizeFireWall  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeFireWall Range  1 20 1 
loaderSizeFireWall  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeFireWall  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeFireWall Range 1 15 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
formworkReinfConcSizeFireWall Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeFireWall  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeFireWall  Range 1 4 1 
reinfCrewFireWall  Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewFireWall  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewFireWall  Range 1 10 1 
plasterCrewFireWall  Range 1 4 1 
excavatorSizeFireFooting  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeFireFooting  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeFireFooting  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeFireFooting  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeFireFooting Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcSizeFireWall Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeFireFooting  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeFireFooting  Range 1 4 1 
reinfCrewFireFooting  Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewFireFooting  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewFireFooting  Range 1 10 1 
excavatorSizeFence  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeFence  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeFence  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeFence  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeFence  Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcFence  Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeFence  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeFence  Range 1 4 1 
reinfCrewFence  Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewFence  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewFence  Range 1 10 1 
plasterCrewFence  Range 1 4 1 
fenceCrewFence  Range 1 2 1 
excavatorSizeCableTrenchIn  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeCableTrenchIn  Range 1 20 1 
compactorSizeCableTrenchIn  Range 1 6 1 
loaderSizeCableTrenchIn  Fixed 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeCableTrenchIn Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcCableTrenchIn Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeCableTrenchIn  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeCableTrenchIn Range 1 4 1 
reinfCrewCableTrenchIn Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewCableTrenchIn  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewCableTrenchIn  Range 1 10 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
plasterCrewCableTrenchIn  Range 1 4 1 
plumbingCrewCableTrenchIn  Range 1 4 1 
excavatorSizeCableTrenchOut Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeCableTrenchOut  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeCableTrenchOut  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeCableTrenchOut Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeCableTrenchOut Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcCableTrenchOut Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeCableTrenchOut  Range 1 2 1 
BituminCrewSizeCableTrenchOut Range 1 4 1 
reinfCrewCableTrenchOut  Range 1 10 1 
membraneCrewCableTrenchOut Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewCableTrenchOut  Range 1 10 1 
plasterCrewCableTrenchOut  Range 1 4 1 
plumbingCrewCableTrenchOut Range 1 4 1 
excavatorSizeMainRoad  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeCableMainRoad  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeMainRoad  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeMainRoad  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeMainRoad Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcMainRoad Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeMainRoad  Range 1 2 1 
reinfCrewMainRoad  Range 1 10 1 
steelCreetTilesCrewMainRoad  Range 1 2 1 
curbCrewMainRoad  Range 1 10 1 
paintCrewMainRoad  Range 1 2 1 
excavatorSizeSecondRoad  Range 1 3 1 
truckSizeCableSecondRoad  Range 1 20 1 
loaderSizeSecondRoad  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeSecondRoad  Range 1 6 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeSecondRoad Range 1 15 1 
formworkReinfConcSecondRoad Range 1 15 1 
pumpSizeSecondRoad  Range 1 2 1 
reinfCrewSecondRoad  Range 1 10 1 
steelCreetTilesCrewSecondRoad Range 1 2 1 
curbCrewSecondRoad  Range 1 10 1 
paintCrewSecondRoad Range 1 2 1 
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Table 7.7: Values of Zone 3 Parameters in Parameter Variation Experiment 
Parameter Type 
Value 
Min Max Step 
excavatorSizeFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
truckSizeFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
loaderSizeFireRoom  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
membraneCrewFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
bituminCrewFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewFireRoom  Range 1 3 1 
formworkCrewPCFoundFireRoom Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCFoundFireRoom  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCFoundFireRoom Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewFoundFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
pumpRCFoundFireRoom  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrewBackfFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCSOGFireRoom  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewColFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewColFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
pumpColFireRoom Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRoofSlabFireRoom Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
pumpRoofSlabFireRoom  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrew25FireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
masonaryCrew12FireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
membraneCrewRoofFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
thermalInsCrewFireRoom  Range 1 3 1 
pumpPCRoofFireRoom  Fixed 1 
roofTilesCrewFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
plumbingCrewFireRoom  Range 1 3 1 
internalPlasterCrewFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
externalPlasterCrewFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
internalPaintCrewFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
externalPaintCrewFireRoom  Range 1 5 1 
graniteFacedCrewFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
aluminiumCrewFireRoom  Fixed 1 
steelDoorCrewFireRoom  Fixed 1 
sornagaCrewFireRoom  Range 1 2 1 
excavatorSizeWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
truckSizeWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
loaderSizeWorkShop  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
membraneCrewWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
bituminCrewWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewWorkShop  Range 1 3 1 
formworkCrewPCFoundWorkShop Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCFoundWorkShop  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCFoundWorkShop Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewFoundWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
pumpRCFoundWorkShop  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrewBackfWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCSOGWorkShop  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewColWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewColWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
pumpColWorkShop  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRoofSlabWorkShop Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
pumpRoofSlabWorkShop  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrew25WorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
masonaryCrew12WorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
membraneCrewRoofWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
thermalInsCrewWorkShop  Range 1 3 1 
pumpPCRoofWorkShop  Fixed 1 
roofTilesCrewWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
plumbingCrewWorkShop  Range 1 3 1 
internalPlasterCrewWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
externalPlasterCrewWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
internalPaintCrewWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
externalPaintCrewWorkShop  Range 1 5 1 
graniteFacedCrewWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
aluminiumCrewWorkShop  Fixed 1 
steelDoorCrewWorkShop  Fixed 1 
sornagaCrewWorkShop  Range 1 2 1 
excavatorSizeElevatedTank  Range 1 2 1 
truckSizeElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
loaderSizeElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeElevatedTank  Range 1 2 1 
membraneCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 2 1 
bituminCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 3 1 
formworkCrewPCFoundElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
pumpPCFoundElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRCFoundElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewFoundElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
pumpRCFoundElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
formworkCrewWallGroundTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfWallColGroundTank  Range 1 5 1 
pumpWallGroundTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRoofSlabGroundTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabGroundTank Range 1 5 1 
pumpRoofSlabGroundTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewColElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewColElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
pumpColElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewBeamsElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewBeamsElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
pumpBeamsElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewFloorSlabElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewFloorSlabElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
pumpFloorSlabElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewWallElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfWallColElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
pumpWallElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
formworkCrewRoofSlabElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
pumpRoofSlabElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
masonaryCrew12ElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
plumbingCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 3 1 
internalPlasterCrewElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
externalPlasterCrewElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
internalPaintCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 5 1 
externalPaintCrewElevatedTank Range 1 5 1 
ceramicCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 2 1 
sornagaCrewElevatedTank  Range 1 2 1 
aluminiumCrewElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
steelDoorCrewElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
crytalCrewElevatedTank  Fixed 1 
excavatorSizeDrainageTank  Range 1 2 1 
truckSizeDrainageTank  Range 1 5 1 
loaderSizeDrainageTank  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeDrainageTank  Range 1 2 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeDrainageTank Range 1 5 1 
formworkReinfConcSizeDrainageTank Range 1 5 1 
pumpSizeDrainageTank  Fixed 1 
BituminCrewSizeDrainageTank  Range 1 2 1 
reinfCrewDrainageTank  Range 1 5 1 
membraneCrewDrainageTank  Range 1 2 1 
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Parameter Type Value Min Max Step 
screedCrewDrainageTank  Range 1 3 1 
plasterCrewDrainageTank  Range 1 5 1 
plumbingCrewDrainageTank  Range 1 3 1 
excavatorSizeShed  Range 1 2 1 
truckSizeShed  Range 1 5 1 
loaderSizeShed  Fixed 1 
compactorSizeShed  Range 1 2 1 
formworkPlainConcSizeShed  Range 1 5 1 
formworkReinfConcSizeShed  Range 1 5 1 
pumpSizeShed  Fixed 1 
BituminCrewSizeShed  Range 1 2 1 
reinfCrewShed  Range 1 5 1 
membraneCrewShed  Range 1 2 1 
screedCrewShed  Range 1 3 1 
plasterCrewShed  Range 1 5 1 
steelStructureCrewShed  Fixed 1 
After running the optimization model using parameter variation experiment and genetic 
algorithm implementation as explained in chapter 5 and the parameter values mentioned above, 
the experiment made 2000 iteration per zone. In turn, total number of experiments calls per zone 
evolution reaches 106525 million calls as population size is 80262500 chromosomes. The 
following results are obtained: 
The minimum time units for Zone 1 are 350 days, the minimum time units for Zone 2 are 
215 days and the minimum time units for Zone 3 are 135 days. So the minimum time units of the 
substation are 350 days (Figure 7.3). 
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Figure  7.3: Model Time Results after Running Optimization 
Table 7.8 shows the optimum resource parameters values obtained from optimization 
experiment for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 that attain the best resource allocation, corresponding 
to minimum model time units obtained for each zone. 
Table 7.8: Values of Resource Parameters after Running Optimization for All Zones 
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
excavatorSizeGIS 2 excavatorSizePortalF1 
1 excavatorSizeFireRoom 1 
truckSizeGIS 4 truckSizePortalF1 1 truckSizeFireRoom 1 
loaderSizeGIS 1 loaderSizePortalF1 1 loaderSizeFireRoom 1 
compactorSizeGIS 2 compactorSizePortalF1 
1 compactorSizeFireRoo
m 
1 
membraneCrewGIS 1 formworkPlainConcSizePortalF1 
1 membraneCrewFireRoo
m 
1 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
bituminCrewGIS 1 formworkReinfConcSizePortalF1 
1 bituminCrewFireRoom 1 
screedCrewGIS 7 pumpSizePortalF1 1 screedCrewFireRoom 1 
formworkCrewPCFo
undGIS 5 
BituminCrewSizePort
alF1 
1 formworkCrewPCFound
FireRoom 
1 
pumpPCFoundGIS 1 groutCrewSizePortalF1 
1 pumpPCFoundFireRoo
m 
1 
formworkCrewRCFo
undGIS 7 
reinfCrewPortalF1 1 formworkCrewRCFoun
dFireRoom 
2 
reinfCrewFoundGIS 5 excavatorSizePortalF2 
1 reinfCrewFoundFireRoo
m 
1 
pumpRCFoundGIS 1 truckSizePortalF2 1 pumpRCFoundFireRoom 
1 
masonaryCrewBackf
GIS 3 
loaderSizePortalF2 1 masonaryCrewBackfFir
eRoom 
1 
formworkCrewUpper
SmellGIS 7 
compactorSizePortal
F2 
2 pumpPCSOGFireRoom 1 
reinfUpperSmellGIS 4 formworkPlainConcSizePortalF2 
2 formworkCrewColFireR
oom 
2 
pumpUpperSmellGIS 1 formworkReinfConcSizePortalF2 
2 reinfCrewColFireRoom 1 
formworkCrewTrenc
hGIS 5 
pumpSizePortalF2 1 pumpColFireRoom 1 
reinfCrewTrenchGIS 2 BituminCrewSizePortalF2 
1 formworkCrewRoofSlab
FireRoom 
2 
pumpTrenchGIS 1 groutCrewSizePortalF2 
1 reinfCrewRoofSlabFire
Room 
1 
formworkCrewPCSO
GGIS 5 
reinfCrewPortalF2 1 pumpRoofSlabFireRoo
m 
1 
pumpPCSOGGIS 1 excavatorSizeTransf220 
1 masonaryCrew25FireRo
om 
1 
formworkCrewRCSO
GGIS 6 
truckSizeTransf220 2 masonaryCrew12FireRo
om 
1 
reinfCrewRCSOGGI
S 3 
loaderSizeTransf220 1 membraneCrewRoofFir
eRoom 
1 
pumpRCSOGGIS 1 compactorSizeTransf220 
1 thermalInsCrewFireRoo
m 
1 
formworkCrewColGI
S 5 
formworkPlainConcS
izeTransf220 
2 pumpPCRoofFireRoom 1 
reinfCrewColGIS 3 formworkReinfConcSizeTransf220 
3 roofTilesCrewFireRoom 1 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
pumpColGIS 1 pumpSizeTransf220 1 plumbingCrewFireRoom 
1 
formworkCrewBeam
sGIS 7 
BituminCrewSizeTra
nsf220 
1 internalPlasterCrewFire
Room 
2 
reinfCrewBeamsGIS 3 groutCrewSizeTransf220 
1 externalPlasterCrewFire
Room 
2 
pumpBeamsGIS 1 reinfCrewTransf220 2 internalPaintCrewFireRoom 
2 
formworkCrewCorrid
orSlabGIS 7 
membraneCrewTrans
f220 
1 externalPaintCrewFireR
oom 
2 
reinfCrewCorridorSla
bGIS 4 
screedCrewTrans220 2 graniteFacedCrewFireR
oom 
1 
pumpCorridorSlabGI
S 1 
grelyaCrewTransf220 2 aluminiumCrewFireRoo
m 
1 
formworkCrewRoofS
labGIS 10 
plasterCrewTransf22
0 
2 steelDoorCrewFireRoo
m 
1 
reinfCrewRoofSlabG
IS 6 
excavatorSizeTransf6
6 
1 sornagaCrewFireRoom 2 
pumpRoofSlabGIS 1 truckSizeTransf66 2 excavatorSizeWorkShop 1 
masonaryCrew25GIS 5 loaderSizeTransf66 1 truckSizeWorkShop 1 
masonaryCrew12GIS 5 compactorSizeTransf66 
1 loaderSizeWorkShop 1 
membraneCrewRoof
GIS 7 
formworkPlainConcS
izeTransf66 
2 compactorSizeWorkSho
p 
1 
thermalInsCrewGIS 7 formworkReinfConcSizeTransf66 
2 membraneCrewWorkSh
op 
1 
pumpPCRoofGIS 1 pumpSizeTransf66 1 bituminCrewWorkShop 1 
roofTilesCrewGIS 5 BituminCrewSizeTransf66 
1 screedCrewWorkShop 1 
plumbingCrewGIS 3 groutCrewSizeTransf66 
1 formworkCrewPCFound
WorkShop 
1 
internalPlasterCrewG
IS 8 
reinfCrewTransf66 1 pumpPCFoundWorkSho
p 
1 
externalPlasterCrewG
IS 6 
membraneCrewTrans
f66 
1 formworkCrewRCFoun
dWorkShop 
2 
internalPaintCrewGI
S 7 
screedCrewTrans66 2 reinfCrewFoundWorkSh
op 
1 
externalPaintCrewGI
S 5 
grelyaCrewTransf66 1 pumpRCFoundWorkSh
op 
1 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
marbleFloorCrewGIS 2 plasterCrewTransf66 2 masonaryCrewBackfWorkShop 
2 
marbleStairsCrewGIS 1 excavatorSizeFireWall 1 pumpPCSOGWorkShop 1 
porclainCrewGIS 3 truckSizeFireWall 2 formworkCrewColWorkShop 
2 
mosaicCrewGIS 3 loaderSizeFireWall 1 reinfCrewColWorkShop 1 
pumpPCRoofGIS 1 compactorSizeFireWall 
1 pumpColWorkShop 1 
helicopterGIS 1 formworkPlainConcSizeFireWall 
1 formworkCrewRoofSlab
WorkShop 
2 
graniteFacedCrewGI
S 3 
formworkReinfConcSi
zeFireWall 
2 reinfCrewRoofSlabWor
kShop 
1 
epoxyCrewGIS 2 pumpSizeFireWall 1 pumpRoofSlabWorkShop 
1 
aluminiumCrewGIS 2 BituminCrewSizeFireWall 
1 masonaryCrew25WorkS
hop 
2 
steelDoorCrewGIS 1 reinfCrewFireWall 1 masonaryCrew12WorkShop 
1 
crytalCrewGIS 1 membraneCrewFireWall 
1 membraneCrewRoofWo
rkShop 
1 
fenceCrewGIS 1 screedCrewFireWall 2 thermalInsCrewWorkShop 
1 
excavatorSizeCB 1 plasterCrewFireWall 1 pumpPCRoofWorkShop 1 
truckSizeCB 2 excavatorSizeFireFooting 
1 roofTilesCrewWorkSho
p 
1 
loaderSizeCB 1 truckSizeFireFooting 1 plumbingCrewWorkShop 
1 
compactorSizeCB 2 loaderSizeFireFooting 1 internalPlasterCrewWorkShop 
2 
membraneCrewCB 1 compactorSizeFireFooting 
1 externalPlasterCrewWor
kShop 
2 
bituminCrewCB 1 formworkPlainConcSizeFireFooting 
1 internalPaintCrewWork
Shop 
2 
screedCrewCB 5 formworkReinfConcSizeFireWall 
2 externalPaintCrewWork
Shop 
2 
formworkCrewPCFo
undCB 5 
pumpSizeFireFooting 1 graniteFacedCrewWork
Shop 
1 
pumpPCFoundCB 1 BituminCrewSizeFireFooting 
1 aluminiumCrewWorkSh
op 
1 
formworkCrewRCFo
undCB 5 
reinfCrewFireFooting 1 steelDoorCrewWorkSho
p 
1 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
reinfCrewFoundCB 3 membraneCrewFireFooting 
1 sornagaCrewWorkShop 2 
pumpRCFoundCB 1 screedCrewFireFooting 
1 excavatorSizeElevatedT
ank 
1 
masonaryCrewBackf
CB 4 
excavatorSizeFence 1 truckSizeElevatedTank 2 
formworkCrewWallC
olBasCB 6 
truckSizeFence 1 loaderSizeElevatedTank 1 
reinfWallColBasCB 4 loaderSizeFence 1 compactorSizeElevatedTank 
1 
pumpWallColBasCB 1 compactorSizeFence 1 membraneCrewElevatedTank 
1 
formworkCrewBasSl
abCB 7 
formworkPlainConcSi
zeFence 
1 bituminCrewElevatedTa
nk 
1 
reinfCrewBasSlabCB 5 formworkReinfConcFence 
1 screedCrewElevatedTan
k 
1 
pumpBasSlabCB 1 pumpSizeFence 1 formworkCrewPCFoundElevatedTank 
3 
pumpPCSOGCB 1 BituminCrewSizeFence 
1 pumpPCFoundElevated
Tank 
1 
formworkCrewRCSO
GCB 0 
reinfCrewFence 1 formworkCrewRCFoun
dElevatedTank 
3 
reinfCrewRCSOGCB 0 membraneCrewFence 1 reinfCrewFoundElevatedTank 
2 
pumpRCSOGCB 0 screedCrewFence 1 pumpRCFoundElevatedTank 
1 
formworkCrewColC
B 5 
plasterCrewFence 1 formworkCrewWallGro
undTank 
3 
reinfCrewColCB 3 fenceCrewFence 1 reinfWallColGroundTank 
2 
pumpColCB 1 excavatorSizeCableTrenchIn 
1 pumpWallGroundTank 1 
formworkCrewRoofS
labCB 7 
truckSizeCableTrench
In 
2 formworkCrewRoofSlab
GroundTank 
3 
reinfCrewRoofSlabC
B 5 
compactorSizeCableTr
enchIn 
2 reinfCrewRoofSlabGrou
ndTank 
2 
pumpRoofSlabCB 1 loaderSizeCableTrenchIn 
1 pumpRoofSlabGroundT
ank 
1 
masonaryCrew25CB 4 formworkPlainConcSizeCableTrenchIn 
3 formworkCrewColEleva
tedTank 
3 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
masonaryCrew12CB 4 formworkReinfConcCableTrenchIn 
3 reinfCrewColElevatedTank 2 
membraneCrewRoof
CB 5 
pumpSizeCableTrenchIn 1 pumpColElevatedTank 1 
thermalInsCrewCB 5 BituminCrewSizeCableTrenchIn 
2 formworkCrewBeamsElevat
edTank 
3 
pumpPCRoofCB 1 reinfCrewCableTrenchIn 1 reinfCrewBeamsElevatedTank 
2 
roofTilesCrewCB 3 membraneCrewCableTrenchIn 
2 pumpBeamsElevatedTank 1 
plumbingCrewCB 3 screedCrewCableTrenchIn 
2 formworkCrewFloorSlabEle
vatedTank 
3 
internalPlasterCrew
CB 6 
plumbingCrewCableTren
chIn 
2 reinfCrewFloorSlabElevated
Tank 
2 
externalPlasterCrew
CB 4 
excavatorSizeCableTrenc
hOut 
1 pumpFloorSlabElevatedTan
k 
1 
internalPaintCrewC
B 6 
truckSizeCableTrenchOu
t 
2 formworkCrewWallElevated
Tank 
3 
externalPaintCrewC
B 4 
loaderSizeCableTrenchO
ut 
1 reinfWallColElevatedTank 2 
marbleFloorCrewCB 3 compactorSizeCableTrenchOut 
2 pumpWallElevatedTank 1 
marbleStairsCrewC
B 1 
formworkPlainConcSize
CableTrenchOut 
2 formworkCrewRoofSlabEle
vatedTank 
3 
graniteFloorCrewCB 3 formworkReinfConcCableTrenchOut 
2 reinfCrewRoofSlabElevated
Tank 
2 
graniteStairsCrewC
B 1 
pumpSizeCableTrenchO
ut 
1 pumpRoofSlabElevatedTank 1 
porclainCrewCB 2 BituminCrewSizeCableTrenchOut 
2 masonaryCrew12ElevatedTa
nk 
1 
mosaicCrewCB 2 reinfCrewCableTrenchOut 
1 plumbingCrewElevatedTank 3 
pumpPCFloorCB 1 membraneCrewCableTrenchOut 
2 internalPlasterCrewElevated
Tank 
1 
helicopterCB 1 screedCrewCableTrenchOut 
2 externalPlasterCrewElevated
Tank 
3 
graniteFacedCrewC
B 3 
plumbingCrewCableTren
chOut 
2 internalPaintCrewElevatedT
ank 
1 
epoxyCrewCB 2 excavatorSizeMainRoad 1 externalPaintCrewElevatedTank 
3 
aluminiumCrewCB 2 truckSizeCableMainRoad 2 ceramicCrewElevatedTank 1 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
Parameter 
Value 
after 
opt. 
steelDoorCrewCB 2 loaderSizeMainRoad 1 sornagaCrewElevatedTank 1 
crytalCrewCB 1 compactorSizeMainRoad 2 aluminiumCrewElevatedTank 
1 
raisedFloorCrewCB 1 formworkReinfConcMainRoad 
3 steelDoorCrewElevatedTank 1 
falseCeilingCrewCB 1 pumpSizeMainRoad 1 crytalCrewElevatedTank 1 
sornagaCrewCB 2 reinfCrewMainRoad 1 excavatorSizeDrainageTank 1 
woodenDoorCrewC
B 1 
steelCreetTilesCrewMain
Road 
2 truckSizeDrainageTank 2 
ceramicCrewCB 2 curbCrewMainRoad 3 loaderSizeDrainageTank 1 
  paintCrewMainRoad 2 compactorSizeDrainageTank 1 
  excavatorSizeSecondRoad 
1 formworkPlainConcSizeDrai
nageTank 
2 
  truckSizeCableSecondRoad 
2 formworkReinfConcSizeDra
inageTank 
2 
  loaderSizeSecondRoad 1 pumpSizeDrainageTank 1 
  compactorSizeSecondRoad 
2 BituminCrewSizeDrainageT
ank 
1 
  formworkReinfConcSecondRoad 
2 reinfCrewDrainageTank 1 
  pumpSizeSecondRoad 1 membraneCrewDrainageTank 
1 
  reinfCrewSecondRoad 1 screedCrewDrainageTank 1 
  steelCreetTilesCrewSecondRoad 
2 plasterCrewDrainageTank 1 
  curbCrewSecondRoad 2 plumbingCrewDrainageTank 1 
  paintCrewSecondRoad 2 excavatorSizeShed 1 
    truckSizeShed 1 
    loaderSizeShed 1 
    compactorSizeShed 1 
    formworkPlainConcSizeShed 
2 
    formworkReinfConcSizeShed 
2 
    pumpSizeShed 1 
    BituminCrewSizeShed 1 
    reinfCrewShed 1 
    membraneCrewShed 1 
    screedCrewShed 1 
    plasterCrewShed 1 
    steelStructureCrewShed 1 
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The model cost results obtained from optimization experiment are as follows: 
The total direct cost for Zone 1 is 4331173.5 L.E.; 855990 L.E. for equipment and manpower 
crews (variable cost) and 3475183.5 L.E. for materials (fixed cost). The total direct cost for Zone 
2 is 3696488.75 L.E.; 789975 L.E. for equipment and manpower crews (variable cost) and 
2906513.75 L.E. for materials (fixed cost). The total direct cost for Zone 3 is 831529.4 L.E.; 
153645 L.E. for equipment and manpower crews (variable cost) and 677884.4 L.E. for materials 
(fixed cost). The total direct cost of the substation is 8859191.65 L.E.; 1799610 L.E. for 
equipment and manpower crews (variable cost) and 7059581.65 L.E. for materials (fixed cost). 
The total indirect fixed cost of the substation is 430,000 L.E. and the total indirect variable cost 
is 2053334.5 L.E. (5866.67 L.E./day * 350 days). So, the total cost of the substation is 
11342526.15 L.E. as shown in Figure 7.4. Table 7.9, Table 7.10 and Table 7.11 show the 
percentage of utilization, number of working days and total cost of each equipment and 
manpower crew, for Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 respectively.  
 
Figure  7.4: Model Cost Results after Running Optimization 
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Table 7.9: Resources Utilization and Cost for Zone 1 after Running Optimization 
Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Excavator 
Excavator1 4.5% 16 12800 
25600 Excavator2 2.2% 8 6400 
Excavator3 2.2% 8 6400 
Truck 
Truck1 4.4% 16 4480 
17920 
Truck2  4.4% 16 4480 
Truck3  2.2% 8 2240 
Truck4  2.2% 8 2240 
Truck5  2.2% 8 2240 
Truck6  2.2% 8 2240 
Loader Loader1 7.1% 25 12500 21500 Loader2 5% 18 9000 
Compactor 
Compactor1  2.5% 9 1800 
8800 Compactor2  2.5% 9 1800 Compactor3  3.5% 13 2600 
Compactor4  3.5% 13 2600 
Pump Pump1 10.8% 38 114000 114000 
Helicopter Helicopter1 4.2% 15 3450 3450 
Formwork 
crew 
Formwork crew1 22.3% 79 11850 
164700 
Formwork crew2 14.8% 52 7800 
Formwork crew3 13.3% 47 7050 
Formwork crew4 13.3% 47 7050 
Formwork crew5 15.7% 55 8250 
Formwork crew6 25.6% 90 13500 
Formwork crew7 25.6% 90 13500 
Formwork crew8 24.3% 85 12750 
Formwork crew9 24.2% 85 12750 
Formwork crew10 24.2% 85 12750 
Formwork crew11 24.1% 85 12750 
Formwork crew12 21.6% 76 11400 
Formwork crew13 21.6% 76 11400 
Formwork crew14 20.7% 73 10950 
Formwork crew15 20.7% 73 10950 
Steel 
reinforcement 
crew 
Steel reinf. crew1 8.73% 31 5425 
54600 
Steel reinf. crew2 8.73% 31 5425 
Steel reinf. crew3 8.73% 31 5425 
Steel reinf. crew4 7.73% 28 4900 
Steel reinf. crew5 7.73% 28 4900 
Steel reinf. crew6 9.1% 32 5600 
Steel reinf. crew7 9.2% 33 5775 
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Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
 
Steel reinf. crew8 9.1% 32 5600 
 Steel reinf. crew9 9.23% 33 5775 
Steel reinf. crew10 9.23% 33 5775 
Bitumen 
insulation crew 
Bitumen crew1 2.8% 10 800 1120 Bitumen crew2 1% 4 320 
Membrane 
insulation crew 
Membrane crew1 10.2% 36 5400 9000 Membrane crew2 6.8% 24 3600 
Masonry crew 
Masonry crew1 19.2% 68 10200 
88200 
Masonry crew2  19.2% 68 10200 
Masonry crew3  15.2% 54 8100 
Masonry crew4  17.05% 60 9000 
Masonry crew5  17.05% 60 9000 
Masonry crew6  4.3% 15 2250 
Masonry crew7  20.6% 73 10950 
Masonry crew8  20.6% 73 10950 
Masonry crew9  6.5% 23 3450 
Masonry crew10  3.5% 13 1950 
Masonry crew11  3.5% 13 1950 
Masonry crew12  19.2% 68 10200 
Plaster crew 
Plaster crew1  6.8% 24 7200 
83400 
Plaster crew2  6.8% 24 7200 
Plaster crew3  6.8% 24 7200 
Plaster crew4  8.3% 30 9000 
Plaster crew5  8.3% 30 9000 
Plaster crew6  8.3% 30 9000 
Plaster crew7  5.6% 20 6000 
Plaster crew8  6.1% 22 6600 
Plaster crew9  3.6% 13 3900 
Plaster crew10  3.6% 13 3900 
Plaster crew11  0.4% 2 600 
Plaster crew12  0.4% 2 600 
Plaster crew13  0.4% 2 600 
Plaster crew14  6% 21 6300 
Plaster crew15  6% 21 6300 
Paint crew 
Paint crew1 14.7% 52 19500 
160500 
Paint crew2  14.7% 52 19500 
Paint crew3  14.7% 52 19500 
Paint crew4  12.5% 44 16500 
Paint crew5  12.5% 44 16500 
Paint crew6  9.5% 34 12750 
Paint crew7  9.5% 34 12750 
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Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
 
Paint crew8  9.5% 34 12750 
 Paint crew9  11.5% 41 15375 
Paint crew10  11.5% 41 15375 
Tiles crew 
Tiles crew1 5.7% 20 6000 
22500 
Tiles crew2  3.8% 14 4200 
Tiles crew3  5.7% 20 6000 
Tiles crew4  3.2% 12 3600 
Tiles crew5  2.4% 9 2700 
Granite/marble 
crew 
Marble crew1 6.7% 24 9600 
17600 Marble crew2  1.5% 6 2400 
Marble crew3  4% 14 5600 
Aluminum 
crew 
Aluminum crew1 1.4% 5 6250 12500 Aluminum crew2 1.4% 5 6250 
Wooden doors 
crew Wooden crew1 1.28% 5 6250 6250 
Steel doors 
crew 
Steel doors crew1 0.5% 2 3000 6000 Steel doors crew2 0.3% 2 3000 
Crytal crew Crytal crew1 1.1% 4 4000 4000 
Plumbing crew 
Plumbing crew1  4.35% 16  
9600 Plumbing crew2  4.35% 16  
Plumbing crew3  4.35% 16  
Epoxy paint 
crew 
Epoxy paint crew1 2.65% 10 6000 12000 Epoxy paint crew2 2.65% 10 6000 
False ceiling 
crew False ceiling crew1 2.14% 8 
8000 8000 
Labours 
Labours1 3.65% 13 650 
4750 
Labours2  3.65% 13 650 
Labours3  3.65% 13 650 
Labours4  2.65% 10 500 
Labours5  2.65% 10 500 
Labours6  1.81% 7 350 
Labours7  1.81% 7 350 
Labours8  1.81% 7 350 
Labours9  1.81% 7 350 
Labours10  1% 4 200 
Labours11  1% 4 200 
Labours12  1% 4 200 
Labours13  0.8% 3 150 
Labours14 0.8% 3 150 
Labours15  0.8% 3 150 
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Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Total      855990 
Table 7.10: Resources Utilization and Cost for Zone 2 after Running Optimization 
Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Excavator 
Excavator1 9.43% 21 16800 
50400 Excavator2 9.43% 21 16800 
Excavator3 9.43% 21 16800 
Truck 
Truck1 13.8% 30.0 8400 
195440 
 
Truck2  17% 37.0 10360 
Truck3  16.7% 36.0 10080 
Truck4  13.8% 30.0 8400 
Truck5  17.1% 37.0 10360 
Truck6  16.2% 35.0 9800 
Truck7  16.4% 36.0 10080 
Truck8  16.7% 36.0 10080 
Truck9  15.7% 34.0 9520 
Truck10  16.6% 36.0 10080 
Truck11  16.1% 35.0 9800 
Truck12  16.75% 36.0 10080 
Truck13  16% 35.0 9800 
Truck14  15.3% 33.0 9240 
Truck15  15.4% 34.0 9520 
Truck16  16.3% 35.0 9800 
Truck17  16.3% 35.0 9800 
Truck18  16.7% 36.0 10080 
Truck19  16.7% 36.0 10080 
Truck20  16.7% 36.0 10080 
Loader Loader1 52% 112 56000 56000 
Compactor 
Compactor1  7.0% 16.0 3200 
24800 
Compactor2  7% 16.0 3200 
Compactor3  11% 24.0 4800 
Compactor4  9% 20.0 4000 
Compactor5  11.5% 25.0 5000 
Compactor6  10.3% 23.0 4600 
Pump Pump1 7.4% 16 48000 72000 Pump2 3.7% 8 24000 
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Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Formwork 
crew 
Formwork crew1 41.80% 90.0 13500 
175800 
 
Formwork crew2 51.30% 111.0 16650 
Formwork crew3 25.20% 55.0 8250 
Formwork crew4 29.30% 63.0 9450 
Formwork crew5 28.40% 62.0 9300 
Formwork crew6 45.10% 97.0 14550 
Formwork crew7 31.60% 68.0 10200 
Formwork crew8 52.60% 114.0 17100 
Formwork crew9 29.10% 63.0 9450 
Formwork crew10 29% 63.0 9450 
Formwork crew11 31% 67.0 10050 
Formwork crew12 53.60% 116.0 17400 
Formwork crew13 44.20% 95.0 14250 
Formwork crew14 25.10% 54.0 8100 
Formwork crew15 25.10% 54.0 8100 
Steel 
reinforcement 
crew 
Steel reinf. crew1 27.10% 59.0 10325 
116025 
 
Steel reinf. crew2 28.40% 62.0 10850 
Steel reinf. crew3 27.13% 59.0 10325 
Steel reinf. crew4 25.30% 55.0 9625 
Steel reinf. crew5 52% 112.0 19600 
Steel reinf. crew6 27.40% 59.0 10325 
Steel reinf. crew7 26.90% 58.0 10150 
Steel reinf. crew8 32.70% 71.0 12425 
Steel reinf. crew9 27.50% 60.0 10500 
Steel reinf. crew10 31.50% 68.0 11900 
Bitumen 
insulation crew 
Bitumen crew1 29.7% 64 5120 
19760 Bitumen crew2 28.2% 61 4880 Bitumen crew3  27.8% 60 4800 
Bitumen crew4  28.3% 62 4960 
Membrane 
insulation crew 
Membrane crew1 1.1% 3 450 1500 Membrane crew2 2.8% 7 1050 
Grout 
insulation crew Grout crew1 9.1% 20 
2000 2000 
Plaster crew 
Plaster crew1  4.3% 10 3000 
8700 Plaster crew2  3.6% 8 2400 Plaster crew3  2.8% 6 1800 
Plaster crew4  2.2% 5 1500 
Paint crew Paint crew1 9.3% 20 7500 15000 Paint crew2  9.3% 20 7500 
Tiles crew Tiles crew1 3.3% 8 2400 4800 Tiles crew2  3.3% 8 2400 
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Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total 
Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Plumbing crew 
Plumbing crew1  8.4% 19 3800 
10800 Plumbing crew2  8.4% 19 3800 Plumbing crew3 3.6% 8 1600 
Plumbing crew4  3.6% 8 1600 
Labours 
Labours1 13.2% 29 1450 
6950 
Labours2  13.2% 29 1450 
Labours3  1.2% 3 150 
Labours4  1% 3 150 
Labours5  0.2% 1 50 
Labours6  0.8% 2 100 
Labours7  10.9% 24 1200 
Labours8  10.9% 24 1200 
Labours9  9.8% 22 1100 
Labours10  0.5% 2 100 
Fence crew Fence crew1  1.8% 4 7000 14000 Fence crew2  1.8% 4 7000 
Steel Grelya 
crew Steel Grelya crew1 3.5% 8 16000 16000 
Total      789975 
Table 7.11: Resources Utilization and Cost for Zone 3 after Running Optimization 
Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Excavator Excavator1 3.25% 5 4000 4000 
Truck 
Truck1 2.6% 4 1120 
3360 
Truck2  0.9% 2 560 
Truck3  0.9% 2 560 
Truck4  0.4% 1 280 
Truck5  2.2% 3 840 
Loader Loader1 8.6% 12 6000 6000 
Compactor Compactor1  2.4% 4 800 2600 Compactor2  6.2% 9 1800 
Pump Pump1 3.5% 5 15000 15000 
Formwork crew 
Formwork crew1 29% 40 6000 
30300 
Formwork crew2 30% 41 6150 
Formwork crew3 32.5% 44 6600 
Formwork crew4 28.4% 39 5850 
Formwork crew5 27.8% 38 5700 
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Resource Pool Resource no. 
Percen-
tage of 
Utilizat-
ion 
No. of 
working 
days 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
Total Cost/ 
resource 
pool 
Steel 
reinforcement 
crew 
Steel reinf. crew1 19.2% 26 4550 
20475 
Steel reinf. crew2 18.7% 26 4550 
Steel reinf. crew3 14.4% 20 3500 
Steel reinf. crew4 15.2% 21 3675 
Steel reinf. crew5 17.7% 24 4200 
Bitumen 
insulation crew Bitumen crew1 8.7% 12 960 960 
Membrane 
insulation crew Membrane crew1 0 0 0 0 
Masonry crew 
Masonry crew1 8.6% 12 1800 
6300 
Masonry crew2 6% 9 1350 
Masonry crew3 6% 9 1350 
Masonry crew4 4.3% 6 900 
Masonry crew5 4.3% 6 900 
Plaster crew 
 
Plaster crew1  4.3% 6 1800 
9000 
Plaster crew2  4.3% 6 1800 
Plaster crew3  4.3% 6 1800 
Plaster crew4  5.2% 7 2100 
Plaster crew5  3.5% 5 1500 
Paint crew 
Paint crew1 7% 10 3750 
20250 
Paint crew2  3.8% 6 2250 
Paint crew3  8.3% 12 4500 
Paint crew4  8.9% 13 4875 
Paint crew5  9.3% 13 4875 
Tiles crew Tiles crew1 10.9% 15 4500 4500 
Granite/marble 
crew Marble crew1 6.8% 10 4000 4000 
Aluminum crew Aluminum crew1 4% 6 7500 7500 
Steel doors crew Steel doors crew1 1% 2 3000 3000 
Crytal crew Crytal crew1 2.4% 4 4000 4000 
Plumbing crew 
Plumbing crew1 20.7% 28 5600 
11200 Plumbing crew2 10% 14 2800 
Plumbing crew3 10% 14 2800 
Labours 
Labours1 4% 6 300 
1200 Labours2  4% 6 300 
Labours3  8.8% 12 600 
Steel Structure 
Crew 
Steel Structure 
Crew1 0 0 0 0 
Total     
 
153645 
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The start and finish dates of each object (activity)in the optimized model are exported 
into the external excel file “logDB” as described in chapter 4, section 4.3.8, these dates are 
represented on a bar chart schedule using Primavera software as shown in Figure 7.5. 
 
Figure  7.5: Optimized Schedule of Elnabq Substation using Primavera Software 
7.6 Discussion 
From the above mentioned results of time and cost obtained after running the simulation 
and optimization models, it can be observed that the consumed time of Zone 1 model decreased 
from 390 days after running simulation experiment to 350 days after running optimization 
experiment, the difference in model time between both experiments is 40 days which is nearly 
10.25% of the total model time of Zone 1 after running simulation. For Zone 2 model, the 
consumed time decreased from 238 days after running simulation experiment to 215 days after 
running optimization experiment, the difference in model time units between both experiments is 
23 days which is nearly 9.7% of the total model time of Zone 2 after running simulation. While 
the consumed time in Zone 3 model decreased from 152 days after running simulation 
experiment to 135 days after running optimization experiment, the difference in model time 
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between both experiments is 17 days, which is nearly 11.2% of the total model time of Zone 3 
after running simulation. This means that the total substation model time units decreased by 
10.25% which is the percentage of Zone 1 as it represents the critical path of the project as 
shown in Figure 7.6. But by comparing the optimization time results with actual time of the 
substation which is 405 days, it can be observed that the total substation time decreased by 55 
days that represents 13.6% of the total actual time. 
It is also observed that, due to reduction in model time units after running optimization, 
the model cost also was decreased. So, for Zone 1, the direct variable cost (equipment and 
manpower crews) decreased from 1017905 L.E. after running simulation experiment to 855990 
L.E. after running optimization experiment, the cost of materials is fixed in both experiments 
which is 3475183.5 L.E., so the difference in total direct cost of Zone 1 between both 
experiments is 161915 L.E. which is nearly 3.6% of the total direct cost of Zone 1 and 15.9% of 
direct variable cost (equipment and manpower crews) of Zone 1 after running simulation. Also 
for Zone 2, the direct variable cost (equipment and manpower crews) decreased from 940825 
L.E. after running simulation experiment to 789975 L.E. after running optimization experiment; 
the cost of materials is fixed in both experiments which is 2906513.75 L.E.  
 
Figure  7.6: Percentage of Reduction in Model Time Units After Running Optimization 
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So the difference in total direct cost of Zone 2 between both experiments is 150850 L.E. which is 
nearly 3.9% of the total direct cost of Zone 2 and 16.03% of direct variable cost (equipment and 
manpower crews) of Zone 2 after running simulation. For Zone 3, the direct variable cost 
(equipment and manpower crews) decreased from 164810 L.E. after running simulation 
experiment to 153645 L.E. after optimization experiment, the cost of materials is fixed in both 
experiments which is 677884.4 L.E., so the difference in total direct cost of Zone 3 between both 
experiments is 11165 L.E. which is nearly 1.32% of the total direct cost of Zone 3 and 6.8% of 
direct variable cost (equipment and manpower crews) of Zone 3 after running simulation. So, the 
total direct cost of the substation model decreased by 323930 L.E., which represents 3.53% of 
the total direct cost as shown in Figure 7.7.  
 
Figure  7.7: Percentage of Reduction in Model Cost After Running Optimization 
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As the indirect variable cost is defined in the model as a cost per unit time, so this cost 
was decreased as a result of reduction in model time units. The indirect variable cost was 
decreased from 2288001.3 L.E. after running simulation experiment to 2053334.5 L.E. after 
running optimization experiment. The cost of indirect fixed cost is the same in both experiments 
which is 430000 L.E. So, the total indirect cost of the model was decreased by 234666.8 L.E., 
which is 8.63% of the total indirect cost and 10.26% of the indirect variable cost after running 
simulation.  
Finally, the total cost of the substation model decreased from 11901122.95 L.E. after 
running simulation experiment to 11342526.15 L.E. after running optimization experiment, this 
means that the total cost decreased by 558596.8 L.E., which represents 4.7% of the total cost of 
the substation model after running simulation. The total reduction in direct cost represents 2.72% 
of the total cost and the total reduction in indirect cost represents 1.98% of the total cost of the 
model after running simulation as shown in Figure 7.8. 
By comparing the optimization cost results by the actual cost of the substation which is 
L.E. 12108796.52, it can be observed that the total substation cost decreased by LE. 766270.37 
that represents 6.3% of the total actual cost (Figure 7.7). 
 
Figure  7.8: Total Percentage of Reduction in Model Cost 
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It is important to analyze the effect of resource pools on reduction of cost in each zone 
and total cost of the model to determine the resources that have great effect and those that have 
moderate, low or no effect on reduction in cost. Figure 7.9 shows the percentage of reduction of 
cost that each resource pool (variable parameters) represent from the total direct cost of Zone 1 
sorted in a descending order starting from resource pool that represent the highest percentage and 
ending by the lowest one. 
 
Figure  7.9: Distribution of percentage of Reduction in direct Cost of Zone 1 on Resource Pools 
As mentioned previously, the total percentage of reduction in direct cost of Zone 1 after 
running optimization is 3.6%. It can be observed from Figure 7.9 that the highest three resource 
pools that affect the direct cost of Zone 1 are: Paint Crew which represent 0.8% from the total 
reduction in direct cost of Zone 1, Formwork Crew which represent 0.62% and Pump pool which 
represent 0.54%. The next five pools which can represent moderate effect on direct cost of Zone 
1 are: Plaster Crew, Steel Reinforcement Crew, Excavator, Truck and Steel Doors Crew which 
represent 0.4%, 0.3%, 0.23%, 0.14% and 0.14% respectively. The next eleven pools represent 
less than 0.1% from the percentage of reduction of direct cost of Zone 1, so they considered have 
low effect on cost. Those pools are Crytal Crew, Tiles Crew, Aluminum Crew, Membrane 
Insulation Crew, Masonry Crew, Labours, Bitumen Insulation Crew, Granite/Marble Crew, 
Plumbing Crew, Loader and Helicopter which represent 0.09%, 0.07%, 0.06%, 0.05%, 0.05%, 
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reduction in direct cost are Compactor, Wooden Doors Crew, Epoxy Paint Crew and False 
Ceiling Crew. 
Figure 7.10 shows the percentage of reduction of cost that each resource pool (variable 
parameter) represent from the total direct cost of Zone 2 sorted also in a descending order. 
 
Figure  7.10: Distribution of percentage of Reduction in direct Cost of Zone 2 on Resource Pools 
The total percentage of reduction in direct cost of Zone 2 after running optimization is 
3.9%. It can be observed from Figure 7.10 that the highest two resource pools that affect the 
direct cost of Zone 2 are Truck pool which represent 1.2% from the total reduction in direct cost 
of Zone 2 and Formwork Crew which represent 1.04%. The next two highest pools are: Steel 
Reinforcement Crew which represents 0.68% and Pump pool which represents 0.47%. The next 
two resource pools are considered have moderate effect on reduction in direct cost of Zone 2, 
which are Loader pool which represents 0.28% and Excavator pool which represents 0.19%. 
Compactor pool has a very low effect on cost which is 0.06%. The following pools have no 
effect on cost: Membrane Insulation Crew, Grout Crew, Plaster Crew, Paint Crew, Tiles Crew, 
Fence Crew and Steel Grelya Crew. The next three pools have negative effect on reduction in 
direct cost of Zone 2 because they cause increase in direct cost after running optimization which 
are: Bitumen Insulation Crew which causes increase in direct cost by 0.02%, Labours Crew 
which causes increase in cost by 0.005% and Plumbing Crew which represents increase by 
0.01%. 
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Figure 7.11 shows the percentage of reduction of cost that each resource pool (variable 
parameter) represent from the total direct cost of Zone 3 sorted in a descending order. 
 
Figure  7.11: Distribution of percentage of Reduction in direct Cost of Zone 3 on Resource Pools 
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on direct cost are Truck, Pump, Steel Reinforcement Crew and Paint Crew, as they represent a 
percentage of reduction of 0.57%, 0.46%, 0.44% and 0.41% respectively. 
 
Figure  7.12: Distribution of percentage of Reduction in direct Cost of Model on Resource Pools 
The following three resource pools show moderate effect on reduction in direct cost as 
their percentages range from less than 0.25% to more than 0.1%. Those pools are Plaster Crew, 
Excavator and Loader which represent 0.24%, 0.19% and 0.13% respectively. The next twelve 
pools are considered to have low effect on cost as they represent percentages less than 0.1%. The 
low effect pools are Steel Doors Crew, Crytal Crew, Masonry Crew, Tiles Crew, Aluminum 
Crew, Compactor, Membrane Insulation Crew, Plumbing Crew, Labours, Bitumen Insulation 
Crew, Granite/Marble Crew and Helicopter which represent 0.07%, 0.04%, 0.04%, 0.04%, 
0.03%, 0.03%, 0.02%, 0.01%, 0.01%, 0.01%, 0.01%, 0.003%. The resource pools which don’t 
represent any effect on reduction in total direct cost of the model are Grout Insulation Crew, 
Wooden Doors Crew, Epoxy Paint Crew, False Ceiling Crew, Fence Crew and Steel Grelya 
Crew.  
Finally, it can be said that the resource pools that are related to concrete and skeleton 
activities like Formwork Crews, Steel Reinforcement Crews, Trucks and Pump are more 
effective on reduction in cost than those pools related to finishing activities like Masonry Crews, 
Tiles Crews and Aluminum Crews. While Plaster and Paint crews’ pools have moderate effect. 
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And this returns to three reasons. First, the concrete and skeleton clauses in electrical power 
substations projects represent higher percentage of direct cost than finishing clauses. Second, the 
difficult nature of substations buildings like GIS building, Control Building or Elevated Tank 
requires high skilled structure work labours which consume more cost and time, because these 
buildings are one story buildings with large heights and areas, connected with beams located on 
different levels along the height of the building. Third, the construction of substation projects is 
horizontal construction work, not vertical work as construction of high rise buildings, hospitals 
or factories, which in turn, make it difficult to make such great overlap between structure and 
finishing works.   
7.7 Summary 
In this chapter, a case study was introduced to validate operation of simulation and 
optimization models discussed in chapter 4 and chapter 5, which is Elnabq substation that is 
located in Sharm Elsheikh city.  The steps for entering the input data into the data base excel file 
was introduced in chapter 6. The input data include bill of quantities, production rates and unit 
costs of equipment and manpower crews, the total number of resources available, unit costs of 
materials and indirect cost. After running each of simulation and optimization models, total time 
units and cost for each zone and for the total model were obtained. The cost includes direct 
variable cost (equipment and manpower), direct fixed cost (raw materials), indirect variable cost 
and indirect fixed cost. The percentage of utilization of each resource pool after simulation and 
after optimization represented as a percentage of model time units for each zone were obtained. 
Also the quantities utilized and cost of each raw material were presented. Finally, a comparison 
between results of simulation and optimization models was discussed to explicit the percentage 
of reduction in time and cost between both models. Also, a comparison between optimization 
results and actual data was discussed. Moreover, analysis was made to show the various effects 
of resource pools on reduction on direct cost to determine which pools that have the greatest 
effect for each zone and the total model. 
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CHAPTER 8  
CONCLUSION 
8.1 Background 
Electrical substations construction projects are challenging for electrical agencies, civil 
contractors and electromechanical contractors due to their unique nature. Such projects consist of 
complex scopes, different types of works, numerous and interpolated activities, several 
stakeholders, sharp milestones, large budget, long duration and various resources. On another 
hand, the construction industry is turning out to be progressively aggressive throughout the 
years, whereby the need to ceaselessly discover approaches to enhance construction 
performance. Construction project scheduling and optimization has gotten a lot of consideration 
in the course of the most recent couple of years. A plenty of strategies and algorithms have been 
produced to address particular situations or issues, particularly significant practical issues such as 
integrated planning and scheduling and resource allocation, time-cost tradeoff optimization 
under resource constraints and schedule and cost control with uncertain estimates on activity 
durations. 
The major need faced today in the electrical substation construction projects is to 
schedule, control and optimize the work performance with respect to the trade-offs among the 
main project performance indicators which are time, cost and resources while taking into account 
project variables and constraints. The traditional methods of time-cost trade-off in construction 
search for an optimal resource utilization plan at the activity level and do not consider at the 
large scale level the impact of numerous vital elements on the trade-off among cost, schedule, 
and other important project components. 
This dissertation describes a simulation and optimization model for the execution process 
of civil works of electrical substation construction projects. The model is designated to aid 
decision makers in planning, scheduling and control of the construction performance of 
substation projects. The development of the model is a means to solve the time- cost tradeoff 
optimization problem under resource constraints using project variable parameters. The model is 
built using discrete event simulation method and genetic algorithm technique considering the 
possibility of interrupting project activities and moving shared resources across project activities 
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to simultaneously optimize total project duration, total project cost, and total variation of 
resource allocation. These techniques have the advantage of focusing on global optimality at 
project level and not on local optimality at activity level. 
8.2 Dissertation Summary 
The first stage of this dissertation defines the research problem and conducts a 
comprehensive review of the domain literature. This stage of the research discusses the following 
topics: the traditional scheduling techniques, the resource scheduling problems, schedule and 
cost control, schedule and cost integration and time-cost trade off. The main points concluded 
from this stage can be summarized as follows: 
 The traditional scheduling techniques are limited in dealing with resource scheduling 
problems. 
 The main resource scheduling problems are time-cost trade-off problem, the limited 
resource allocation, the resource leveling and the resource-driven scheduling problem. 
 Most researchers treat the resource cost scheduling problem as one of the above 
mentioned problems and not blend of them. While in practice, the resource scheduling 
problem is generally a combination of these problems. 
 The main time-cost tradeoff optimization techniques are heuristics, mathematical 
methods, simulation and genetic algorithms.  
 The limitations of traditional heuristic methods returned to the reason they can only 
optimize one objective; a global optimum is not guaranteed. Mathematical methods such 
as linear programing (LP) does not solve problems in construction extremely well on the 
grounds that the decision variables in construction problems are more discrete than 
continuous in nature. 
 Simulation and genetic algorithms techniques are more capable of dealing with time-cost-
resource allocation optimization problem in construction. They overcome the limitations 
of conventional methods in exploring and examining extensive and complex genuine 
issues, understanding critical variables and searching for numerous alternative solutions. 
The second stage of this dissertation is divided into two parts. The first part defines the 
nature of electrical substation projects, the functions of the substation, the main equipment, 
general design considerations and establishing procedure. The data of this part is collected 
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through interviews with experts. They are 22 experts with an average experience of 25 years, and 
working in electrical substations construction field for 15 years. The second part describes the 
scope of civil works in electrical substations projects contracts including components of the 
substation, specifications and all activities involved in construction. Civil works include 
construction works, finishing works and plumbing and sanitary works. This information is 
obtained from contracts documents of substations projects (Electrical Substation Documents, 
2015). The scope of civil works can be summarized in three areas as follows: 
 Switchgear area which includes GIS Building and Control Building. 
 Switchyard area which includes portals foundation, transformers foundations, fire 
footings, fire walls, chain link fences, cable trenches, main roads and secondary roads. 
 Service buildings area which includes firefighting buildings, workshop, ground and 
elevated tank, drainage tanks and vehicles shed. 
The third stage of this dissertation illustrates the steps of building the simulation model. 
The model is constructed with discrete event simulation method using Anylogic software. 
The discrete-event simulation (DES) method operates the project as a discrete sequence of 
events in time. Each event occurs at a particular instant in time and marks a change of state in the 
project. The Anylogic Process Modeling Library elements are used to build the model as they 
support the discrete-event simulation method. The model is based on a database excel file for 
input data entry of any substation. The input data includes the bill of quantities, maximum 
available resources, production rates, unit cost of resources and indirect cost. The model is 
divided into three zones, working in parallel to each other. Each zone includes a group of 
buildings related to the same construction area. Each zone-model describes the execution process 
of each building in the zone, the time consumed, percentage of utilization of equipment and 
manpower crews, amount of materials consumed, total direct and indirect cost.  
The fourth stage of this dissertation presents the steps of building the optimization model. 
The optimization model is built on the same model using parameter variation experiment and 
genetic algorithm java code implemented using Anylogic platform to obtain the minimum 
possible time of the project, the optimum sequence of work, the optimum resource allocation and 
the corresponding minimum cost. The objective function of this optimization problem is to 
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mainly minimize model time units, the decision variables are the allocated resource parameters 
and the model constraints are the maximum number of resources available. 
The fifth stage of this dissertation shows the steps of model verification by applying the 
model on three different substations in Egypt. The substations are North Qena substation, Elnabq 
substation and New Esna substation. These substations have different sizes and quantities and 
various electrical powers. A sensitivity analysis is performed to test the stability of model 
operation and linearity of output results. It is observed that the time and cost results change 
linearly according to the quantities of activities for each substation, which proves efficiency of 
model operation and accuracy of output results.  
The sixth stage of this dissertation covers the steps of implementation of the model on a 
real case study which is Elnabq substation located in Sharm Elsheikh city, Egypt. The results 
obtained from both simulation and optimization models are presented including total model time 
units and cost (direct and indirect) for each zone, the percentage of utilization of resources, 
amounts of materials consumed and optimum allocation of resources. The comparison between 
results indicates the efficiency of the model in attaining a reduction in model time units between 
simulation and optimization experiments of 10.25% and reduction in total cost of 4.7%. By 
comparing the optimization results by the actual data of the substation, the model attains a 
reduction in time and cost by 13.6% and 6.3% respectively. An analysis is presented to study the 
effect of various resource types on reduction in time and cost of the project.  
8.3 Research Contributions 
The primary purpose of this research study is to develop a new model to aid decision 
makers in planning, scheduling, control, cost estimation, resource allocation and optimizing the 
execution process of civil works of electrical substation projects. The model can be used in pre-
bidding stage for estimating the time and cost of the substation according to the available 
resources to help decision makers in taking decisions. The model can also be used through the 
planning and execution stages to help in planning, scheduling, resource allocation and time-cost 
control of the project under resource constraints to enhance construction performance.  
The tools used to build the model which are discrete event simulation method and genetic 
algorithm technique based on database excel file are advantageous to assist the user in building 
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up an appropriate project performance to accomplish the optimal trade-off among various project 
components in any given electrical substation project by considering the potential effect and the 
interrelationships between the elements particular to the project. Specially, the main 
contributions of this research to the existent body of knowledge are: 
1. Development of a simulation model shows at a macro level scheduling the execution 
process of civil works of electrical substation projects based on database excel file for 
input data entry of any substation considering all project variables and constraints. 
2. Development of an optimization model on the developed simulation model, based on an 
integration of parameter variation experiment and genetic algorithm technique in order to 
solve the time-cost-resource tradeoff problem for civil works of electrical substation 
projects. 
3. Identifying the activities required for each building/ component in electrical substation 
projects and their interrelationships by reviewing project documents, interviewing with 
execution experts of such projects and performing an in-depth analysis of several solid 
case studies. 
4. Creating a database for electrical substation projects including resource breakdown, cost 
breakdown and resources production rates for all project activities through reviewing 
project specifications, studying contract documents, analysis of project cost estimation 
and collecting data of already established projects. 
The simulation model presented in this research provides the user with four main outputs 
with respect to a new electrical substation project by just entering the project data in the database 
file: 
1. A resource loaded schedule according to the specified resource constraints by the user. 
2. Cost estimation for the project including direct and indirect cost. 
3. Resources utilization breakdown including equipment and manpower crews representing 
number of working days and cost for each resource unit.  
4. Amounts of materials consumed through the project duration. 
The optimization model presented in this research provides the user with four main outputs: 
1. An optimized resource loaded schedule with the minimum possible project duration and 
minimum corresponding cost under resource constraints. 
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2. Optimum resource allocation and optimal sequence of work for the project performance. 
3. Analysis to present the variance in effect of the different types of resources on time and 
cost of the project. 
4. Optimized resources utilization breakdown for equipment and manpower crews. 
8.4 Limitations and Future Research Potential 
As mentioned previously, electrical substation construction projects include civil works 
and electromechanical works. The simulation and optimization model presented in this 
dissertation is limited only to the scope of civil works of electrical substation projects. Future 
research could add the scope of electromechanical works to the model, so that the model can 
represent the complete execution process of electrical substation. This can provide the 
integration between civil works and electromechanical works and aid construction and 
electromechanical contractors to efficiently coordinate and control work. 
The developed model doesn’t take into consideration the effect of risk factors or other 
conditions associated to electrical substation projects on time and cost. Future research could 
make risk management plan to identify, assess and analyze the major risks in construction of 
electrical substations projects and add this plan to the database excel file and integrate it with the 
model by developing “what-if” scenario to schedule risks on the model and specifying the 
actions to be taken on occurrence of each risk using java code. 
The developed model considered the generation of materials to the model by rate as units 
per day. Further research could establish a material supply framework considering all methods of 
material supply to the site to allow the user to enter the material supply schedule existed on the 
real project which could impose constraints on the project schedule. This framework can also be 
extended to include the electromechanical equipment to be supplied to the project. 
The optimization model is developed based on the concept of genetic algorithm technique 
in creating a new solution that enhances the current solutions, or evolution. Further research 
could consider other methods of optimization and study the difference in results and analyze the 
points that may enhance the results. 
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Sometimes, the substation is constructed as a part inside the power plant project. For this 
case, the developed model can be extended to present the total power supply system. Further 
research could add to the model the execution process of the components of the power plant and 
the interference between the activities of power plant and substation works on the schedule. 
The developed model depends on a proposed method statement. Further research could 
consider alternatives method statements in construction and study and analyze the differences in 
results. 
The developed model could be expanded to other industrial or infrastructure types of 
projects. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF EXPERTS’ DATA  
Expert 
No. Position Company 
Total 
Years of 
Experience 
Years of Experience 
in Electrical 
Substations Field 
Expert#1 General manager of electrical stations Egemac 30 30 
Expert#2 General manager of civil works Egemac 35 30 
Expert#3 Technical office manager Egemac 20 15 
Expert#4 Project Manager Egemac 15 15 
Expert#5 General manager of electrical stations Orascom 25 25 
Expert#6 Technical office manager  Orascom 20 15 
Expert#7 Project manager Orascom 30 20 
Expert#8 Project manager Orascom 25 20 
Expert#9 Project manager Orascom 20 12 
Expert#10 Contracts manager Orascom 20 15 
Expert#11 Technical director Orascom 18 15 
Expert#12 Chairman  Egyptian electricity transmission co. 35 35 
Expert#13 Vice chairman Egyptian electricity transmission co. 30 30 
Expert#14 Chairman 
Egyptian electricity 
production co. for 
east delta 
30 30 
Expert#15 Chairman Egyptian electricity distribution co. 35 35 
Expert#16 Technical consultant Egyptian electricity 30 30 
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Expert 
No. Position Company 
Total 
Years of 
Experience 
Years of Experience 
in Electrical 
Substations Field 
holding co. 
Expert#17 Chairman Kahromeca co. for power plants 30 30 
Expert#18 Chairman 
Egyptian electricity 
production co. for 
cairo 
35 35 
Expert#19 Head of sector Power plants in cairo and sinai 25 25 
Expert#20 Quality control manager PGESCo. 20 15 
Expert#21 Project Manager PGESCo. 20 20 
Expert#22 Project Manager PGESCo. 15 10 
 
